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ABSTRACT

Systematic procedures for predicting pilot-vehicle-flight control
system performance and proneness to pilot induced oscillations and
instabilities are here developed and applied to examples. The systems
analyzed have very limited maximum control surface rates and deflections.

Performance analysis is by means of applying random input describing
function theory to predict the root-mean-square level of key system variables
as a function of the control surface rate and deflection limit levels.
Acceptable limit levels are only two to three times the root mean square
value of the variable at the point in the system where each limiter
nonlinearity occurs.

Pilot induced oscillations and instabilities are predicted by applying
sinusoidal input describing function theory. A sinusoidal input describing
function is derived for the rate limited integrator having a restricted
output range. This is the key element in the model for an actuator having
limited maximum rate and deflection. Pilot induced oscillations corre-
spond to a stable limit cycle. Furthermore, pilot induced instabilities
may result when conditions derived from the unstable limit cycle solutions
are exceeded. A simple design criterion for eliminating pilot induced
oscillations and instabilities is

Select the linear system gains and equalization so that the
locus of closed-loop system roots as a function of the forward-
loop actuator gain over the range from zero to its nominal value,
does not exhibit conditional stability.

Results of analyzing three minimum back-up manual flight control system
modifications for the F-4C are compared with data from piloted fixed-base
simulator experiments for the same system configurations. The analytically
determined minimum limits for the three example back-up systems compare
favorably with the minimum limits determined in fixed-base simulation.
Predicted and measured pilot opinion ratings also compare favorably.
Unfortunately, however, predicted and measured performance do not compare
favorably. This may be because of inaccurate or incomplete documentation
of the measured performance.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

A. BACIGROTJIND

The Vietnam conflict is the first one in which the majority of the

aircraft involved have had relatively complex and elaborate primary flight

control systems. Operations in a hostile environment have provided the

basis for both new design considerations and reevaluation of the relative

weightings applied to older design practices. There have, notably, been

well-documented cases of aircraft lost due to battle damage to new features

of the primary flight control system. For instance, relatively insignifi-

cant ground fire has hit vital hydraulic components with conseq~uent loss

of primary controls and ultimately the aircraft, which would have otherwise

suffered only minor damage. Such occurrences have focused attention on

reducing vulnerability to this kind of damage and additionally on providing

back-up flight control systems to minimize the consequences of this damage

when it is encountered.

Airframe manufacturers have been studying both problem areas for

some time and have gone a long way toward indicating what can be done for

their specific aircraft. In most situations, however, these studies have

been so specific as to give little appreciation for the general req~uire-

ments for back-up systems. Further., there has been little or no applied

research effort directed at minimum system requirements, so the manufacturers

have been able to obtain litt le qjuantitative guidance from the services.

Because of this state of affairs, there is an urgent need for analysis

techniques and design guides for the determination of requirements for

minimum back-up flight control systems.

B. PURPOSE

The analytical program reported here was coordinated with a related

simulation program conducted by Honeywell, Inc. (Ref. 1). Four "minimum"

back-up manual flight control system designs were the main result

reported in Ref. 1. These back-up systems are ".minimumt?' in the sense

that control authorities, surface rates, hinge moments and actuator



horsepower are at the lowest levels for which the pilot can stabilize

the aircraft immediately following the occurrence of.certain relatively

frequently encountered types of battle damage and accomplish an emergency

condition landing. The Honeywell, Inc. program determined minimum levels

for these control parameters empirically by means of a piloted, fixed-

base simulation program. The aircraft simulated was an F-4C.

The purpose of the research program reported herein was to develop

analytical techniques for determining minimum levels for the above control

parameters. The analytical techniques consisted of a marriage of nonlinear

system describing function analysis with pilot-vehicle analysis techniques.

These analytical techniques may be applied to quickly narrow the range of

minimum control parameter values which can be expected to result in

minimum back-up systems having acceptable pilot-vehicle performance

capabilities. By first obtaining this range, the piloted simulation

effort required for the development of any particular limited authority

manual flight control system can be considerably abridged. This economy

results because those simulator runs which would otherwise be necessary

to determine the ranges in which the minimum levels for the control para-

meters lie are no longer necessary. Simulator runs for confirming the

analytical results and for fine tuning the pilot-vehicle system are the

only ones which may be needed.

The particular cases for which the analysis technique is applied in

this report correspond to the F-4C minimum back-up system configurations

which were simulated in the study reported in Ref. 1. This affords

maximum continuity between the two coordinated research programs.

C. THE PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVE

The concept of a minimum back-up flight control system implies severe

limitations on performance with particular regard to torque or power

available and the values of surface (or other) control deflection and

rates available. The introduction of such limitations may make the

combination of pilot, control system, and vehicle a strongly nonlinear

feedback system which may display undesirable dynamic behavior atypical

of a more nearly linear system. In particular, partial or complete loss

2



of control of the aircraft for certain inputs or initial conditions as

well as potentially destructive pilot induced oscillations are likely to

occur if the limitations are severe. These questions concerning system

performance have been attacked in the piloted simulation effort reported

in Ref. 1. The results, however, and this is particularly true of research

on systems with nonlinearities, are, strictly speaking, only applicable to

the particular forms of nonlinearity, their position in the system, and

the types of vehicle dynamics vhich have been simulated. Without an

analytical theory, the attempt to extrapolate the experimental results

of simulation to untried conditions is often perilous.

The objective of the research reported here is to assemble just such

an analytical theory which may serve as an adjunct to the design and

simulation processes for these back-up systems.

D. STATE-OF-THE-ART AND APPROACH

Comparatively recent development of quasi-linear describing function

models for the human pilot, (Refs. 2, 3), an improved understanding of

the dynamics of aircraft in control engineering terms (Refs. 4., 5, 6),

and their combination into an analytical theory of handling qualities

(Refs. 7-10, among others) has allowed the prediction, correlation, and

confident extrapolation of a very large number of simulator and flight

test results. This process, begun under the sponsorship of the Air

Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, has been extended to applications for

a variety of sponsors and projects. (See, for example, Refs. 11-13.)

While the overwhelming majority of the earliest applications of the

analytical theory of handling qualities involved only quasi-linear

pilot models and linear systems, it was clear from the beginning that

certain problems with nonlinearities in the control system or in the

aerodynamics could be handled by means of describing function analysis

(Refs. 14, 15). Indeed, Ref. 16 is a discussion of the analysis of a

number of types of pilot induced oscillations, primarily by means of the

periodic input describing functions appropriate to that class of problems,

while Ref. 17 presents a random input describing function analysis of the

performance of a pilot in control, in gusty air, of a VTOL vehicle with
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aerodynamic hysteresis. At about the same time that these analyses were

being prepared, experimental evidence began to be accumulated that, under

certain circumstances, the quasi-linear pilot model derived from tracking

tests with linear controlled elements could be successfully carried over

to the analysis of systems containing control system nonlinearities (Refs.

18, 19). These data have very recently been augmented by a new investi-

gation with very promising results (Ref. 20), and additional background

has been accumulated on the connections between pilot opinion and the

operation of nonlinearities in aircraft control systems (Ref. 21).

Therefore, an analytical treatment using mathematical models for the

pilot, the nonlinear back-up control system, and the vehicle dynamics

is an immediate extension of the existing technology. Because of this,

new research results can be tied in with previous results, while the

validity of the new models can be established by comparison with the

simulation results reported in Ref. 1. At the same time, predictions of

pilot opinion rating (which has often been shown to be a much more

sensitive indicator of favorable or unfavorable changes in the system

than any measures of performance) can be correlated with the pilot

opinions delivered in connection with the Ref. I simulator tests.

It must be appreciated that the analytical techniques illustrated

here have broader application than merely for the design of back-up

flight control systems. In fact, they will be potentially useful in

any closed-loop control situation wherein the control authority may be

limited. The analytical techniques may be especially useful for

establishing the control requirements for hovering VTOL's with high disc

loading, and for landing approach control of lifting body vehicles, for

example.

E. ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

Section II contains a more detailed statement of the limited

authority flight control problem, descriptions of the analytical methods

for its solution and of the F-4C back-up flight control system example

to which the resulting analytical techniques are applied. A model for

the rate limited integrator having a restricted output range is also

developed in Section II.
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Section III states the method for applying random input describing

functions for system performance prediction and for selection of minimum

values for control system parameters.

In Section IV, the sinusoidal input describing function for the

rate limited integrator having a restricted output range is developed.

This is followed in Section V by the method for application of this and

other describing functions for the prediction of pilot induced oscillations

and instabilities.

General conclusions and conclusions specific to the F-4C example are

drawn in Section VI.

Several detailed developments and supporting data summaries which

are necessary for completeness but which are peripheral to the main

stream of the report are given in Appendices.
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SECTION II

THE PROBLEM AND ANALYTICAL APPROACH

A. PROBLEM

Given that flight control systems are to be designed which require

the smallest maximum levels of aerodynamic surface (or other) control

deflection, rate or torque for given tasks and flight envelopes, find:

@ A method for designing a basic linear flight control
system for a particular performance level.

0 Minimum values for the control parameters which
will not result in significant degradation in performance
over that for the basic linear flight control system
design.

* A method for determining and minimizing the suscept-
ability of the system to pilot induced oscillations
because of the low levels for the control parameters.

B. EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

In the work which follows, a method for solving the problem posed

will be presented by example. The example will involve the design of

three alternative longitudinal and lateral back-up systems for the F-4C.

The purpose of these back-up systems is to enable the pilot to recover

control of the aircraft after sustaining battle damage which may disable

the primary flight control system, and then to execute an emergency

landing. This research effort is concerned only with those control

parameter values set by instrument landing approach control requirements.

It is very unlikely that all control parameter requirements will be

set by the manual instrument landing approach task. This qualification

must be borne in mind when considering the results of this report, so

that one is not deluded into believing that the minimum levels determined

by analysis here are necessarily adequate for the recovery transient,

for example, or for large maneuvers in this or other flight regimes.
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The details of the dynamic description of the standard F-4C (before

battle damage, and unmodified for back-up flight control system capability)

are given in Appendix I. The data there are for the bare airframe in a

clean configuration except for landing gear extension. (Flaps are assumed

disabled by hydraulic system damage.) Included in Appendix I are dimen-

sional stability derivatives, geometrical, moment of inertia and pertinent

trim data. Longitudinal and lateral transfer functions are also given

as is a description of the assumed instrument landing system geometry.

Normal and side gust models of the atmospheric turbulence, and a model

of the instrument landing system "beam bends" complete the description

of the assumed disturbance environment for the manual landing approach

task.

The three back-up flight control systems configurations considered

are designated Systems A, B and C.

TABLE I

LONGITUDINAL BACK-UP SYSTEMS

Limits Resulting from
System Ref. I Simulation Program Description

A 1Isl 1.5 deg Back-up power supply and

16sl •1.0 deg/sec redundant actuator for
- .pitch control. Simple

HP < 0.1 (instantaneous) spring feel system.

IFSLI < 45 lb

B 1 <tj < 2.5 deg Manually powered pitch
FsLI < 8 lb control via 30% tab on

-L stabilator which, with the

stabilator locked in trimmed
position, is used as an
elevator.

C Same as Back-Up System B
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TABLE II

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL BACK-UP SYSTEMS

Limits Resulting from

System Ref. 1 Simulation Program Description

A Fa 0 deg Back-up power supply andp <redundant actuators for roll
16SPI l 1 eg control via spoilers only.
1Ispl 15 deg/sec Simple spring feel system.

Manually powered rudder for yaw
i -< 7 deg control.
IFSLDI < 25 lb

IFPRI < 500 lb

B 5a 0 deg Manually powered roll control via
5(1)1< 10 deg * spoilers redesigned to have 2/3I sp of the effectiveness and hinge

15ri < 7 deg moment of existing design.
FD 60 lb Manually powered rudder for yaw

--D control. Ailerons not used.

IFpRI < 300 lb

C 5F 0 deg Manually powered roll control via
ailerons redesigned to have

) 10 deg * balanced hinges and tabs. Manually
powered rudder using tab. Spoilers

<JE53)1 7 deg * not used.

IFSLDI < 60 lb

IFPRI < 100 lb

*•Superscripted control variables indicate that certain modifications

to the basic aircraft have been made. These modifications result in
the modified stability derivatives given in the footnotes of Table XXII.

The descriptions of back-up system modifications for longitudinal control

are given in Table I, and those for lateral control in Table II.

Certain quantitative data are needed to complete the descriptions of

the back-up systems. These are listed below.
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TABLE III

QUANTITATIVE DATA FOR BACK-UP SYSTEMS

Longitudinal Systems

System A

FSL = 7.5 SL (ib)

SL = -0.5 5s * (in)

Systems B and C

For pitch control by means of the 50% stabilator tab, 6t,
the following control effectiveness derivatives are used.

Xbt = 2/5 Xbs (ft/sec2 /deg)

Zst = 2/3 Zbs (ft/sec2 /deg)

Mbt = 2/5 M5s (rad/sec 2 /deg)

FSL = 14.25 SL (1b)

SL = -2.78 bt t (in)

Lateral Systems

System A

F = 6.25 SLD (1b)

SLD = -0.0855 *sp (in)

FpR = 59.6 5r + 15.6 p * (1b)

PR = -0.0877 br * (in)

System B

For roll control, the spoiler control effectiveness derivatives
are 2/3 of the values given in Table XXII, Appendix I.

FSLD = 25.0 SD (1b)

Su = -0.0855 *sp (in)

FpR = 39.6 5r + 15.6 p * (lb)

PI = -0.0877 br * (in)

(continued)
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TABLE III(cont'd)

QUANTITATIVE DATA FOR BACK-UP SYSTEMS

System C

FSLD = 15.0 SLO (1b)

Sift) = -0.125 ba * (in)

FpR = 13.2 br + 5.20 Pt (lb)

PR = -0.0877 5r * (in)

*Gearing constant assumed to be that for undamaged system given in
Ref. I in absence of information to the contrary.

tGearing constant inferred from mean-square data in Ref. I.

*5(.) has units of degrees of (); • is in degrees.

C. ANALYTICAL APPROACH

The analytical approach to solution of this problem consists of

three major steps. These steps are:

0 Synthesis of a linear pilot-vehicle-flight control system
which achieves the minimum acceptable performance level with
the least stringent control requirements.

* Selection of minimum control parameter values such as
deflection limits, rate limits, etc., and verification
that the selected values do not influence the system
performance in a significant way.

* Estimation of the susceptibility of the pilot-vehicle-
flight control system combination to pilot induced
oscillations and possible instabilities for the selected
values of the control parameters.

Consider each of the three major steps listed above with respect to the

analytical techniques which they involve.

Synthesis of the linear pilot-vehicle-flight control system for a

specific minimum performance capability provides the basic system design.

This basic design is elaborated in the subsequent steps in such a way
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that important nonlinear effects are adequately represented in the

system performance analysis.

Initial data required are specification of the aircraft dynamics,

the form of the flight control system, and the minimum level of performance.

A linearized perturbation description of the aircraft plus the trim values

of the control deflections is adequate. The "form of the flight control

system' consists of a designation of the control points and motion

quantities which are explicitly or implicitly available to the pilot.

The minimum level of performance may be specified in terms of maximum

root-mean-square (RMS) error tolerable in following the guidance commands

or alternatively in terms of a desired bandwidth for closed-loop system

in response to guidance commands, and so forth. For the examples to be

treated here, the linearized perturbation description of the aircraft

is expressed in terms of transfer functions in Tables XXV and XXVI

of Appendix I. The only nonzero trim value for a control deflection

is for the stabilator, 8So = -2.815 deg, (See Table XXII). The control

inputs available to the pilot are: stabilator, 8s, or stabilator tab,

6t; throttle, 6T; spoilers, 5sp, or ailerons, ba; and rudder, br. The

pilot displays include airspeed, (VTo + uAS); attitude indicator, e and

T; angle of attack, a; altitude, h; sink rate, -A; radio magnetic indi-

cator, *; glide slope bar, de/R; and localizer bar, ye/(R+RRWy). In

addition engine performance instruments and flight director instruments

were also available. (The engine instruments are not primary flight

instruments, the flight director mechanization equations are not available

from Ref. I. Since all the flight director information is available

from other instruments, this omission is not necessarily crucial for the

purposes of this analysis.)

The desired level of performance is specified by the closed-loop

bandwidths desired for tracking the glide slope and localizer beams.

The desired closed-loop bandwidth in each case is 0.30 rad/sec.

These data are used along with the quasi-linear describing function

for the human pilot, (Refs. 2 and 3) to arrive at a complete linear

description of the pilot-vehicle system. The appropriate system organi-

zation, i.e., the association of display information with each control,
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and selection of the human pilot describing function parameters are

accomplished by applying the analytical theory of handling qualities.

(Refs. 7, 8, 9 and 10 for example.) The literature on the analytical

theory of handling qualities has now reached a mature state. Because

of this, this particular step is regarded as within the state-of-the

art, and therefore detailed consideration of this matter has been

relegated to Appendix II.

Equally important to the methods for quantitative pilot-vehicle

analysis are the qualitative methods for estimating pilot opinion rating.

Pilot opinion rating estimates are formed based on the equalization which

the pilot must supply and upon the quality of system performance which can

be attained. Pilot opinion assumes an important role because it is usually

a considerably more sensitive indicator of system acceptability than are

numerical measures of system performance such as root-mean-square error.

This is because the pilot can and does introduce equalization as the

dynamics of his control task deteriorate. Often the pilot does this in

such a way that there is little or no deterioration in the level of

system performance. It does require more effort on the part of the

pilot, however, because of the additional equalization. This additional

effort is reflected by an appropriate degradation in his opinion rating.

For minimum back-up flight control system design, it might be argued that

any minimum system which is flyable and landable will be adequate. How-

ever, this is not necessarily a proper view because other back-up system

configurations of similar complexity, cost and weight may result in more

favorable pilot opinion even though the system performance levels are

comparable. In such a case, more favorable pilot opinion is roughly

equivalent to an increased capability to perform other tasks or to cope

with additional emergencies. This increased capability will further

enhance the survivability of both pilot and aircraft.

Another way in which pilot opinion is important for this study is

that it provides a valuable tie-in between the analytical work here and

the piloted simulator results reported in Ref. 1. This is because it is

often possible to determine qualitative discrepencies between the piloting

technique assumed in the analysis and that actually used by the pilots

in the experiments by comparison of predicted and actual pilot opinions.
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The second major step, selection of minimum control parameter values

and verification of performance, is accomplished in the following way.

First, all the nonlinearities in the system are modelled in terms of

simple nonlinearities (i.e., the saturation, dead zone, etc.) for

which the random input describing functions are known or easily calcu-

lated. (See Refs. 14 or 15 for example.) In certain cases, it will be

necessary to construct the models of the nonlinear effects using combinations

of linear dynamic elements and the simple nonlinearities. This is

necessary in the case of mechanical hysteresis (Refer to Ref. 22, for

example) or in the case of the rate limited integrator having a restricted

output range which is important in the minimum back-up system design problem

considered here. Next, the variances of the inputs to the nonlinear

elements are calculated assuming that the characteristic parameter of

the nonlinearity is at the limiting value which renders the nonlinear

element linear. The variances of these inputs can be determined using

the linear system model of the first step. A trial selection of a

permissible value for the characteristic parameter of the nonlinearity

can be based upon the magnitude of the input signal variance. The

relationship between the input variance and the characteristic parameter

of the nonlinearity is established by the random input describing function

for the nonlinear element. (Refs. 14 and 15) For the simple nonlinearities,

the random input describing function is an equivalent gain which is a

function of the input variance and the characteristic parameter of the

nonlinearity.

One proceeds by selecting the maximum (or minimum) value of the

parameter which will not cause more than a negligible change in the

equivalent gain of the nonlinear element in comparison to the equivalent

gain value for linear behavior.

An example at this point will help make matters more clear. Consider

a hard limiter type of nonlinearity having a gain, G, in the linear region

and have the saturation level, S. Figure I shows equivalent representations

of this limiter. The equivalent gain or random input describing function for

the normalized limiter is given in Fig. 2. If a is the root-mean-square

value of the zero-mean Gaussian input signal to the actual limiter, then
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I-S

Actual Limiter

Normalized oIrmal!

input G Input Output Otu

S

Normalized Limiter

Figure 1. Equivalent Representations of a Limiter

a a G/S is the root-mean-square value of the normalized input to the

normalized limiter in Fig. 3. The normalized limiter characteristic

is approximated by its equivalent gain, Keq, which is given as a function

of d in Fig. 2. The random input describing function for the limiter

which results is shown in Fig. 3.

In absence of nonlinear effects, S is infinite. This means a = 0

and Keq = 1. It is clear from Fig. 2 that 1.0 > Keq > 0.954 for

0 <_ " < 0.5, and that 1.0 > Keq > 0.997 for 0 < < 0.33.
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Figure 2. Random Input Describing Function for
Normalized Limiter
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Figure 3. Equivalent Random Input Describing Function
Representations for a Limiter

Arbitrarily designate 0 < < 0.33 as defining the range for U which

causes "no more than a negligible change in the equivalent gain in

comparison to the equivalent gain value for linear behavior," Keq = I.
Then the "minimum value" of the control parameter, S/G (based upon the

It is clear that 0 < a< 0.5 would result in less than a 5%
reduction in gain from the value for linear behavior. Often this is
acceptable. In fact, it is considered good engineering practice to
size component ranges, capacities, etc., by choosing the maximum
j such that 0.33 <'max < 0.5. This choice results in the limit level
being encountered less than 5% of the time for the larger value, and
less than 0.3% of the time for the smaller value.
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above criterion) is

S (1)
G 0.33

The next matter to be considered is that of system performance

verification using the trial "minimum value" for characteristic para-

meter of the nonlinearity. If the nonlinearity enters the system

structure in an open-loop way, this is merely a matter of replacing the

normalized nonlinearity by its equivalent gain and performing the

necessary calculations of root-mean-square value of the variables of

interest.

More often the nonlinear element is part of a closed-loop system

which may contain still other nonlinear elements. Applications under

these circumstances require further explanation. Consider first one

nonlinearity in a closed loop. In this case, the input variance to the

equivalent gain representation of the normalized nonlinear element will

be a function of that equivalent gain. This complicates the matter of

determining the equivalent gain value. Solution requires simultaneous

satisfaction of both the system equation expressing the root-mean-square

value of the input to the normalized nonlinearity as a function of the

equivalent gain andthe random input describing function equation expressing

the equivalent gain for the normalized nonlinearity as a function of the

root-mean-square value of the input. Direct algebraic solution is

usually out of the question because the equations are very complicated

functions of their independent variables. Numerical solution is one

alternative, but a graphical method of solution will be discussed here

because it makes the matter clear.

The random input describing function equation for the limiter is

available as a graph in Fig. 2. The equivalent gain, Keq, may be regarded

as the independent variable. A similar graph can be constructed for

the system. This would plot U as a function of Keq. If these two plots

were overlaid, the intersection of the two curves gives the values for

Keq and U which simultaneously satisfy the two equations. To verify
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that the performance of the nonlinear system is not degraded to an

unacceptable extent in comparison with the basic linear system performance,

the solution value of K is used to recompute the root-mean-square valueeq
of the variables of interest for the nonlinear system.

When two or more nonlinearities are present, the solution is more com-

plicated but the concepts used to arrive at the solution are the same.

Consider the case wherein two nonlinearities are contained in closed loops.

Here, two system equations and two random input describing function

equations must be simultaneously satisfied. The two system equations

express the root-mean-square value of the input to the equivalent gain

representations for each nonlinearity as a function of both equivalent

gains. That is:

I 2(Keqi, Keq2) (2)

a2  a2 (Keql, Ke)(

The two random input describing function equations each describe one

nonlinearity in the manner discussed earlier. Graphical solution of

this problem is still reasonable. One proceeds by holding one equivalent

gain, say Keq2, constant and plotting the system equation for (1 as a
function KeqI• This is repeated for several constant values of Keg 2 .

For each constant value of Keq2, an intersection with the random input

describing function curve for the first nonlinearity results. Next,

the values of 62 are computed for the KeqI value at each intersection

using the corresponding constant value of Keq 2 . The resulting data can

be used to plot a versus K as a curve along which Keq is a parameter.a2 eq2  1q
If this curve is overlaid on the random input describing function curve

for the second nonlinearity, the intersection of the curves will identify

the values of Keq, and Keq2 which simultaneously satisfy all four

equations.

While it is possible to perform the many computations required for

evaluating Eqs. 2 and 3 by hand, efficiency actually dictates machine aided

computation of these quantities. When more than two nonlinearities are
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involved in closed loops, numerical solution of the system and random

input describing function equations on a digital computer is a virtual

necessity. For less than five nonlinear elements numerical solution can

be quite rapid.

Performance verification is accomplished in the same way as for the

single nonlinear element-in-closed-loop case.

The third major step is evaluation of the susceptability of the

pilot-vehicle-flight control system combination to pilot induced oscilla-

tions and instabilities. Pilot induced oscillations and instabilities

may arise because of one or more conditions. These conditions are:

* Linear instability or neutral stability (Ref. 16)

* Stable limit cycle because of nonlinearity (Ref. 16)

* Oscillatory divergence because of nonlinearity (initial
conditions outside of unstable limit cycle boundary)

The first condition is the result of the pilot-vehicle-flight control

system combination having an inappropriate structure or gain values for

the existing aircraft configuration and flight condition. No nonlinear

effects are involved. Pilot induced oscillations because of this reason

are often the result of stability augmentation system failures and

improper or lack of pilot accommodation to the failure. Linear servo

analysis theory can be applied to determine the existence of this

condition.

The second condition is the result of unavoidable or intentional

nonlinearities such as friction, dead zones and preload in the control

system. Control deflection rate limits and control deflection limits

are further examples of this type of nonlinearity. Such nonlinearities

are the main concern of this study. They may give rise to a pilot

induced oscillation which is a neutrally stable oscillation. Sinusoidal

input describing function theory may be applied to determine if a

neutrally stable oscillation may be sustained, and if so, its amplitude

and frequency (Refs. 14 and 15). While the sinusoidal describing function

theory can be applied easily for most problems of interest here, it

nevertheless is an approximate technique and so the results are approximate
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as well. The pilot induced oscillations are the stable limit cycles

indicated by the sinusoidal input describing function analysis.

The third condition is also the result of unavoidable or intentional

nonlinearities. However, this condition may lead to pilot induced instability.

The second condition, above, is usually the result of synchronous

behavior on the part of the pilot, and, in this respect, it is distinctly

different from the third condition. The third condition may be the

result of attempting large maneuvers with very limited control authority.

The instability occurs when the state vector at some time passes out of

the stable region of the state space for the particular system involved.

Exact determination of this stable region in general is not possible for

most of the problems of interest in aircraft flight control. However,

the sinusoidal input describing function can be of some small help in

estimating the size characteristics of maneuvers which may lead to

unstable oscillations. This estimate is based upon the parameters which

characterize the unstable limit cycle solutions for the system.

D. NONLTNEARITIES

The three minimum back-up flight control system configurations contain

two different types of nonlinearities of importance. These are:

* Direct manual control authority limits determined by pilot
strength or by control surface travel stops.

* Actuator rate and displacement limits for a fully-powered
manual control system.

The first nonlinear effect is modelled by a limiter characteristic

which is inserted between the pilot's output and the control surface

deflection. The effect is modelled in this way because the pilot's

force output is nearly linearly proportional to control surface

deflection. While it has not been established that the limiter reflects,

in an accurate way, pilot strength limits upon the force developed on

his control manipulator, it is clear that the proper qualitative

relationship exists. In the absence of a more definitive description,

it is necessary to use the above model. The distinction between linear

and nonlinear systems, in this respect, is shown by the block diagram

in Fig. 4.
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The maximum force levels which are assumed in this study for the

longitudinal stick, lateral stick and pedal pilot output modalities are

100 1b, 85 lb and 300 1b, respectively.

It is clear that Fig. 4 can also represent the effect of control

surface travel stops insofar as the relationships among the displayed

variable, pilot's output and control surface deflection are concerned.

However, the pilot's force output is not correctly represented when the

travel limits are encountered.

For the three example back-up systems, the control surface travel

stops set the deflection limit levels in all cases but one in the landing

approach condition. The one exception, longitudinal control by means

of a stabilator tab for Systems B and C, is configured in such a way

that the control surface travel stops are reached simultaneously with

the presumed maximum longitudinal stick force the pilot can develop.

In effect, then, all control deflection limits will result from the travel

stops in these examples.

The second type of nonlinear effect, actuator rate and deflection

limiting in a fully-powered manual control system, requires a more complex

model. The key item in the model is the rate limited integrator having

a restricted output range. (Henceforth, this is referred to as the

limiting integrator for brevity.) The limiting integrator models the

power element of the hydraulic actuator. The rate limit arises from the

maximum flow limit of the hydraulic valve and the output range limit

arises because of the limited stroke length of the power element. This

analysis neglects the variation of the hydraulic valve maximum flow limit

with (load) pressure. In order for the power element to be a useful

positioning actuator, there must be a unity gain feedback of output

position, forward-loop amplification and perhaps equalization. It will

be assumed here that the feedback and feedforward functions are linear.

Furthermore, it will be assumed that the feedforward function is a pure

gain, K. (This assumption is not necessary for the analysis techniques

that will be used. It is made here for consistency with the actuator

description in Ref. 1) If the power element is represented in such a

way that the input and output units are the same except for the integration,
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then K is the small signal open-loop gain of the actuator. K is also

equal to the small signal bandwidth of the actuator. The complete

nonlinear actuator model is shown in Fig. 5. The unity gain feedback

and pure gain feedforward functions discussed above are evident in the

figure. The limiting integrator model of the power element requires

additional explanation.

The effect of the flow rate limiting is represented by the path from

e* to a. The flow rate limit limits the output rate to not more than

R (units/sec). The output or deflection limit is P (units). When the

power element reaches the output range limit, ±P, the output rate, 5,

must go to zero. This is ensured by the feedback through the enforcement

gain, k. In principle, the enforcement should be infinite, but as a

practical matter any value which is numerically much greater than the

largest system break frequency is adequate. Notice that the enforcement

loop is a negative feedback loop around the integrator when 15"* > P.

Then., a and S are related by the transfer function:

a s+k

This makes it clear that 5 will go to zero for 1 >*1 > P in the limit as

k becomes infinite. For large but finite values of k, 5 will become zero

very quickly after 1"I* > P.

The nonlinear actuator model in Fig. 5 will be used in the description

of the fully-powered back-up system, System A. When the performance

calculations are made, the random input describing function for the

normalized limiter will replace each of the normalized limiters in

Fig. 5. For this analysis, large values of the enforcement gain, k,

will be used. When the pilot induced oscillation investigation is made,

the enforcement gain will be infinite and a sinusoidal describing function

will be derived for the limiting integrator. The remaining linear

feedback and feedforward portions of the actuator model can be lumped

with the other linear elements of the pilot-vehicle-flight control
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system model, and the sinusoidal describing function analysis carried

out in the usual manner (e.g. Ref. 14).

The next three Sections of the report are concerned with the execution

of the analytical approach discussed above for the three F-4C minimum

back-up flight control system examples.
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SECTION III

MINIMJM CONTROL PARAMETER VALUE SELECTION
AND SYSTEM PERFORMANCE PREDICTION

Initial selections of the minimum control parameter values are based

upon the linear pilot-vehicle-flight control system analyses carried out

in detail for the F-4C back-up System A. (Since back-up systems A, B

and C are substantially similar, it is not necessary to perform a

detailed linear analysis for each one.) The highlights of the linear

back-up System A analysis are summarized below.

A. LONGITUDINAL CONTROL

For longitudinal control of the F-4C, the following feedbacks are

necessary. Airspeed error must be fed back to throttle because the

trim approach speed is below the minimum power trim airspeed. Feedback

of pitch rate to stabilator is required to augment short period damping.

Pitch attitude feedback to stabilator provides flight path damping for

tracking the reference glide slope. (This is because VToe.)

Finally, deviation with respect to the glide slope reference is compen-

sated by an integral by-pass and fed to stabilator. This provides the

"outer" or guidance loop suitable for tracking the glide slope even with

wind disturbance inputs. (The integration in the integral by-pass is

presumed to be the result of the pilot's use of the pitch trim button.)

A block diagram for the linear longitudinal System A design is shown

in Fig. 6.* Notice that actuation dynamics and lag equalization for

attenuating the high frequency pitch rate commands are included here.

A special notation is used in this figure which deserves explanation.
First order polynomial factors such as (s + ami) are represented by (0-i)
for compactness. Thus, in particular, 1/(0) represents an integrator,
while the quadratic factor (s2 + 2 ýwns + a) is represented by the symbol
[•,an]. This notation will be used routinely throughout the remainder of
the report.
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The values of ,the pilot loop gains and equalization break frequencies

for System A are given in Table IV. The closures represented here lead

to a closed-loop system bandwidth in tracking the glide slope reference

of 0.27 rad/sec. The closed-loop root-mean-square performance for linear

System A is given in Table V. This table lists the root-mean-square

values of the several variables of interest in response to the ILS beam

bends and normal gust disturbances.

TABLE IV

PARAMETERS FOR LINEAR PILOT LOOP CLOSURES,
SYSTEM A, LONGITUDINAL

59.7 lb/(ft/sec)

OT 0.33 sec

0.50 rad/sec

K6 -0.244 sec

10.0 rad/sec

0.2 sec

10.0 rad/sec

K0  -0.393 --

2.25 rad/sec

-0.0015 deg/(ft/sec)
d

Kd -0.03 deg/ft
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TABLE V

RMS RESPONSES TO ILS BEAM BENDS AND
NORMAL GUSTS FOR LINEAR LONGITUDINAL SYSTEM A

VARIABLE RMS RESPONSE

ILS Bends Normal Gusts Total

Glide slope deviation 3.40 8.79 9.42 ft

Pitch attitude 0.212 0.790 0.82 deg

Pitch rate 0.135 1.318 1.32 deg/sec

Stabilator angle 0.042 0.266 0.270 deg

Stabilator rate 0.061 0.845 0.847 deg/sec

Throttle in equivalent thrust 22.0 143.0 144.0 lb

Airspeed error 0.366 2.38 2.41 ft/sec

The longitudinal portions of Systems B and C are identical, and are,

dynamically speaking, similar to System A. The main differences are that

Systems B and C are manually powered. This eliminates the actuator

dynamics, and the use of a stabilator tab as an elevator (instead of

moving the entire stabilator) reduces the control effectiveness derivatives

to 2/3 of their former values. Thus these changes may be represented as

shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7. Block Diagram Changes for Pitch Control

by Means of Stabilator Tab
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The values of the pilot's loop gains and equalization break frequencies

for Systems B and C are the same as for System A (Table IV) except that

the actuator break frequency is not relevant.

The root-mean-square values for the Systems B and C variables are,

therefore, nearly the same as for System A except for the root-mean-square

tab deflection and tab rate. The root-mean-square tab deflection is

approximately 1.5 times the root-mean-square stabilator deflection for

System A and the root-mean-square tab rate is approximately 1.5 times the

root-mean-square stabilator rate for System A. The actual root-mean-

square values for linear Systems B and C are given in Table VI.

TABLE VI

RMS RESPONSES TO ILS BEAM BENDS AND
NORMAL GUSTS FOR LINEAR LONGITUDINAL

SYSTEMS B AND C

VARIABLE RMS RESPONSE

ILS Bends Normal Gusts Total

Glide slope deviation 3.37 8.70 9.33 ft

Pitch attitude 0.206 0.740 0.768 deg

Pitch rate 0.126 1.23 1.24 deg/sec

Stabilator tab angle o.o603 0.394 0.399 deg

Stabilator tab rate 0.0900 2.05 2.05 deg/sec

Throttle in equivalent thrust 21.7 142.0 144.o lb

Airspeed error 0.361 2.37 2.39 ft/sec

Longitudinal stick force 2.39 15.6 15.8 lb

Longitudinal stick displacement 0.168 1.10 1.11 in.
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B. LATERAL CONTROL

For lateral-directional control of the F-4C, the following feedbacks

are necessary. Roll attitude feedback to spoilers is required for roll

stabilization. Feedback of washed-out heading to spoilers provides flight

path damping for tracking the localizer reference. (This is because

S VTo*.) Finally, lateral displacement with respect to the localizer

is fed to the spoilers. This provides the "outer" or guidance loop.

The following control paths may be useful but are not necessary. Feedback

of roll rate to spoilers may be used to increase roll damping, and spoiler-

to-rudder crossfeed may be useful in adjusting the WCD/Od ratio so that

maximum closed-loop dutch roll damping will result.

A block diagram for the linear lateral System A design is shown in

Fig. 8. Notice that actuation dynamics and lag equalization for attenuating

the high frequency roll attitude commands are included.

The values for the pilot loop gains and break frequencies for lateral

System A are given in Table VII. The closed-loop root-mean-square

performance for this system is given in Table VIII. These closures lead

to a closed-loop system bandwidth in tracking the localizer reference

of 0.247 rad/sec.
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TABLE VII

PARAMETERS FOR LINEAR PILOT LOOP CLOSURES,
SYSTEM A, LATERAL

Kcf 0.0 ---

K- 0.0 sec

""N 10.0 rad/sec

•sp 0.2 see

05 10.0 rad/sec

So.629 --

a6 0.85 rad/sec

K* 1.74 --

0.01 rad/sec

S0.03 deg/ft

TABLE VIII

ENS RESPONSES TO ILS BEAM BENDS AND SIDE GUSTS
FOR LINEAR LATERAL SYSTEM A

VARIABLE RMS RESPONSE

ILS Bends Side Gusts Total

Localizer deviation 8.68 16.9 19.02 ft

Roll attitude angle 0.203 5.11 5.12 deg

Roll rate 0.0603 9.08 9.09 deg/sec

Sideslip angle 0.00298 1.90 1.90 deg

Heading angle 0.0939 1.22 1.22 deg

Spoiler deflection angle 0.162 3.56 3.57 deg

Spoiler deflection rate 0.122 6.02 6.02 deg/sec

Rudder deflection 0.0 0.0 0.0 deg
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Lateral-directional System B is, dynamically speaking, similar to

System A. The main differences are that System B is manually powered

which eliminates the actuator dynamics, and the spoilers are reduced in

effectiveness to 2/3 of effectiveness for System A. These changes may

be represented as in Fig. 9. 8(1) in Fig. 9 is the spoiler deflection

for System B.

b MWN(-2/Tsp) rsp+" + (aN)(2 /Tsp) 3"

Kcf

Figure 9. Block Diagram Changes for Roll Control
by Means of Spoilers Having Reduced

Effectiveness

The values for the pilot loop gain and equalization break frequencies

for lateral System B are the same as for System A (Table VII) except

that the actuator break frequency is not relevant. The closed-loop

root-mean-square performance for this system is given in Table IX.
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TABLE IX

RMS RESPONSES TO ILS BEAM BENDS AND SIDE GUSTS
FOR LINEAR LATERAL SYSTEM B

VARIABLE RMS RESPONSE

ILS Bends Side Gusts Total

Localizer deviation 8.67 16.8 18.9 ft

Roll attitude angle 0.197 5.04 5.o4 deg

Roll rate 0.0585 8.98 8.98 deg/sec

Sideslip angle 0.00287 1.88 1.88 deg

Heading angle 0.0918 1.21 1.22 deg

Mod. spoiler deflection angle 0.236 5.37 5.38 deg

Mod. spoiler deflection rate 0.202 9.15 9.16 deg/sec

Rudder deflection 0.0 0.0 0.0 deg

Lateral-directional System C has a loop structure which is similar tc

the one for System A. However, since the ailerons are used in place of

the spoilers, the numerators of the airframe transfer functions are some-

what changed. Small changes in the pilot's loop gains are necessary to

arrive at the best minimum back-up system parameter values. The most

noteworthy change in this respect is that the best value of the roll rate

feedback gain is no longer zero as it was for Systems A and B. The fact

that System C is manually powered results in elimination of the actuation

dynamics. These several changes may be represented by Fig. 10.

The values for the pilot loop gains and break frequencies for lateral

System C are given in Table X. The closed-loop root-mean-square performance

for this system is displayed in Table XI. These loop closures result in

a closed-loop bandwidth in following the localizer reference of 0.35 rad/sec.
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SK@•c - - -WN(-21ra) _•

+ + ((WN) (2/T,3)

-a-K cfNo

Figure 10. Block Diagram Changes for Roll Control
by Means of Modified Ailerons

TABLE X

PARAMETERS FOR LINEAR PILOT LOOP CLOSURES,
SYSTEM C, LATERAL

K.0 --

1K 0.314 sec

GIN 10.0 rad/sec

Ta 0.2 sec

S0.440 
--

06 o.85 rad/sec

I• 1.74 --

1 0.01 rad/sec

S0.o41 9 deg/ft
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TABLE XI

RMS RESPONSES TO ILS BEAM BENDS AND SIDE GUSTS
FOR LINEAR LATERAL SYSTEM C

VARIABLE RMS RESPONSE

ILS Bends Side Gusts Total

Localizer deviation 8.76 13.6 16.2 ft

Roll attitude angle 0.536 3.78 3.81 deg

Roll rate 2.48 6.65 7.09 deg/sec

Sideslip angle 0.0322 1.30 1.30 deg

Heading angle 0.187 1.25 1.26 deg

Aileron deflection angle 0.182 3.09 3.09 deg

Aileron deflection rate 0.229 6.96 6.96 deg/sec

Rudder deflection 0.0 0.0 0.0 deg

C. =NIMUM CONTROL PARAMETER VALUE SELECTION

The results from the preceding estimates of linear system performance

are used, in turn, to estimate the "minimum" control parameter values.

The approach used is the one described in detail in Section II. Namely,

the characteristic parameter for each nonlinearity is selected on the

basis of the root-mean-square level of the signal in the linear system

model at the point where that nonlinearity occurs. If the characteristic

parameter of the nonlinearity is chosen relative to the root-mean-square

level of the signal in such a way that the effect of the nonlinearity is

very small, then the performance of the linear and nonlinear system

will be nearly the same.

All the nonlinearities involved in the back-up system designs are

unity-gain limiters. Therefore, all the control parameters considered

here are limit levels. If these limit levels are 2 to 5 times the
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root-mean-square level of the signals, then the effect of the nonlinearities

will indeed be small.

For System A, the root-mean-square values of stabilator deflection and

rate are used to determine the minimum values for the stabilator authority

and rate limit control parameters for longitudinal control. A similar

procedure is employed for lateral-directional control in connection with

System A and so on for the other back-up system designs. The 2a and 3a

values of the minimum control parameter values selected in this manner

are summarized in Table XII for each back-up system configuration. The

minimum back-up system parameters determined empirically by simulation

(Ref. i) are also included in the Table for comparative purposes.

Several of the empirically determined minimum control parameter values

fall within the range recommended on the basis of analysis. This range,

of course, is defined by the 2 and 3 times root-mean-square signal levels

(2a and 3a columns in Table XII). Still others of the empirically deter-

mined minimum control parameter values are approximately within a factor

of 2 of the extremes of the analytically recommended range. The remaining

empirically determined minimum control parameters are vastly different.

Minimum values for the latter group are apparently set by considerations

apart from those involved with landing approach control. For example,

maximum horsepower will most likely be set by the maximum stabilator

deflection-rate-hinge moment gradient product required in the back-up

system flight envelope for recovery from a battle damage transient. It

is most likely that the rudder deflection limits are also set by this

consideration. Crosswind landing capability might also set the rudder

deflection limits, but this requirement has not been considered in Ref. 1,

nor is it considered here.
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TABLE XII

SELECTION OF MINIMUM CONTROL PARAMETER VALUES

Variable Minimum Control Parameter
System Associated With Value Based Upon

Configuration Limit 3a 2a Ref. 1

A 6s 2.55 1.7 1.0 deg/sec

0s o.81 o.54 1.5 deg

Maximum BPS* 0.00275 0.00122 0.1 IIPT

6sp 18.1 12.04 15.0 deg/sec

asp 10.7 7.14 10.0 deg

5r 0 0 7.0 degt

Maximum HPsp* 0.0547 0.0243 --

B 5t 1.20 0.80 2.5 deg

5(s ) 16.13 10.75 10.0 deg

5r 0 0 7.0 degt

C 1t 1.24 0.80 2.5 deg

5(2) 9.28 6.184 10.0 deg

5(3) 0 0 7.0 degt

* Determined at VT. 333.0 ft/sec. Maximum liP depends
upon the 5s and 5s control parameter values and upon
the stabilator hinge moment gradient.

t These minimum control parameter values would appear to
be set by other considerations than landing approach
control.
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D. VERIFICATION OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Having arrived at recommended levels for the minimum control parameter

values based upon linear analysis, one would ordinarily proceed to verify

that nonlinear system performance is not appreciably degraded from linear

system performance. If this is not the case, or if further reduction in

the minimum control parameters perhaps seems warranted, the performance

verification calculations would be repeated as an iterative design

process. The initial selection of the minimum control parameter values,

e.g. Table XII, would provide the starting point for this process. In

fact, however, it is very doubtful that the values found at the end of

any such iterative procedure will differ to any significant extent from

the initial values without violating the performanc6 or other design

goals for the back-up system design.

Instead of verifying performance for recommended minimum control para-

meter values in Table XII, the values from Ref. I will be used. This is

done in order to obtain quantitative measures of performance by analytical

means which are directly comparable with the quantitative measures of

performance given in Ref. 1. In doing so, the computational technique

used for performance verification will be demonstrated, and at the same

time results needed to tie-in the analysis with the experiments will be

produced.

E. NONLINEAR SYSTEM A

Performance verification calculations proceed using the longitudinal

System A model of Fig. 6 with the linear actuator model, o3/(s+,m3),

replaced by the nonlinear actuator model of Fig. 5. The values for the

actuator rate and deflection limits are obtained from Table XII.

R = 1.0 deg/sec (5)

P = 1.5 deg (6)

The small signal open-loop gain for the nonlinear actuator is:
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K = C = 10.0 rad/sec (7)

Next, aR and ap for the closed-loop system are computed as functions of

the equivalent gains for the rate and deflection limiters, KR and Kp,

and the results are overplotted on the random input describing function

for the normalized limiter. The result is shown in Figs. 11 and 12.

In Fig. 11, UR for the closed-loop system is plotted versus KR for two

constant values of Kp. For the value of KR at the intersection of the

curves in Fig. 11, --p is plotted versus Kp in Fig. 12. The values of

KR and Kp for which simultaneous intersections (solutions) occur are:

KR = 0.62 (8)

Kp = 1.0 (9)

The above values for the equivalent gains of the nonlinearities permit

one to compute the performance for the nonlinear system. That is, the

root-mean-square levels for the variables of interest are computed with

these equivalent gains substituted for the nonlinear elements in Fig. 5.

The results of this performance computation are summarized in Table XIII.

Comparison of the nonlinear system performance values with the linear

system performance values (Table V) shows a small but distinct increase

in almost all root-mean-square values for the nonlinear system. The

performance of the nonlinear system can, nevertheless, be judged acceptable.

It is informative to reflect upon the relation that the minimum

values of the control parameters of Ref. 1 bear to the values recommended

here, and on the related consequences in terms of effects upon performance.

The deflection limit specified in Ref. 1 is generous in comparison to

the minimum value range recommended in Table XII. This is also reflected

in the solution for the equivalent gains. That is, Fig. 12 shows that

ap could indeed be somewhat larger (as the result of making P much

smaller) without changing Kp from unity by any significant amount. If

indeed the deflection limit, P, is set by landing approach requirements,

it may be safely reduced from the Ref. 1 value in the context of this study.
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Figure 11. Solution for the Equivalent Gains for
Longitudinal System A Rate Limit
Equations
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Figure 12. Solution for the Equivalent Gains for
Longitudinal System A Deflection
Limit Equations
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TABLE XIII

RMS RESPONSES TO ILS BEAM BENDS AND NORMAL GUSTS
FOR NONLINEAR LONGITUDINAL SYSTEM A

RMS RESPONSE*

ILS Bends Normal Gusts Total

Glide slope deviation 3.42 8.84 9.48 ft

Pitch attitude 0.216 0.827 0.855 deg

Pitch rate 0.140 1.37 1.38 deg/sec

Stabilator angle 0.0288 0.266 0.270 deg

Stabilator rate 0.0605 0.715 0.719 deg/sec

Throttle in equivalent thrust 22.2 143.0 145.0 lb

Airspeed error 0.369 2.39 2.42 ft/sec

UR 0.0976 1.15 1.16 --

Up 0.0228 0.178 0.180

Longitudinal stick force 0.0648 0.599 0.608 lb

Longitudinal stick displacement 0.00864 0.0798 0.081 in.

*Values calculated for enforcement gain, k = 100.

The matter of the acceptability of the Ref. 1 rate limit which is

less than the recommended range also deserves comment. The effect of

the rate limit is to reduce the effective bandwidth of the actuator.

This effective bandwidth is K KR. For computation of the recommended

minimum control parameter values, the small signal open-loopgain of the

actuator, K, was fixed at 10.0/sec. In retrospect, this was a reasonable

way to proceed, but a better choice might have been to select this gain

in the linear analysis to meet the minimum performance requirement just

as the pilot loop closure gains were selected. If this were done, the
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nonlinear system performance would not be so tolerant of reductions in

KR from unity. Then if one wished to use a value of the small signal

actuator open-loop gain which was larger than this value, say K2 , it

would be an easy matter to determine an appropriate minimum value for

the rate limit, R2 , for use with that gain. This may be done by requiring

that

K2KR2  = K KR (10)

which is the condition for invarience of the closed-loop system, together

with the random input .describing function equation,

KR2 KR2 R K RY (11)

which relates the new equivalent gain, KR2 , to the new normalized root-

mean-square input,

K2R_
aR-2 - R (R (12)

The quantity R jR/K is a constant for any one example. The way in which

KR2 may be evaluated graphically is illustrated in Fig. 13. For the

purpose of illustration it is assumed that the nonlinearity is a rate

limiter.

It is apparent in Fig. 13 that an entire family of solutions exist.

One must be cautious, however, when using those solutions for which
-R2 > 0.5 because of the approximate nature of the describing function.

Next, consider the lateral nonlinear System A performance. The

performance calculations proceed using the lateral System A model

of Fig. 8 with the linear actuator model, '5/(o5), replaced by the

nonlinear actuator model of Fig. 5. The values for the actuator rate

and deflection limits are then obtained from Table XII.
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KR2

Random Input Describing Function
1.0
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K KR

Kz •K = K K
R " 2 K22

0
00 1.0 2.0 K 2 R

3'R2  R2 K °'R
a particular value
of a-R2 results

since K2 and R&R/K are known, it is a

simple matter to compute R2 from 'R 2

K2  R
R2 =Ko"R

O'R2 K

Figure 15. Finding Alternate Solutions for which
Closed-Loop System Performance is

Invarient
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R = 15.0 deg/sec (13)

P = 10.0 deg (14)

The small signal open-loop gain for the actuator is

K = 1J = 10.0 rad/sec (15)

The solution for the values of the equivalent gains is obtained by the

same procedure used for the longitudinal solution. The graphical solution

is shown in Figs. 14 and 15. Values of KR and Kp for which simultaneous

intersections (solutions) occur are:

KR 0.987 (16)

Kp o.996 (17)

The above values for the equivalent gains of the nonlinearities lead

to the computed performance for the nonlinear system given in Table XIV.

The Ref. I minimum control parameter values fall within the recommended

range in Table XII for lateral control with System A. There is good

reason to believe in retrospect that both the recommended and Ref. 1

minimum values of the rate limit are larger than is necessary. As far

as the recommended value is concerned, this is for the same reason as in'

the longitudinal case. The linear design was based upon a fixed value

of the actuator open-loop gain instead of using as small a value as possible.

In simulation, the minimum value of rate limit (Ref. 1) is probably high

because the pilot subjects probably felt a high effective open-loop

actuator gain (actuator bandwidth) was necessary in order to control the

dutch roll. However, the linear analyses in Appendix II show that there

can be no effective control over the dutch roll. Had the linear analysis

been available to guide the simulation experiments, this hypothesis

might perhaps have been confirmed.
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Kp "1.0

Kp=.996 KR =.9 8 6

1.0 K : =.98 Kp=0.9
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"Figure 14. Solution for the Equaivalent Gains for
Lateral System A Rate. Limit Equations
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TABLE XIV

RMS RESPONSES TO ILS BEAM BENDS AND SIDE GUSTS
FOR NONLINEAR LATERAL SYSTEM A

VARIABLE RMS RESPONSE*

ILS Bends Side Gusts Total

Localizer deviation 8.70 17.1 19.2 ft

Roll attitude angle 0.202 5.10 5.10 deg

Roll rate 0.0588 9.06 9.06 deg/sec

Sideslip angle 0.00292 1.90 1.90 deg

Heading angle 0.0945 1.22 1.22 deg

Spoiler deflection angle 0.157 3.42 3.42 deg

Spoiler deflection rate 0.117 5.77 5.77 deg/sec

Rudder deflection 0.0 0.0 0.0 deg

UR 0.00902 o.402 o.402 --

0.0158 0.343 o.3 --

Lateral stick force 0.0839 1.83 1.83 lb

Lateral stick displacement 0.0134 0.292 0.292 in.

Rudder pedal force o.o456 29.6 29.6 lb

Rudder pedal displacement 0.0 0.0 0.0 in.

*Values calculated for enforcement gain, k = 100.

The peak horsepower required for the stabilator and spoiler actuators

in System A during the landing approach is calculated below. The peak

horsepower required, HPmax, is given by
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hinge moment gradien maximum surface\/maximum rate of
in ftlb/dg t)deflection in |surface deflection)hiin ft-lb/deg deg A in deg/sec

550 x 57.3

For the stabilator actuator, EPmax 0.0020 horsepower. This is well

within the 0.1 horsepower limit imposed in the simulation experiments.

The horsepower limit is doubtless determined by critical battle damage

transient conditions where the dynamic pressure and consequently the

maximum hinge moment is very much greater than in landing approach. For

the spoiler actuator, HPmax = 0.0 4 24 horsepower in the landing approach.

Notice in each case that the peak horsepower required depends only upon

the hinge moment gradient, and the control surface rate and deflection

limits. Therefore, it is not really necessary to impose horsepower

limits explicitly as was done in the Ref. 1 simulation.

F. NONLINEAR SYSTEM B

Performance verification calculations for longitudinal nonlinear

System B are based upon the block diagram of Fig. 6 as modified by

Fig. 16 below.

KO6

Koe l 8e")d " N"'•s3"a(2's RMS is Up

Figure 16. Block Diagram Changes for Pitch Control
by Means of Stabilator Tab
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The value for the tab deflection limit is obtained from Table XII.

P = 2.5 deg (18)

Here only P is a function of an equivalent gain, Kp. The result of the

calculation of Up is overplotted on the random input describing function

for the normalized limiter in Fig. 17. The value of Kp at the intersection

is

Kp 1.0 (19)

for 'p= 0.16. The nonlinear system performance is computed using this

value of the equivalent gain. The results, however, are the same as

for linear longitudinal System B because Kp 1.0. Therefore, the values

in Table VI apply here as well.

This result shows that the Ref. 1 value of the minimum tab deflection

limit could probably have been reduced to a value within the recommended

value range and still have met the landing approach control requirements.

Longitudinal Systems B and C are identical. Therefore, the above

results and conclusions apply to System C as well.

Performance verification calculations for lateral nonlinear System B

are based upon the block diagram of Fig. 8 as modified by Fig. 18 below.

The value for the modified spoiler deflection limit, P, is obtained from

Table XII.

P .10.0 deg (20)

-p for the closed-loop system is then calculated as a function of the
equivalent gain, Kp, and the result is overplotted on the random input

describing function for the normalized limiter in Fig.-19. The value of

Kp at the intersection is:

Kp= 0.94 (21)
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-I

Figure 18. Block Diagram Changes for Roll Control
by Means of Spoilers Having Reduced

Effectiveness

The nonlinear system performance is computed using this value of the

equivalent gain, and the results are given in Table XV.

The analytically determined recommended range and the empirically

determined minimum deflection limits of Ref. 1 are consistent in terms

of the values themselves and in terms of the resulting effects upon

performance.
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Figure 19. Solution for Equivalent Gain, Kp,
for Lateral System B
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TABLE XV

RMS RESPONSES TO ILS BEAM BENDS AND SIDE GUSTS
FOR NONLINEAR LATERAL SYSTEM B

VARIABLE RMS RESPONSE

ILS Bends Side Gusts Total

Localizer deviation 8.70 17.1 19.2 ft

Roll attitude angle 0.196 5.01 5.01 deg

Roll rate 0.0563 8.94 8.94 deg/sec

Sideslip angle 0.00282 1.88 1.88 deg

Heading angle 0.0934 1.22 1.22 deg

Mod. spoiler deflection angle 0.226 5.02 5.03 deg

Mod. spoiler deflection rate 0.189 8.56 8.57 deg/sec

Rudder deflection 0.0 0.0 0.0 deg

""p 0.024 0.534 0.535 --

Lateral stick force 0.483 10.73 10.75 lb

Lateral stick deflection 0.0193 0.429 0.430 in.

Rudder pedal force 0.0440 29.3 29.3 lb

Rudder pedal deflection 0.0 0.0 0.0 in.

G. NONLINEAR SYSTEM C

It has already been pointed out that the longitudinal portion of

System C is identical to the longitudinal portion of System B. There-

fore, Fig. 6 and 16, and Table VI apply for System C.

Performance verification calculations for the lateral nonlinear

System C are based upon Fig. 8 as modified by Fig. 20 below.
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Figure 20. Block Diagram Changes for Roll Control
by Means of Modified Ailerons

The value for the modified aileron deflection limit, P, is obtained from

Table XII.

P = 10.0 deg (22)

--p for the closed-loop system is calculated as a function of the equivalent

gain, Kp, and the result is overplotted on the random input describing

function for the normalized limiter in Fig. 21. The value of Kp at the

intersection is:

Kp = 0.999 (23)

The nonlinear system performance is computed using this value of the

equivalent gain, and the results are given in Table XVI.
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Figure 21. Solution for Equivalent Gain, Kp,
for Lateral System C
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TABLE XVI

RMS RESPONSES TO ILS BEAM BENDS AND SIDE GUSTS
FOR NONLINEAR LATERAL SYSTEM C

VARIABLE RMS RESPONSE

ILS Bends Side Gusts Total

Localizer deviation 8.76 13.61 16.2 ft

Roll attitude angle 0.537 3.78 3.81 deg

Roll rate 0.249 6.62 6.63 deg/sec

Sideslip angle 0.0322 1.30 1.30 deg

Heading angle 0.187 1.25 1.26 deg

Mod. aileron deflection angle 0.182 3.08 3.09 deg

Mod. aileron deflection rate 0.229 6.95 6.95 deg/sec

Rudder deflection 0.0 0.0 0.0 deg

UP. 182 0.309 0.509 --

Lateral stick force 1.05 17.8 17.9 lb

Lateral stick displacement 0.0228 0.385 o.386 in.

Rudder pedal force 0.167 6.76 6.76 lb

Rudder pedal displacement 0.0 0.0 0.0 in.

The analytically determined recommended range and the empirically

determined minimum deflection limits of Ref. 1 are consistent in terms

of the values themselves and in terms of the resulting effects upon

performance.

H. COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED PILOT
OPINION RATINGS AND PERFORMANCE

The main determinant of the success of analytical techniques for

determining the minimum values of the control parameters is by means of
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comparisons of predicted and measured pilot opinion ratings and

performance.

Pilot opinion ratings are considered first. Predicted pilot opinion

ratings for the three back-up system configurations are given in Table XVII.

These predicted opinions are derived on the combined basis of equalization

required of the pilot in closing the control loops, performance of the

complete closed-loop system, and subsidiary problems exposed in the course

of performing the basic loop closures. (See Appendix II.) The numerical

rating assignments are made by means of identifying the verbal descriptions

given in Fig. 52 of Appendix VI with the equalization requirements, system

performance levels, and so forth. Actually only two factors are involved

in pilot opinion degradation for the back-up systems which were studied.

The first of these factors is the low bandwidth of control for the closed-

loop system. This, of course, is a result of the design objective to

arrive at a minimum system. While the pilots may not be fond of the control

bandwidth limitations that have been employed, the limitations fall at

what experience has shown to be a barely acceptable level. The degrading

effect of this factor on pilot opinion ratings will, therefore, tend to

be small.

The second, and main, factor affecting pilot opinion ratings is a

problem of the subsidiary type. For the task and system configurations

which were studied, there is no really effective way in which the pilots

might damp the dutch roll without using an order of magnitude or more

spoiler (or aileron) authority. The result of this problem is a

degradation from a predicted pilot opinion rating (POR) of 2, in the

absence of side gusts, to 5 in the presence of side gusts for Systems A

and B. The pilot cannot increase the closed-loop dutch roll damping

ratio beyond 0.12 for these systems. In the presence of side gusts,

the predicted pilot opinion'rating for System C degrades only to 4 or 5.
This is because the pilot can increase the closed-loop dutch roll damping

ratio to 0.34 for System C. This difference among the three lateral

back-up systems is also evident in the root-mean-square values of the

roll attitude angle.* (Refer to Tables XIV, XV and XVI.) As pointed

*This is because'the dutch roll motion for these examples is
characterized by a high p/P ratio.
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TABLE XVII

SUMMARY OF PREDICTED PILOT FLYING QUALITIES RATINGS

System Flying Qualities Factors Causing
Configuration Rating Rating Degradation

A w/o gusts 2

A w/ gusts 5 large side gust excitation of
dutch roll can only be fixed by
a yaw damper.

B w/o gusts 2

B w/ gusts 5 large side gust excitation of
dutch roll can only be fixed by
a yaw damper.

C w/o gusts 2

C w/ gusts 4-5 substantial side gust excitation
(see text) of dutch roll can only be fixed

by a yaw damper.

out in Appendix II, what is really needed in these back-up system designs

is a back-up yaw damper system. It appears that this back-up possibility

was not even given preliminary consideration in Ref. 1 because only those

back-up system requirements arising from quasi-static considerations

were investigated. Consequently, this may be regarded as a valuable

lesson-by-example. Dynamic requirements, too, are capable of generating

back-up system requirements.

A comparison of the predicted and measured pilot opinion ratings

(Table XVII and Table L of Appendix VI) shows very close agreement

between the two. Measured pilot opinion rating for System B, however,

appears to have high variability. This is very likely the result of a

confusion in the mind of the pilot of the lightly damped dutch roll

motions with pilot induced oscillation tendencies. More will be
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said about this when the pilot induced oscillation tendency ratings are

discussed below.

The quantitative measures of performance for the three back-up systems

have been summarized in Table XVIII. The units on all the variables have

been converted for agreement with the simulation results summarized in

Tables XXXXVI, XXXXVII, XXXXVIII of Appendix VI. It should be noticed in

particular that mean-square, in distinction to root-mean-square values,

are entered in these tables. Favorable comparisons with the experimental

data are indicated by check marks following the entries in Table XVIII.

(A comparison has been termed "favorable" whenever the analytically

determined root-mean-square value of a variable is within a factor of two

of several experimentally determined values.) The agreement is good in

general for the bs, 8 s) 8 sp, 8 sp, 6a) 5 a) P, q, q and p variables. In

other words agreement is good for all the "inner loop" variables.

The general lack of agreement for the other variables (airspeed devia-

tion, e, *, 3r' glide slope deviation, and localizer deviation) deserves

special comment. The necessity of comment is because there may be a ten-

dency to doubt analytically derived pilot-vehicle performance results when

these are in conflict with experimental results.

Consider the values of ue. By the definition given in Eq 61 of

Appendix VI, the experimental measurements were made about the nominal

trim approach speed (198 kts) used for the analysis instead of the mean

approach speed for each experiment. A consequence of this is that

experimental values of u2 are much larger than the ones determined

analytically. This may be appreciated from the following equation

S[(u0+U + u) -U 2  
- + 2ulu + u2 (24)

where UI is the deviation of the mean approach speed for a given experi-

mental run from 198 knots. Instructions to the pilots (Fig. 34 of Ref. i)

dictate a trim speed of 175 kts. Pilot comments indicate trim airspeeds

of up to 220 kts (see Tables XXXXVI and XXXXVII). Clearly these deviations

in trim speed from the nominal (02 1 600 kts2 ) would obscure the fluctuations

of interest (U2  4.0 kts2 ). Not only is this the case, but many of the

Svalues for u given in Tables XXXXVI, XXXXVII and XXXXVIII exceed 2400 kts2
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TABLE XVIII

SUMMARY OF MEAN-SQUARE PERFORMANCE MEASURES DERIVED
FROM ANALYSIS FOR COMPARISON WITH ACTUAL MEASUREMENTS

System A System B System C

u2 kts2  2.05 X 2.00 X 2.00 x

O9 deg 2  0.73 X 0.590 X 0.590 x

e deg2  0.073 X 0.159 N 0.159 J

8S (aeg/sec) 2  0.518 jx(See text) 4.20 NJ 4.20

GS2 aeg2  0.0217 X 0.0210 x 0.0210 X

Q2 (aeg/sec) 2  1.91 J 1.54 q 1.54 1,

$-2 deg2  26.0 o 25.1 N 14.5 -j

•-2 deg 2  1.49 1.49 1.59

P2  (aeg/sec) 2  82.2 N 79.9 4 44.o N

p deg 2  3.62 3 5.53 4 1.69 J

LOC2 aeg 2  0.0889 x 0.0889 x 0.0633 x

aa deg2  NA NA 9.55

a (deg/sec) 2  NA NA 48.5 3

52 deg2 0.0 0.0 Q 0.0

8p2 deg 2  11.7 JX 25.3 N NA
sp
s2 (aeg/sec) 2  33.5 3 75.4 N NA

Nfollowing number indicates reasonable agreement with
mean-square value from Ref. 1 simulation.

X following number indicates that the reported
experimental results are not reasonable.
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and one value is 17,900 kts2 . These facts cast some doubt upon the validity

of the data, the units, or the definition given for u62 in these tables.

Next consider e2  In Tables XXXXVI., XXXXVII and XXXXVIII many values

for ee2 exceed 36.0 deg2 and there are high values of 691.0 deg 2 and

10.,900 deg2 . Values acceptable to pilots in the landing approach are on

the order of 4.0 deg2 . The experimental data for therefore does not

appear to meet the test for reasonability.

In the case of s2 for System A. three mean-square measurements exceed

se
the square of the difference between limit level and trim which is
4.0 deg 2 . In the case of2 for System A, two mean-square measurements

exceed the square of the rate limit values. Two mean-square values of

82p for System A also exceed the square of the deflection limit level.

Mean-square values of the output of a symmetric limiter cannot possibly

exceed the square of the limit level.

The final remarks on the experimental data concern the mean-square

glide slope and localizer deviation data. Both quantities are in units of

deg2 . The localizer transmitting antenna site is presumed (incorrectly) in

Ref. 1 to be located at the glide slope transmitting antenna site. The dis-

cussion which follows will correct for this error. In all but 9 out of 45

runs the mean-square glide slope deviation exceeds the square of the maximum

linear range for actual glide slope deviation indication on the crosspointer

instrument which is 0.49 deg2 . The largest mean-square glide slope
i2

deviation measured is 5.95 deg2 . Results for the localizer must be examined

at a particular range because of the previously noted problem. At an alti-

tude of 100 ft on a -2.0 deg reference glide path, the range to the glide

slope transmitting antenna site is 2,865.0 ft. This enables the true

localizer deviation to be calculated in linear units. The conversion

factor to convert LOC in Tables XXXXVI., XXXXVII and XXXXVIII is 50.0 ft/deg.

The square of the maximum linear range for localizer deviation on the cross-

pointer instrument is 6.25 deg 2 which corresponds to 190,558.0 ft 2 or

(436.3 ft) 2 for a 10,000 ft range to the localizer transmitting antenna

site. When this deviation is expressed in the terms of LOC degree units

used in Ref. 1 the result is equivalent to:
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LOC 2  (8.726 deg) 2  = 76.143 deg 2  (25)

Six mean-square values, LO--.C exceed this level. If the linear localizer

deviation at 100 ft altitude were to be within ±100 ft, then LOC2 must be

'less than 4.0 deg 2 . Only 18 out of 45 experiments have values for LOC2

which are less than 4.b deg 2 . The pilot comments indicate that, at most,

only three experimental runs (Table XXXXVI; DS, 11/21/69; 19 through DS,

11/21/69, 21) were "unsuccessful." These are the runs with the 3 highest

values for LOC2 which is some small comfort.

The Category II "window" (Refs. 23, 24 and 25) may be used to gauge

the order magnitude for acceptable glide slope and localizer deviations

for emergency condition landings. This "window" is an FAA specification

of maximum permissible glide slope and localizer deviation conditions at

100 ft altitude from which safe landings can be conducted with a high

confidence level. The window dimensions are given in Table XIX.

TABLE XIX

MAXIMUM ACCEPTABLE LEVELS OF
GLIDE SLOPE AND LOCALIZER ERROR

Glide Slope Error* Localizer Errort

12.0 ft* 72.7 ft

0.686 '"dots" 0.333 "dots"

0.240 deg 0.417 deg

51.4 1. a 25.0 p a*

1.454 "LOC" deg

*At a range to the transmitting antenna of 2,865.0 ft on a -2.0

reference glide path at h = 100 ft.

tAt a range to the transmitting antenna of 10,000 ft.

*Absolute specification.
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It must be pointed out that these window dimensions are approximately

three times the root-mean-square levels of glide slope and localizer

deviations that are acceptable for normal landing approaches. (These,

however, might be enlarged by a factor of 1.5 for emergency condition

landing approaches.) The root-mean-square deviations must bear this

relationship to the window dimensions so that the probability of flying

through the window and on to a successful landing will be sufficiently

high.

Overall, some of the experimental results do not appear to meet the

test of reasonability. Therefore, the comparison between the analytical
and experimental results for those variables, Ue, ee, GS and LOG, should

not be made on the basis of these data.

This still leaves the analytically and experimentally determined

mean square values of * and 5r which do not compare favorably in all cases.

Because mean-s quare values of P are small and in agreement for the analytical

and experimental results, it can be concluded that the large experimental

mean-square values of * are the result of lateral flight path angle changes.

This in turn could be held responsible for the large experimental mean

square values of localizer deviation. This would be confirmed to some

extent by the linear analyses which showed that a rather large value of

the heading-to-spoiler feedback gain (K* = 1.74 deg/deg) is necessary in

order to obtain adequate lateral flight path damping. In the case of the

rudder, it is not clear from the experimental data for (p, , , LOC and

r that the pilot subjects found the rudder helpful for stabilizing the

aircraft in roll. When rudder was used both good and poor performance

resulted. When rudder was not used, the same thing can be said.

In summary then, comparison of the experimental data and the analytical

predictions results in the following conclusions.

0 Predicted and measured pilot opinion agree closely.

* Predicted and measured control deflections and rates
(except for rudder in Systems A and C) as well as pitch
rates, roll angles, roll rate, and sideslip angle compare
favorably.
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Experimentally measured pitch angle, glide slope deviation
and localizer deviation do not meet the test of reason-
ability. (The reported high mean-square values for these
variables did not elicit critical pilot comments.) Com-
parison of mean square performance in connection with these
outer loop variables is not realistically possible.

This concludes the performance analysis of the back-up systems. The

next Section develops a sinusoidal input describing function needed for

estimating the susceptibility of the back-up systems to pilot induced

oscillations and possible instabilities.
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SECTION IV

DERIVATION OF THE SINUSOIDAL IIPUT DESCRIBING
FUNCTION FOR THE LIMITING INTEGRATOR

Back-up System A uses redundant actuators and back-up power systems

for actuation of the stabilator and the spoilers. The nature of these

actuation devices requires that they be small in size and low in weight

and power consumption. This in turn implies minimal authority (deflection)

and deflection rates for the actuators. The nonlinearities introduced by

these low limits are the central matter here. The problem can be reduced

to one of considering a rate limited integrator having a restricted

output range. This element can be used as part of the open-loop function

for the nonlinear actuator model.

The rate limited integrator having a restricted output range (or the

limiting integrator for the sake of brevity) is modeled as shown by the

following block diagram.

R P

Rate Limiter Output Limiter

lim k-,-co

Enforcement
Gain

Figure 22. Mathematical Model of the Limiting Integrator
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The problem of deriving the sinusoidal input describing function,

b (jm), can be broken down into a number of separate problems. EachF

of these corresponds to a particular mode of operation for the limiting

integrator. There are four primary modes of operation. Letting C be

the peak value of c and E be the peak value of e, these modes are:

Mode Mode of
Designation Operation Conditions

I Linear E/R <1, C/P < 1

II Rate Limiting E/R > 1, C/P < 1
fim CP

III Output Limiting E/R <1, k C/P = 1

IV Rate and Output E/R > 1_ k-- =

Limiting kC

Mode IV may be further broken down into submodes a through c. Submode a

occurs when no constant rate segment appears in the output waveform even

though rate limiting occurs. This "masking" of the rate limiting tends to

occur when the input frequency is very low and the output limit is small.

Submode b occurs when a constant rate segment appears in the output

waveform and this segment intersects the output limit level, P. Submode c

occurs when a constant rate segment is present in the output waveform,

but the constant rate segment does not intersect the output limit level,

P.

Algebraic expressions are developed for the output waveforms of the

limiting integrator in a table which follows. These expressions, in

turn, enable one to compute the Fourier coefficients for the output

waveform at the fundamental or input frequency. The output waveform is

considered in the steady state, that is, to have a zero mean value and to

be repetitive at the fundamental period. It is then sufficient to

compute the Fourier coefficients for one-half cycle of the sine wave input.

The cosine and sine Fourier coefficients at the 'fundamental frequency,

nondimensionalized by the output limit, P, are then respectively
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A f f c- cos((t) d(t) (26)

B •2 f sin(.(t) d(wt) (27)

where b = b(mt) is the expression for the output waveform.

The describing function, N, for the limiting integrator can be computed

from Eq 26 and 27 and the expression for the input waveform. The expression

for the input waveform when nondimensionalized by the rate limit, R, is

e sin(t) E*sin(at) (28)
R R

where E is the nondimensionalized amplitude of the input sine wave.

However, for application of the describing function, the amplitude ratio

in dB units and the phase angle in degrees of the negative inverse of the

describing function are the quantities of interest. These are given by:

I IN dB -10 log10 A
2 + B2  (29)
E*2

4 - 1/N = -180 - tan-1 (A/B) deg (30)

The remaining detail is the development of expressions for A and B

for the several modes of operation which may characterize the limiting

integrator. This is done in summary form in Table XX. In the first

column of this table, the algebraic expression for a segment of the output

waveform is given, followed in the second column by the range of validity

for the expression. The fourth and fifth columns give the contribution

of that segment to the Fourier cosine coefficient, A, and Fourier sine

coefficient, B, respectively. For completeness, the conditions for

existence of the particular mode of operation are given along with
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sketches of the output waveform (solid) and the input waveform after rate

limiting (dash-dot). In the following table, the nondimensionalizations

given below are used.

S= w/(R/P) (31)

E = E/R (32)

c = clP (33)

The equations of Table XX have been evaluated by means of a simple computer

program. This program is given in Appendix III. A numerical listing for

the nondimensional negative inverse of the describing function is given

in Appendix IV. Those numerical results have also been plotted in a form

convenient for use in Fig. 25.

The regions and subregions for the various modes of operation have

been marked out in Fig. 25. A series of blank boxes has been supplied

across the top of the first part of Fig. 25 so the actual frequencies for

each example application may be entered. The ordinate of the plot, the

normalized amplitude ratio inverse, may be adjusted to remove the normal-

izing factor merely shifting the 0 dB line by IR/PIdB. The normalized

input amplitude is a read-out parameter from the plot and so the actual

value of the input amplitude may be computed after the limit cycle

solution is found.
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A. VALIDITY OF THE DESCRIBING FUNCTION

Validity of the sinusoidal input describing function technique is

often tied to the requirement that linear portion of the loop containing

the nonlinear element have a low pass nature. This is to insure that the

higher harmonics of the fundamental or limit cycle frequency are suffi-

ciently attenuated in traversing the loop that they do not cause the

input waveform to the nonlinear element to be appreciably non-sinusoidal.

When the limiting integrator is part of the open-loop function for an

actuator having unity gain feedback, it is quite clear that the linear

frequency response function will not have a low pass nature. (Refer to

Fig. 24.) The question is, "How will this unusual feature affect the

validity of the results?" The answer is, "Not at all." This is because

the nonlinear element itself contains an integration which, of course, is

of a low pass nature. Furthermore, except in the presence of severe

output limiting the nonlinear element output waveform tends to be reason-

ably sine-like. This may be appreciated from the sketches in Table XX.

Consequently, the describing function for the limiting integrator can be

expected to be valid for applications in which the frequency response

amplitude ratio for the linear portion of the loop remains finite as the

frequency becomes infinite.

B. APPLYING THE DESCRIBING FUNCTION

Application of the describing function requires a frequency response

plot (amplitude ratio in dB versus phase angle with frequency as a para-

meter) for the remaining linear part of the system under investigation,

K[1+W(jw)]. Refer to Fig. 24. This frequency response is for the portion

of the system whic1h has as its input, the output of the limiting integrator,

and has as its output the input to the limiting integrator. This frequency

response is overplotted on the describing function of Fig. 23 after the

nondimensionalizing factors have been accounted for. This in effect

solves the equation:

K[l + W(jw)] = -1/N(jw) (34)
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Figure 24. Loop Structure Containing Nonlinear Actuator

Limit cycle solutions are indicated by intersections of the frequency

response curve with the describing function which have identical amplitude

ratio, phase and frequency. Since amplitude ratio and phase are made

identical by overplotting, one need only inspect for possible frequency

intersections. If a frequency intersection is found, the corresponding

value of the normalized input amplitude is noted. When the limit cycle

found is a stable one, the frequency at that intersection and the corre-

sponding input amplitude can be used along with various frequency response

functions for the linear portion of the system to determine the amplitudes

of the various system variables in the limit cycle condition. It is

evident from Fig. 23 that limit cycles are possible only if the phase
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angle of the frequency response enters the closed interval, -90 deg to

-180 deg. In applications where a unity gain feedback loop is closed

around the limiting integrator, the phase angle is asymptotic to 0 deg

at high frequencies. This means that it will often be possible to avoid

limit cycles in such cases through proper design of the lower frequency

portion of the frequency response function.

The stability of the limit cycles indicated by the intersections can

be determined using the conventional rule of thumb applied to plots

on the coordinates of the Nichols' chart, i.e. amplitude in dB vs.

phase angle in deg. To paraphrase Ref. 14 on this rule of thumb,

If the frequency response curve and the describing function
are assigned a direction sense, so that the frequency response
curve is "pointing" in the direction of increasing frequency
and the describing function, with phase held constant in the
direction of increasing amplitude, then a convergent situation
will occur when the describing function in the direction of
increasing amplitude appears to an observer on the frequency
response curve facing in the direction of increasing frequency,
to cross from left to right. When the opposite of these
equivalent conditions occurs, the state of the system is
divergent and the limit cycle is unstable.

An unstable limit cycle means that the system is divergent from the

indicated limit cycle condition. From an unstable limit cycle, oscillations

of the system will either increase or decrease in amplitude depending

upon the direction of disturbance from the limit cycle condition. The

unstable limit cycles for the examples at hand, can be used to form

estimates of those regions of the state space where recovery to a stable

condition is not possible with a given nonlinear controller.

Stable limit cycle solutions for the examples at hand correspond to

pilot induced oscillations.

The next Section will cover applications of the sinusoidal describing

function for the prediction and avoidance of pilot induced oscillations.
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SECTION V

PREDICTION AND AVOIDANCE OF PILOT
INDUCED OSCILLATIONS

Prediction and avoidance of pilot induced oscillations and instabilities

is accomplished by applying linear servo analysis and sinusoidal input

describing function techniques. The linear servo analysis is used to

identify pilot induced oscillations or instabilities arising because of

neutrally stable or unstable linear pilot-vehicle-flight control system

behavior. The sinusoidal input describing function technique is used to

identify stable limit cycles arising because of nonlinearities in the

pilot-vehicle-flight control system. The sinusoidal input describing

function technique can also be used to identify unstable limit cycles.

These, in turn, may be used to estimate initial conditions from which

convergent control with a given nonlinear system is not possible.

Two different nonlinear elements must be considered in analyzing the

three back-up system configurations. These are the limiting integrator

for which the describing function was derived in Section IV, and the

simple limiter. The negative inverse describing function for the normalized

limiter is plotted in Fig. 25. The data for Fig. 25 is from p. 132 of

Ref. 14.

The limiting integrator forms part of the actuator model in System A.

The limiter alone represents the control surface stops or pilot strength

limitations in Systems B and C.

When investigating pilot induced oscillations, two different conditions

should be considered. These represent susceptibility to initiating the

oscillation and the ability to sustain the oscillation. The susceptibility

is evaluated by assuming that the pilot controls in the normal way except

that the amount of lead equalization he supplies is reduced. To investi-

gate whether or not the oscillation is sustained it is assumed that the

pilot is behaving in a synchronous way, that is, that his effective time

delay is zero; and that the amount of lead equalization he supplies is

reduced. Given these modes of pilot behavior which are characteristic of

the pilot's role in inducing oscillations, it is an easy matter to evaluate,
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using the describing function technique, the propensity of the system to

produce these oscillations.

A. SYSTEM A

Application of the describing function for the limiting integrator

for System A will be considered first. The portions of the frequency

response for which the phase angle is between -90 deg and -180 deg for

longitudinal System A are given in Fig. 26 and 27. Figure 26 is for

the proneness condition, that is, with normal effective delay for the

pilot and degraded lead equalization. Figure 27 is for the condition

for continuing, that is, with zero effective delay for the pilot and

degraded lead equalization. The two figures show that fairly substantial

lead degradation is required before the phase angle enters the -90 deg

to -180 deg region wherein the conditions for a limit cycle may be

satisfied.

In the case of Fig. 26 for K6 0.0 sec, the frequencies for which the

phase angle is in the -90 deg to -180 deg range preclude limit cycles

involving output limiting. This is because those frequencies are greater

than the maximum frequency for which output limiting is possible,

g/2 x R/P = i.048 rad/sec. Since this is the case, only the frequency

characteristics at a phase angle of -90 deg are of interest. That is, only

point ® in Fig. 26 is of interest. The amplitude ratio at point ®
is 20.25 dB, and the frequency is 1.075 rad/sec. This is overplotted on

the appropriate part of the normalized limiting integrator describing

function plot in Fig. 28. The point is again labeled ®. This point

falls on the curve for E/R = 12.-.* Since R = 1.0 deg/sec, E = 12.3 deg/sec

also. The describing function crosses the frequency response curve from

left to right indicating the limit cycle is a stable one.

*The range for E/R in the "standard" describing function plot only

goes up to 10.0. This value for E/R was hand computed.
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The amplitude, E = 12.3 deg/sec, and the frequency, m = 1.075 rad/sec,

of the signal at the input to the limiting integrator may then be used to

compute the limit cycle amplitudes of other variables. For example, the

amplitude of s is.

amplitude of 5 s = INI E = X 12.3 = 1.19 deg (35)
10.3

where INI is the amplitude ratio of the describing function at point ®
That is, N! is computed from I-1/(NR/P)Id = 23.77, the value at point ®
in Fig. 28. The values for R and P are obtained from Table I. These are

R = 1.0 deg/sec and P = 1.5 deg. It is also possible to compute the limit

cycle amplitude for e and nz = az/g using the transfer functions in Table XXV

of Appendix I and the expressions in Table XXVII of Appendix II. Factored
8?

expressions for N8 and A' are available in Figs. 40 and 41 of Appendix II.
5

amplitude of e = INI EA'I
s=j 1.075 (36)

= 57.3 x 0.0807 x 1.19 = 5.54 deg

N~z

amplitude of nz =1 s INI E
g At

s=j 1.075 (37)

- X 11.82 x 1.19 0.438 g's
32.2

In the case of Fig. 27 for Ký = 0.0 sec, the frequencies for which the

phase angle is in the -90 deg to -180 deg range also preclude limit cycles

involving output limiting for the same reason as is given above. Since

this is the case, only the frequency characteristics at a phase angle of

-90 deg are of interest. That is, only points 5 and @ in Fig. 27 are

of interest. At point ®, the amplitude ratio is 19.5 dB and the frequency

is 1.20 rad/sec. At point the amplitude ratio is 3.25 dB and the

frequency is 1.505 rad/sec. Points and @ are overplotted on the

appropriate part of the normalized limiting integrator describing function
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plot in Fig. 29. Point falls on the curve for E/R 10.0. Since

R = 1.0 deg/sec, E = 10.0 deg/sec. The describing function crosses the

frequency response curve at point ® from left to right, indicating that

the limit cycle is a stable one.

Point @ does not intersect the describing function. A gain margin

of 0.65 dB exists so that no limit cycle is indicated at point ®.

The portions of the frequency response for which the phase angle is

between -90 deg and -180 deg for lateral System A are given in Fig. 30.

Both the proneness (Tsp = 0.2 sec) and the continuation ('sp = 0.0 sec)

conditions are shown in this figure. For lateral control with System A,

the pilot does not supply lead equalization (K. is zero) and so the

degradation of lead equalization cannot be a factor in possible lateral

pilot induced oscillations.

The frequency responses are overplotted on the describing function

for the limiting integrator. Intersections with the describing function

occur in region O and possibly in region OE of Fig. 31. Region D

corresponds to an approximate frequency of 0.14 rad/sec and an approximate

normalized input amplitude, E/R = 15.0. Since R = 15.0 deg/sec,

E = 225.0 deg/sec. The describing function crosses the frequency response

curves from right to left indicating an unstable limit cycle. By the

location of the intersection on the describing function plot, it is

evident that both rate and output limiting are involved in the nonlinear

behavior.

These results can be used to estimate conditions from which it would

be impossible to track the localizer reference in a stable manner with

the existing nonlinear control. This estimate is made by determining

those combinations of localizer deviation and deviation rate which exceed

the unstable limit cycle values. The unstable limit cycle values for

these variables may be determined using frequency response techniques.

These steps are performed below.

If conditions occur such that

2 , 2 (amplitude squared of y
y + for unstable limit cycle) (38)
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then it will not be possible to track the localizer reference in a stable

manner. The amplitude of the localizer deviation, y, for the unstable

limit cycle is:

amplitude of y = INI E

s=j 0.14

= 77.80 x 225.0 = 875.0 ft (39)= 778o x20.0

At an altitude of 100.0 ft, y = 875.0 ft corresponds to 17.5 deg in

"LOC" units (mean-square for an oscillation would be

(17.5)2/2 = 154.5 (deg LOC) 2 ). Since

y s y " VTo (40)

the amplitude may alternately be stated in terms of 4.

amplitude of CD - 'X (amplitude of y) x 57.3
VToCos Po

3.14 875.0 x 57.3 = 21.1 deg (41)332.5

The corresponding mean square for an oscillation would be

(21.1)2/2 = 223.0 deg 2 .

Measured mean-square values in excess of those cited above might

indicate that conditions were encountered from which it was not possible

to track the localizer reference in a stable manner with the nonlinear

control. Indeed, the three runs (DS, 11/21/69, 19 through DS, 11/21/69,

21 in Table XXXXVI of Appendix VI) which the pilot subject termed

"unsuccessful" very nearly satisfy this criterion. It must also be

borne in mind, however, that the measurements were made in what may

possibly have been a transient situation of short duration while the

theory being used here rests upon the presumption of steady state

condition.
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Region ® must be projected on the constant phase portion of the

describing function plot for the limiting integrator, Fig. 32. This is

necessary in order to determine if an intersection actually exists.

Region ®, when projected, does not intersect the describing function.

A gain margin of 28.2 dB exists so that no limit cycle is indicated for

region ®.

To summarize the results, for longitudinal control, System A can be

said to be slightly to modestly prone to pilot induced oscillations.

However, to develop and sustain the oscillation requires virtually com-

plete neglect of the pitch rate feedback task by the pilot. This may be

judged unlikely. A longitudinal pilot induced oscillation, if encountered,

would be characterized by moderate frequency, low g, and moderate pitch

angle. No stable pilot induced oscillations are indicated for lateral

control using System A. However, it is possible for large deviations

from the localizer reference, large rates of deviation, or combinations

of both to present conditions under which stable tracking of the localizer

reference is not possible for the given nonlinear control system. These

conditions are indicated by the unstable limit cycle in lateral control

by means of System A.

B. SYSTEM B

Next, the longitudinal portion of System B will be evaluated for

proneness to pilot induced oscillations.

The portions of the frequency response for the linear part of the

system for which the phase angle is approximately -180 deg are overplotted

on the normalized describing function for the limiter in Fig. 33 and 34.

The proneness conditions (Ts = 0.2 sec) are in Fig. 33, while the

conditions for continuing the oscillation ('rs = 0.0 sec) are in Fig. 34.

It turns out that an almost complete degradation of the lead equalization

KK- 0.0) is necessary before longitudinal System B becomes prone to

pilot induced oscillations. Refer to point ® in Fig. 33. However,

even in this case the conditions for continuing the oscillations are not

met. That is, in the vicinity of 0 dB and -180 deg in Fig. 34 the

frequency response curve for K6 = 0.0 passes close by the describing

function curve but does not intersect it.
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The describing function crosses the frequency response curve from

left to right in Fig. 33 indicating that a stable limit cycle exists.

Its parameters are co = 1.43 rad/sec and (amplitude of input to normalized

limiter) = 1.30. These parameters, the limit level, the normalized

describing function gain and the vehicle transfer functions can be used

to compute the limit cycle amplitudes for other variables of interest.

amplitude of bt = 2.84 deg (42)

amplitude of e = 9.57 deg (43)

amplitude of nz = 0.815 g's (44)

The possibility of lateral pilot induced oscillations for System B

will now be considered. The portions of the frequency response for which

the phase angle is approximately -180 deg are overplotted on the normalized

describing function for the limiter in Fig. 35. Both the proneness

(Tsp = 0.2 sec) and the continuation (rsp = 0.0 sec) conditions are

shown in this figure. For lateral control with System B, the pilot does

not supply lead equalization and so degradation of lead equalization

cannot be a factor in any lateral pilot induced oscillations.

Intersections with the describing function occur for both curves at

approximately c = 0.126 rad/sec and E G/S = 4.25 in region Q. Since

G = I and s = 10.0 deg, E = 42.5 deg. The describing function crosses

the frequency response curves from right to left indicating an unstable

limit cycle. The unstable limit cycle values for y and * can be deter-

mined in the manner used previously for System A. The results are:

amplitude of y = 842.0 ft (45)

At an altitude of 100.0 ft, y = 842.0 ft corresponds to 16.8 deg in

"LOC" units (The mean square for an oscillation would be (16.8)2/2 =

142.0 (deg LOC)2).

amplitude of-- = 18.3 deg (46)
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The corresponding mean square value for an oscillation would be

(18.3)2/2 = 334.o deg2 .

To summarize these results, for longitudinal control, System B can

be said to be slightly prone to pilot induced oscillations. However,

to develop the oscillation requires virtually complete neglect of the

pitch rate feedback task by the pilot. This may be judged unlikely.

A longitudinal pilot induced oscillation, if encountered, would be

characterized by moderate frequency, moderate g's and large pitch angle.

No stable pilot induced oscillations are indicated for lateral control

using System B. However, it is possible for large deviations from the

localizer reference, large rates of deviation, or combinations of both

to present conditions under which stable tracking of the localizer

reference is not possible for the given nonlinear control system. These

conditions are indicated by the unstable limit cycle indicated for lateral

control by means of System B.

C. SYSTEM C

The longitudinal portion of System C is identical to the longitudinal.

portion of System B. Therefore, the same data and conclusions with

respect to pilot induced oscillations apply to both systems.

The possibility of lateral pilot induced oscillations for System C

will be considered next. The portions of the frequency responses for

which the phase angle is -180 deg are overplotted on the normalized

describing function for the limiter in Fig. 36. Intersections with the

describing function occur in region @ of Fig. 36. This corresponds to

an approximate frequency of w = 0.26 rad/sec and an approximate normalized

input amplitude., E G/S = 5.0. Since G = 1.0 and S = 10.0 deg, E = 50.0 deg.

The describing function crosses the frequency response curves from Tight

to left indicating an unstable limit cycle. The unstable limit cycle

values for y and * can be determined in the manner used previously for

System A. The results are:

amplitude of y = 103.0 ft (47)
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At an altitude of 100.0 ft, y 103.0 ft corresponds to 2.06 deg in

"1"LOC" units. (The mean square for an oscillation would be (2.06)2/2 =

2.11 (deg LOC) 2 ).

amplitude of = 4.61 deg (48)

The corresponding mean square for an oscillation would be (4.61) 2 /2 =

i0.6 deg.

No stable pilot induced oscillations are indicated for lateral control

using System C. However, it is possible for moderate deviations from

the localizer reference, moderate rates of deviation, combinations of

both to present conditions under which stable tracking of the localizer

reference is not possible for the given nonlinear control system. These

conditions are indicated by the unstable limit cycle indicated for

lateral control by means of System C.

D. COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASUED PILOT
INDUCED OSCILLATION TEITNCY RATINGS

A summary of predicted pilot induced oscillation tendency ratings is

given in Table XXI. These ratings are based upon the verbal descriptions

for the rating numbers given in Table XXXXIX of Appendix VI. The predicted

ratings compare very favorably with the measured ratings summarized in

Table L of Appendix VI.

It appears, in the case of System A with gust inputs, that the con-

siderable variability in measured pilot ratings (see Table L Appendix VI)

may be due to the large side gust excitation of the dutch roll. This

arises because of low closed-loop dutch roll damping. Consequently, it

is possible that the pilot subjects regard the lightly damped dutch roll

mode response as being somewhat similar to pilot induced oscillation

onset. The analytical results, however, indicate a pilot induced

oscillation (either because of actuator nonlinearities or because of

a~p/Wd effects) is improbable.
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TABLE XXI

SUMMARY OF PREDICTED PILOT INDUCED
OSCILLATION TENDENCY RATINGS

System Rating Factors Causing

Configuration Rating Degradation

A w/o gusts 3 modest pitch lead required
to prevent pilot induced
oscillation

A w/ gusts 3 same as w/o gusts

B w/o gusts 2 only very small pitch lead
required to prevent pilot
induced oscillation

B w/ gusts 2 same as w/o gusts

C w/o gusts 2 only very small pitch lead
required to avoid pilot
induced oscillation

C w/ gusts 2 same as w/o gusts

E. AVOIDING PILOT INDUCED OSCILLATIONS BY DESIGN

While the ability to predict pilot induced oscillations and instabilities

by analytical means is of considerable value, it is, ultimately, the

ability to avoid them by means of prudent design which is the engineer's

objective. In this subsection, techniques for avoiding pilot induced

oscillation arising from rate limiting, output limiting or both which

appear to be applicable in general will be summarized. These techniques

have been inferred from the example applications made earlier in this

Section.

The first rule for avoiding pilot induced oscillations and instabilities

is almost trivial.
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0 The closed-loop pilot-vehicle-flight control system must
exhibit linear stability for small perturbations in the
absence of command and disturbance inputs.

The next rule is:

* Pilot induced oscillations and instabilities arising from
actuator rate limits, actuator deflection limits, or both
will not exist when the locus of closed-loop roots for the
linear pilot-vehicle-flight control system as a function
of the forward-loop actuator gain from zero up to its
nominal value does not indicate conditional system stability.

A variant of this rule applies when the pilot exercises direct manual

control of the control surface.

* Pilot induced oscillations and instabilities arising from
pilot strength limitations or control surface deflection
limits will not exist when the locus of closed-loop roots
for the linear pilot-vehicle-flight control system as a
function of the gain at the point where the nonlinearity
occurs, does not indicate conditional system stability
for any lesser magnitude of the open-loop gain.

Conditional stability can be avoided in fully powered systems by

selecting or changing the design parameters in the manner suggested

below. The design parameters, in this case are

K actuator open-loop gain

R actuator rate limit

:R/P actuator rate limit-to-deflection limit ratio

A way for accomplishing this is suggested by the normalizing factors for

the limiting integrator describing function. Refer to Fig. 23. The

following observations can be made. The frequency response curve can be

shifted vertically with respect to the describing function by changing

the actuator open-loop gain, K. This shift can also be made by changing

the rate limit-to-deflection limit ratio, R/P. However, R/P also shifts

the contours of constant frequency for the describing function at the

same time. These two parameters can be used to control the location of

the intersection of the describing function and the frequency response
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curves, or to prevent intersections from occurring. The rate limit

parameter, R, controls the amplitude of the limit cycle when inter-

sections exist.

The design approach, then, is as follows. K/(R/P) is held constant.

(The describing function and the frequency response curves are not

shifted relative to one another.) Then R/P is adjusted so that no

intersections occur at phase angles between -90 deg and -180 deg.

(This generally occurs when the lines of constant describing function

frequency in this phase interval are always to the left of the corre-

sponding frequency points on the frequency response curve.)

In order to avoid intersections with the portion of the describing

function for which the phase is -90 deg, it may be necessary to further

adjust R/P until a positive gain margin is indicated.

This process can be repeated for several different constant values

of K/(R/P) to develop a family of conditions all of which will not

result in limit cycles.

The approach described above may be. overly conservative, however.

This is because the existence of unstable limit cycle solutions does

not necessarily lead to undesirable consequences. It is only when the

maneuver size which precludes stable recovery is small that unstable

limit cycle solutions have unfavorable implications. Consequently, if

the above design criteria and procedures for avoiding all limit cycle

solutions are applied only for avoiding stable limit cycle solutions, a

less restrictive design will usually result. The unstable limit cycle

solutions which may remain must be checked to determine if the upper

limit on maneuver size which still permits stable recovery is acceptable.

The above design technique has not considered the possibility of

altering the shape of the frequency response curve by means of intro-

ducing equalization (e.g. by changing flight director gains). In some

situations, changes in equalization will also be a distinct possibility.

However, this is essentially a linear servo analysis design technique

which is already well-known. Therefore it is not appropriate to discuss

it here.
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Conditional stability itself can be avoided in systems wherein the

pilot exercises direct manual control by a similar approach. The techniques

are somewhat simpler, however, because of the more elementary nature of

the describing function for the limiter and the smaller number of parameters

which characterize that describing function. The design parameters for

the system in this case are:

G gain for linear segment of the limiter
characteristic

G/S ratio of limiter gain to limit level

In this application, the limiter gain, G, is interpreted as a gain factor

which alters the loop gains for the linear portion of the system rather

than as the linear segment gain of the limiter characteristic. This is

because the limiter gain in the physical system model has been fixed at

unity by assumption.

A way to avoid limit cycles is suggested by the normalizing factors

of the limiter describing function. Refer to Fig. 25. The following

observations can be made. The frequency response curve can be shifted

vertically with respect to the describing function by changing the gain,

G. The ratio of limiter gain to limit level, G/S, controls the amplitude

of the limit cycles when intersections exist.

Design is merely a matter of selecting a value of G (that is altering

the gain in all paths leading to the nonlinearity by the factor G) such

that at points on the frequency response curve for which the phase is

-180 deg the amplitude ratio is less than 0 dB.

This design approach can be overly conservative for the same reason

as in the previous case. That is, unstable limit cycle solutions do not

necessarily lead to undesirable consequences as has already been pointed

out above.

Again the possibility of altering the shape of the frequency response

curve by means of equalization has not been considered. As noted before

this is essentially a linear servo analysis design problem which is

already well-known and need not be elaborated.
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SECTION VI

SUMMARY

Analytical procedures have been developed for predicting the performance

and proneness to pilot induced oscillations and instabilities which may

result in systems wherein actuator rate limits, deflection limits or

both are the principal nonlinear effects. The analytical procedures are

applied to three minimum back-up flight control system designs for the

F-4C which were evolved in a piloted fixed-base simulation program.

Analyses of the three back-up systems produced results which were

qualitatively similar to the ones measured experimentally. Namely,

predicted and measured pilot opinion agree closely. Pilot comments

indicated that opinion ratings were degraded for the reasons exposed by

analysis. The minimum rate and deflection limits which the pilots found

acceptable for emergency landing conditions were also in qualitative

agreement with the minimum values determined by the analytical methods.

Agreement between the analytically predicted performance and the measured

performance was, quantitatively, reasonably good for most of the inner

loop variables. Agreement between the analytically predicted performance

and the measured performance was not at all good for the outer loop

variables. There is, however, reason to suspect the vaiidity of the

reported experimental data since the mean-square values in several cases

are unreasonably large, and, furthermore, these large values are not

supported in any way by suitably degraded pilot opinion ratings.

The analytical procedures rest upon the application of random input

describing function theory for performance prediction, and upon the

application of sinusoidal input describing function theory for prediction

of system susceptability to pilot induced oscillations and instabilities.

The applications of these theories is very much along the lines of

traditional engineering practice for analyzing nonlinear systems. Key

developments, however, which were made were a new model for the rate and

deflection limited actuator, guidelines for choosing minimum values of

the rate and deflection limits, and a design technique for avoiding

pilot induced oscillations and instabilities arising from rate and

deflection limit nonlinearities.
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The most important element of the actuator model is the limiting

integrator (more accurately, the rate limited integrator having a

restricted output range). A nondimensionalized sinusoidal input describing

function for the limiting integrator has been computed. Availability of

this nondimensionalized describing function will substantially facilitate

future analyses of the type performed for the example applications.

The guidelines for choosing the rate and deflection limits are that

the limit levels should be set at 2 to 3 times the root-mean-square

values of the signal in the counterpart linear system at the point where

the nonlinearity would occur.

Pilot induced oscillations and instabilities arising from actuation

limits can be avoided by satisfying conditions which pertain only to the

linear portion of the system. Namely, the locus of closed-loop roots for

the linear system should not be conditionally stable for values of the

open-loop actuator gain over the range from zero up to its maximum value.

When the pilot exercises direct manual control over the control surfaces,

the actuator is replaced by a gain. As this gain ranges from zero up to

its nominal value of unity, the same criterion applies.

Unstable limit cycle solutions have been interpreted as approximate

boundaries for regions of the state space from which stable recovery to

the reference flight path is not possible. This consideration introduces

additional constraints upon the minimum permissible actuator limits.

However, it is not necessary or even desirable to eliminate all unstable

limit cycle solutions in order to arrive at a good system design. Unstable

limit cycle solutions need only be eliminated when the maximum size maneuver

for which stable recovery is possible is too restrictive.

The approach to the analytical design of low authority flight control

systems described in this report is an amalgamation of state-of-the-

art engineering techniques. The procedure should be readily understood

and easily applied by engineers already knowledgeable in the areas of

0 Linear servo analysis

* Analytical theory of handling qualities

* Random and sinusoidal input describing function theory
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APPENDIX I

F-4C STABILITY DERIVATIVES, TRANSFER FUNCTIONS,
GUIDANCE SYSTEM GEOMETRY AND DISTURBANCE MODELS

This Appendix summarizes the basic data for the F-4C aircraft used for

example applications of the analysis techniques. The aircraft is in a

clean configuration (except for the extended landing gear), and is making

a manually controlled instrument approach on a 2.8 deg glide slope of

ILS quality. The aircraft is in a clean configuration for landing

because it is assumed that the hydraulic system is not functioning as

a result of battle damage. The disturbance environment includes ILS

glide slope and localizer beam "bends" and normal and side gusts. No

steady winds, wind shears, or longitudinal gusts are included in the

disturbance environment since these were not included in the Ref. 1

simulation. Complete representation of the disturbance environment is,

of course, necessary for actual design calculations, but is not necessary

in order to demonstrate application of the analytical techniques.

Dimensional stability derivative data on the F-4C is given in Table XXII

along with pertinent data on the geometry, inertias and trim conditions.

Tables XXIII and XXIV give the equations of motion upon which the longitu-

dinal transfer functions in Table XXV and the lateral transfer functions

in Table XXVI are based. Gust response transfer functions are not given

because these are not required for developing the basic control loops.

The longitudinal and lateral approach geometry is shown in Fig. 37.

The system is analyzed at a particular point on the approach (R = 5,690.0 ft)

because the proper measure of performance in tracking the ILS beam is

linear measure (in distinction to angular measure) of aircraft deviation

from the beam null.

Power spectral densities used for the disturbance environment are

given in Table XXVII.

The pilot control inputs consist of stick, rudder pedals, throttles,

trim switches, and the pilot displays included airspeed, angle of attack,

altitude, sink rate, engine performance, attitude indicator, flight

director, radio magnetic indicator, and glide slope-localizer cross pointer

instrument.
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TABLE XXV

LONGITUDINAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR THE F-4C IN CLEAN CONFIGURATION

Abbreviated notation is used for polynomial factors in root locus form:

Real factor (W) means (s + X)

Quadratic factor [t, W1 means [s2 + 2tcar + act]

Denominator

A [0o4.0.159][0.377,1.309J

Thrust Numerators

Nu = 0.00200(0.027)[o.445,1.358J
6T

NBT = 0.000228(3.972)[-o.461,1.021]

Stabilator Numerators
0

= -0.o861(0.030)(o.479)

Ns = -I .6o5(-0.023) [0.091.896]

Ng = 0.4529(-0.023)(-5.173)(5.724)

Thrust and Stabilator Coupling Numerators
0 u

N 0 T = -o.000172(o.495)

NF)Pu = -0.003232[0.168,3.02]

N u = 0.000878(-6.54)(5.132)

= 0.0000355(1.268)
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TABLE XXVI

LATERAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR THE F-4C IN CLEAN CONFIGURATION

Abbreviated notation is used for polynomial factors in root locus form:

Real factor (W) means (s + X)

Quadratic factor [ý, w] means Es2 + 2ýas + ao]

Denominator

A = (0.043)(1.392)[o.114,1.725]

Spoiler Numerators (For System A)

0= .0122[0.120,1.56]
6sp

lq•r s = -0.0000110(-9.158)(10.57)[0.091,1.617]sp

N r = 0.000907(0.683)[0.020,2.109]zsp

N7 = 3.076(o.o11)(0.10)(0.571)[0.02,2.12]8sp

Rudder Numerators

NCr = o.01o9(4.275)(-4.875)

= 0.000419(-2.673)(3.104)[0.256,2.49o]
br

INr - -0.0242(1.o43)[0.302,0.920]S8br

Aileron Numerators (For System C)

NTa = o.o64710.132,1.341]

ba

Vxa= -0.000033(-11 .78)(13.32)[0.056,1 .456]

r. = o.ooo837(o.621)[-o.412,4.575]
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de = dc dp at ILS antenna station

de = dc- d at A/C cg station

Aircraft cg.

habs= 180 ftVT

J I-, ~R = 3690 ft •

Approximate Glide Slope
Location of Transmitting

Middle Marker Antenna Site

a) Longitudinal Approach Geometry

Ye = Yc - Yp at ILS antenna station

Ye = Yc- Y at A/C cg station

SR+ Rrwy 10,000 ft

Localizer Localizer
%I V Cos o Center Line Transmitting
--O Antenna Site

Aircraft cg

b) Lateral Approach Geometry

Figure 37. Approach Geometry for Coincident ILS Signal
Null and Reference Glide Path (dc = Yc = 0)
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TABLE XXVII

POWER SPECTRAL DENSITIES FOR DISTURBANCE
ENVIRONMENT AT R = 3,690 FT

SOURCE VARIABLE, RMS OF POWER SPECTRAL
() VARIABLE, a() DENSITY, .

Glide slope (I .20)2

"bends" dc 3.0 ft 2 + (0.25)2

Localizer (16.0)2[o2+ (I .5)2]
"bends" Yc8.0 ft [&+(.)]o?(O)]"bends"r2 (0.35 )2 ] [a,)2+ (10.0)2]

Normal '191. tsc(19.3 )2
gusts Wg 10.0 ft/sec (19.3)2

&, (5.88)2
(19.5)2

Side gusts Vg 10.0 2tse
ft/sec , (5.88)2

The definition of power spectral density used is such that:

02

0
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Linear control surface actuator dynamics are represented by a unity

DC gain first order lag with a break frequency of 10 rad/sec. The lag

between throttle displacement and engine thrust build-up is represented

conservatively by a unity DC gain first order lag with a break frequency

of 0.5 rad/sec.
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APPENDIX II

MANUAL LANDING APPROACH CONTROL FOR
BASIC F-4C BACK-UP SYSTEM

This Appendix summarizes the results of an analysis of the pilot-

vehicle system wherein the system is completely linear. Control activity

is kept to the bare minimum required for adequate performance in tracking

the ILS beam null in the presence of disturbances. This process leads

to an estimate of the basic loop closures and gains the pilot must use

for successful performance of the task. These estimates of linear system

performance provide the basis for estimating nonlinear system performance

in Section III. The techniques used are those reported in Refs. 7, 10,

26, 27 and 28 for example.

Simply stated, this process consists of the following steps

"* Examine the key aircraft transfer functions given in
Tables XXV and XXVI to discover handling qualities
deficiencies.

"* Evolve control strategies from among those possible which
are capable of overcoming the handling qualities deficiencies
and accomplishing the outer loop control objective.

"* Find that control strategy which, among those possible,
results in both adequate bandwidth tracking of the ILS
beam and favorable pilot opinion.

Consider the longitudinal and lateral systems in turn with respect to

these steps.

A. LONGITUDINAL

Examination of the key longitudinal transfer functions in Table XXV

reveals:

"* Additional short period damping is required.

"* Additional short period stiffening would be advantageous
but is not required.

* A non-minimum phase zero will be characteristic of the
stabilator-to-glide slope deviation numerator because the trim
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speed is below the minimum power speed for the clean
aircraft configuration.

The first finding is the result of observing for Ng /A that closure of

a pitch attitude-to-stabilator (e - 5s) loop at even moderate gain will

result in a considerable decrease in short period damping. The second

finding results from the fact that while the short period stiffness

(frequency) is adequate by handling qualities standards, it could be

increased. If the stiffness were increased, then larger values of

gain in the outer (glide slope deviation) loop could be used. The

third finding is a consequence of the following. The stabilator-to-glide

slope deviation numerator is closely approximated by the stabilator-to-

altitude deviation* numerator, N. N6P (in Table XXV), however, has a

zero in the right hand half of the complex plane. This zero will attract

a closed-loop pole into the right hand half of the complex planet for any

reasonable value of open-loop gain unless the zero itself can be moved

into left hand half of the complex plane.

The control strategies which are capable of fixing the handling

qualities deficiencies within the constraint of the cockpit displays

available to the pilot are:

* Feedback of pitch attitude rate to stabilator (0 -s)

will increase short period damping.

* Feedback of angle of attack or pitch attitude to
stabilator (a - b. or e - 5s) will increase the short
period stiffness. e 6 8s is the favored choice, however.

• Feedback of airspeed to throttle (uAs - ST), pitch attitude
to throttle (e I 5T), or crossfeed of stabilator to throttle
(8s - bT) can move the right half plane zero of N9 into
the left hand half of the complex plane.

*Measured at the glide slope receiving antenna station which is

taken to be IX = 23.9 ft for this study.

t Recall that a closed-loop pole in the right hand half of the complex
plane means the closed-loop system is unstable.
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Additional elements of control strategy necessary to accomplish the

outer-loop control objective (tracking the glide slope) are:

.0 Feedback of glide slope deviation, dp, at the ILS r,-ieiving
antenna station to stabilator to obtain adequate bandwidth
in following the glide slope.

* Feedback of pitch attitude to stabilator to obtain adequate
path damping in following the glide slope. (Recall that
*a-! VT .

0

* Feedback of integral of glide slope deviation, fdadt, to
stabilator for the purpose of eliminating DC values of
glide slope deviation arising from DC values of pitch
attitude.

The only part of the control strategy requiring further explanation is

the one for moving the right half plane zero of N P into the left hand

half of the complex plane. Multiloop analysis results (Ref. 29) state

that the only way in which this may be done is by feeding some variable

other than h to some control point other than 8s. Since 6T is the only

other longitudinal control point, its use is mandatory. A survey of

the possibilities for modifying the numerator characteristics for the

three candidates given by

UAS 85 T

Ns= N + Ku s+0.5 (48)

e T

N NP K (49)

-s NF'P+ OHS0.5 bNbp

ss0.5 TNs = s N STH s+0.5 O

shows that the first alternative is superior. This is because the

resulting two pairs of complex zeros of NMP have the most favorable

locations for closure of the outer loops. This can be verified by
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sketching the locus of zeros for each case (as a function of Ku, KeTH

or KSTH as is appropriate) using the transfer functions in Table XXV.

The final step consists of completing the loop closures in numerical

detail. This is done using the describing function model for the pilot

given in Refs. 2 and 3.

Y P(. ) = K(.)e-jW r['](1 + jW TL(.)) (51)

- K(.) (jw - 2/¶[.])(I + jw K(:)/K(.))

(jw + 2/[.) (2)

-K(.)a(jw- 2/r(.3)(1 + jw K(i)/K(.))

(jw + wN)(jw + 2/T(.])

The pilots' effective delay, r[.] , is 0.33 sec to be conservative. The

lead, TL, that may be used must satisfy

0 < TL(.) = K(:)/K(.) _< 5.0 sec (54)

When the alternate form is used, aN = 10.0 rad/sec and T.)= 0.2 sec.

The [] or C-) subscripts contain notation reflecting the control point

with which the delay is associated. The () subscripts contain notation

reflecting the feedback variable associated with the gain.

The loop closures are made with as low values of gain as are consistent

with attaining about 0.30 rad/sec bandwidth in tracking the glide slope.

This is to keep the required control deflections and rates as small as

possible. The loop closure process is routine. The uAS - 8T loop is

closed first to move the right half plane zero of N5p into the left hand

half of the complex plane. Next, the e - 8s loop is closed to damp the

short period. Then the hp and e feedback paths are combined. In this

key step, a favorable location of the zeros in the numerator of the open-

loop function for the outer-loop closure (of glide slope deviation plus

pitch attitude to stabilator) is obtained. These zeros, in turn, determine
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the approximate location of the closed-loop system poles of the final

loop closure which are dominant in the glide slope bend-following response
of the pilot-vehicle system. Low-pass pilot equalization is included in

the outer loop to serve as a "pitch rate command attenuator." This •

equalization attenuates the high frequency portion of the effective pitch

rate command which is of little help in following the glide slope. This

results in a small reduction of the stabilator rate and deflection. The

equations for these closures are given in Table XXVIII. The block diagram

for the pilot-vehicle system (System A) is given in Fig. 38. Values for

the loop closure parameters are given in Table XXIX.

A series of Bode root locus diagrams.(refer to Ref. 6), Figs. 39 through

44, show the development of the closed-10op transfer functions quantitatively.

The order of presentation of these figures parallels the order of the

qualitative development given above.

The resulting closed-loop glide slope following transfer function is:

= _ 3.053(0.0464)(0.05)(0.416)(5.632)(6.035)(-5.18)(-I0.0) (55)
dc (0.423)(6.011)[0.876,0.0446][0.263,0.365] *

**[0.268, I .716] [0.776,5.613] [0.536,14.17]

The frequency response for d/dc is plotted in Fig. 45.

The resulting closed-loop bandwidth for glide slope bend-following

based upon ±3 dB is 0.27 rad/sec. However, the closed-loop frequency

response is within ±5.0 dB out to 0.55 rad/sec. This is more than

adequate for longitudinal performance.
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TABLE XXVIII

EQUATIONS FOR BASIC LONGITUDIN~AL LOOP

CLOSURES, SYSTEM A

CLOSURES NAME EXPRESSION

UAS A'(2/¶T)(a,)A - Kuo-ý(-2/TT)N T

N6'P (2/TT)(a)NýP - Kuý-/rK b8s

hb (2/rT) (m)NF8 - Ký ( 2 T) M

N&S(2/TrT)(ai2)Nb - Kuoý(-2/¶)%~

All (2/¶)(-2)(w5 A'

UAS 6 T A"'rs N (t~)(OA' - 6e3b

and Nll el)O)N
Nbs (2,s)~

N fil h a(L~ 2/'rs)(~) N!P

(Ke/Ka(0)2Ne

z~s 2/,r) [ YU/K)Nn'+A"
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TABLE XXIX

PARAMETERS FOR LINEAR PILOT LOOP CLOSURES,
SYSTEM A, LONGITUDINAL

KumX5T 59.7 lb/(ft/sec)

TT 0.33 sec

92 0.50 rad/sec

Kb -0.244 sec

10.0 rad/sec

•s 0.2 sec

13 10.0 raa/sec

K0  -0.593

a14 2.25 rad/sec

S-0.0015 deg/(±ft/sec)

S-0.03 deg/ft
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d 3.053 (.0464) (.05)(416)(5.632)(6.035)(-5.18)(-I0.0)
3.87601[.2631][268][.776 [.936

(423)(6.011) .0446] [.365j i.7161 3.613][14.172 J

o0./•• IG(jw)I
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-400o
0.1 w(rad/sec 1.0 I0O

Figure 45. Glide Slope Frequency Response for

Closed-Loop System
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B. LATERAL

Examination of the key lateral transfer functions in Table XXVI

results in three findings.

* Additional dutch roll damping is required.

* • pwd = 1.560/i .725 0.9 1 1.0

* Spoiler roll effectiveness is very low.

All three findings involve the N4P /A transfer function.

sp

The control strategies which are capable of fixing the handling

qualities deficiencies are:

* Feedback of yaw rate to rudder (r - 5r) or high-pass
filtered lateral acceleration to rudder (a&`5r) would
be ideal for increasing the damping of those factors in
A and e- which are associated with the dutch roll.

5sp

Constraints imposed by the cockpit displays make either loop closure by

the pilot improbable. Hence yaw damping stability augmentation is in

order. The ground rules for this minimum back-up system study, however,

do not permit stability augmentation.* Therefore, feasible alternatives

must be found. Alternatives are:

* Accept the low dutch roll damping and the large gust
excitation of dutch roll that will result

* Crossfeed spoiler to rudder (sp -* 5r) in such a way that
the ao0/od ratio will be decreased. Then the pilot's roll-
to-spoiler loop closure (p -• 5sp) will result in a modest
increase in closed-loop dutch roll damping. Closure of a
roll rate-to-spoiler loop (• - 5sp) will allow still
another small increase in closed-loop dutch roll damping.

*Furthermore, there is no back-up rudder actuator. However, the

performance gains which would result if a back-up rudder tab actuator
and yaw rate gyro in an integral package were installed might well
justify the additional complexity.
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Additional elements of control strategy necessary to accomplish the

outer-loop control objective (tracking the localizer) are:

0 Feedback of roll to spoiler ( E -s sp) for roll
stabilization. (This loop closure was also cited above
in connection with its effect upon closed-loop dutch
roll damping.)

* Feedback of localizer deviation, y,, at the ILS receiving
antenna station to spoiler to obtain adequate bandwidth
in following the localizer.

• Feedback of washed-out heading angle to spoiler to obtain
adequate path damping in following the localizer. (Recall
that !_ VT 0.) The wash-out is necessary so that DC
values of heading angle (such as might arise in countering
a crosswind) do not result in DC values of localizer
deviation.

The final step consists of completing the loop closures in numerical

detail. This is done using the describing function model for the pilot

given in Refs. 2 and 3 and which has been summarized very briefly in

the previous subsection.

The ultimate objective of the loop closures is that the final, outer-

loop closure have a bandwidth of about 0.5 rad/sec. Furthermore, this

should be achieved with a minimum of spoiler authority. This last

consideration leads to system designs for which the roll angle-to-

spoiler loop gain is so low that no additional dutch roll damping can be

induced by increasing aop/o by means of spoiler-to-rudder crossfeed.

Similarly, the low values of the roll angle-to-spoiler loop gains are

such that the natural roll damping of the aircraft, -L, is sufficient.

Consequently, the gains in the crossfeed and roll rate-to-spoiler are

zero.

From this point, the loop closure process is routine. Closure of

the .- 5a loop results in a small increase in dutch roll damping as well

as providing roll stabilization. Next, the yp and washed-out * feedback

paths are combined. In this key step a favorable location of the zeros

in the numerator of the open-loop function for the outer loop closure

(of localizer plus heading angle-to-spoiler) is obtained. These zeros,

in turn, determine the approximate location of those closed-loop system
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poles which are dominant in localizer following response of the pilot-

vehicle system.

Low pass pilot equalization is included in the outer loop to serve as

a "roll command attenuator." This equalization attenuates the high

frequency portion of the effective roll command which is of little help

in following the localizer. This results in a small reduction of the

spoiler rate and deflection.

The equations for these closures are given in Table XXX. The block

diagram for the pilot-vehicle system (System A) is given in Fig. 46.

Values for the loop closure parameters are given in Table XXXI.

A series of Bode root locus diagrams, Figs. 47 through 49, show the

development of the closed-loop transfer functions quantitatively. The

order of presentation of these figures parallels the order of the qualitative

development discussion given above.

The resulting closed-loop localizer following transfer function is:

.Y_ = 0.00933(0.0)(0.01 )(-9.07)(-10.0)(10.68) [0.0911,1.617] 56

Yc (0.0112)(0.239)(0.528)(1.122)(11.96)[o.400,0.215] **

** [0.113,1.751][0.976,9.3571

The frequency response for y/yc is plotted in Fig. 50.

The resulting closed-loop bandwidth for localizer bend-following based

upon ±3 dB is 0.25 rad/sec. This is possibly adequate for lateral perfor-

mance.
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TABLE XCOX

EQUATIONS FOR BASIC LATERAL LOOP
CLOSURES, SYSTEM A

CLOSURES NAME EXPRESSION

r~spp FA (ý6

Ny~spp VTOcosro ki(%)Nb's + K cf(o) (w 5 )N1

spsp

NyP NK + A /Cos e0(o) Ng5s

spp bspp ~ ~(2/,r p) (G-NN
ana

Spspp p

(cont'd)
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TABLE XXX (cont'd)

EQUATIONS FOR BASIC LATERAL LOOP
CLOSURES, SYSTEM A

CLOSURES NAMý EXPRESSION

b~SPp + K* 2~ rO2~

Kycos eo 0)Nsp

(O) 2 (aoJ)NY

-+ Ssp P

spIpp

Yc (0) 2 1(wý) (2/¶sp)d"
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TABLE

PARAMETERS FOR LINEAR PILOT LOOP CLOSURES,
SYSTEM A, LATERAL

Kcf0 --

K. 0 deg/(raa/sec)

CDN 1010 rad/sec

Tsp 0.2 sec

10.0 rad/sec

K 36.0 deg/rad

0.85 rad/sec

K* 100.0 aeg/rad

C1 0.01 sec

Ky 0.03 deg/ft
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APPENDIX III

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SINUSOIDAL INPUT DESCRIBING
FUNCTION FOR LIMITING INTEGRATOR

A simple computer program has been prepared to compute the negative

inverse of the sinusoidal input describing function, Eq 29 and 30, as a

function of normalized frequency and rate amplitude. This program uses

the Super Basic language as available on the Tymshare Computer System
(Refs. 30o, 30).

A flow diagram for this program is given in Fig. 51. The program

listing is displayed in Table XXXII.

A. PROGRAM USE

In this program, input data are contained in statements, 4o, 70, 95,

140, 200, 450. The combination of "FOR" and "NEXT" statements is

operationally equivalent to what is conventionally known as a "DO LOOP."

Different input amplitudes and frequencies then require appropriate

changes in these "FOR" statements.

After logging in, one has to call Super Basic language from Executive

by typing "SBA." Then to execute the program, it is loaded by typing
"LOlAD/DF/" and then given the "RUN" command. (The symbolic version of

this program is here assumed to be stored in the file named /DF/.)

Case III will be computed for all rate (i.e. input) amplitudes and

then for each particular rate amplitude, Cases IVA, IVB, IVC will be

computed in turn.

The format of the print out is as follows.

First, the case number is printed, then rate amplitude is printed.

Under this there are three columns for frequency, negative inverse of

the sinusoidal describing function in dB, and phase angle. A tabulation

of the describing function itself is given in Appendix IV.
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iCase MT

W =.I to E +.000001 by 0.1,

Subroutine (for case MTT 8 Ma)

Case III
Compute and Print
Freq., Magn., Phase

Next E,
E=l to2 b.2,2.5 to5iJ • by .5,6 to 10 b~y I

E I E/20 VIo-/E

l ---t w E,,.oo,,.o,,.o5,., ,o•,by.,I

S< 
Subroutine for case

MaV' Print Result

I •-• INext W

+2E 7/i2 - sirF9 l/7E

E I El +.04999IEl =Int (IO*EI ÷.5)/10

if E•0 then

El E2-(I- -r I/Ep)

6 Continue on next page

Figure 51. Flow Diagram for Describing Function Computation
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Next E Continued from the

I ~ ~~ WEl ,E2,OlOIO,

EI.It WE 2 b

I aW:ErI

Fo ase Mb Compute 81 Print
Freq., Mogn. , Phase

E3=ELI- cossinf'(I/E)]i-w/2--sin1 l/

I E2 =E2 +.04999
E 2 =Int (10*E 2+.5)/10

if E2ý50 then
E2=E/2(1-cossirT1I/E)+r/2-siri 1I/E

W E3, .001 ,,01,.05, E2 to E3b.

:t

I For Case M~c Compute Ek Print
Freq., Maqn., Phase

I Next W

Figure 51. (concluded) Flaw Diagram for Describing
Function Computation



TABLE XXXII

PROGRAM LISTING FOR COMPUTATION OF THE NEGATIVE INVERSE OF
THE SINUSOIDAL INPUT DESCRIBING FUNCTION

FOR THE LIMITING INTEGRATOR

10 PRINT

20 PRINT

21PRINT"* 'RATE AMPLITUTE' HAS BEEN NORMALIZED BY DIVIDING BY THE"

22PRINT" RATE LIMIT LFVEL,*k."

23PRINT"* 'FREQ' HAS BEEN NORMALIZED BY DIVIDING BY THE RATE-TO-"

24PRINT" POSITION LIMIT RATIOR/P.

25PRINT"* 'AR DB' IS THE NEGATIVE INVERSE OF THE NORMALIZED"

26PRINT" DESCRIBING FUNCTION.,NR/P, IN DB. N HAS BEEN NORMALIZED"

27PRINT" BY MULTIPLYING BY THE RATE-TO-POSITION RATO, R/P."

28PRINT"* 'PHI', PHASE ANGLE IN DEGREES OF THE NEGATIVE INVERSE"

29PRINT" OF THE NORMALIZED DESCRIBING FUNCTIONHAS NOT BEEN NORMYALIZED"

31PRINT IN FORM "' IN ANY WAY ***********//"

38 PRINT IN FORM "25B'CASE III'///"

40 FOR E= I. TO -01 BY -*I

45 PRINT IN FORM"25B'RATE AMP =9#///":E

50 PRINT IN FORM "IOB'FREQ'8B'AR-DB'8B'PHI'///"

70 FOR W=.001,.O1,.05..I TO (E+.000001) BY *1

80 GOSUB 900

90 NEXT W.E

95 FOR E=l TO 2 BY .2.p.5 TO 5 BY .5,6 TO 10 BY I

97 PRINT IN FORM "25B'RATE AMP = '9#///":E

1OOPRINT IN FORM "25B'CASE IVA'///"

102 S= ATAN(I/SQR(E*E-1))

104 C=ATAN(SQR(E*E- 1))

106 P=SQR(1-1/(E*E))

108 Q=2/PI

120 PRINT IN FORM "1OB'FREQ'SB'AR-DB'8B'PHI'///"

130 E1=.5*E*(1-P)
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370 B=B1-B2+13$+B6+B7

380M=-1Q.*L0G 10((A*A+B*B)/(E*E))

390P$=-1 8O-ATAlVCA/B)*18O/PI

393 PRINT IN FORMrV6B3( 1B9#213)//":W.*M.PPS

396 NEXT W

400 PRINT IN FORM"25B'CASE IVC'///"#

410 E3=E*C1-P)+PI/2-S

420 E2=E2+*04999

430 E2=IiT(10*E2+*5)/1O

440 IF E2<=0 THEN E2=.5*E*(1-P)+PI/2-S

450 FOR W=E3ie001.1Ov05.#E2 TO E3 BY .1

460 IF W>E3 THEN 700

470 IF W<E2 THEN 700

480 A1=Q/W*( 1-E/2*S-*5*P)

490 A2=Q/E

500 A6=4/(PI*W*E)*(PI/2-E*P-S)

510 F=1 -2*P+PI/E-2/E*S-2*W/E

512 IF CABS(F)-1)<.00001 THEN 514 ELSE 520

514 W2=PI/2-ATAN(F/SQR(ABS( 1-F*F)))

516 GO TO 521

520 W2=PI /2-ATAi)( F/SQR I -F*F)) I W2=ARCCOS( F)

521 L1=E/W*(1-P)

522 R1=l/W*S

530 G=SIN(W2)-1/E

535 V=2*L1/PI-2/PI-4*R1/PI+2/W

540 A$=G*V

550 A8=Q*E/W*(P*(SIN(W2)- .5/E)+W2/2+.25*SINC2*W2)-1/Q+.5*S)

560 A9=-2/PI*SIN(W2)



TABLE XxxI( cont'a)

140 FOR W=Elj*0ls.O1,**05,.1 TO El BY *I

145 IF W>EI THEN 165

150 GOSUB 900

160 NEXT W

165 PRINT IN FORM"25B'CASE IVBI///,r'

170 E2 = E1+PI/2-S

180 EI=E1+*04999

190 El.=INT(10*El+.5)/1O

195 IF E1<=Q THEN El=*5*E*(1-P)

200 FOR W=EIPE2**.O01,.01.O*5,(El..1) TO E2'BY *.1

205 IF W>E2 THEN 400

206 IF W<El THEN 396

210 A1=Q/W*(1-E/2*S-*5*P)

220 A2=2/(PI*E)

230 W1=2*W-E*(1-P)+S

240 L1=E/W*(1-P)

250 R1=1/W*S

260Z=SIN(W1 )-1/E

270 A$=Z*(2*L1/PI-2/PI'-2*R1/Pi)

280 A6=Q/W,*(C0SCWI)+W1*SIN(W1)-P-1/E*S)

.290 A7=-2/PI*SIiN(W1)

300 A=A1-A2+A$+A6+A7

310 B1=2/PI*E/W*(1-P-.5/CE*E))

320 B2=Q*(1-P)

330 YPCOSCWI)-P

340 B$=Y*(--2*L1/PI+2/PI+2*R1/PI)

350 B6=G1/W*CSILN(W1)-W1*COS(W1)-1/E+P*.S)

360 137=Q*(COS(W1)+1)
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TABLE XXxii( concluded)

570 A=A1 -A2+A6+A$-A8+A9

580 B1=Q*E/W*( 1-P-*5/(E*E))

590 B2=Q*C1-P)

600 BS=P*4/PI*(L1-l-R1)

610 B4=2/W*P

620 tJ=COS(W2)+P

630 B5=-U*V

640 B6=E/(PI*W)*C-2*P*COS(W2)-.5*COSC2*W2)-1 .5+1/C E*E))

650 B7=Q*(COSCW2)+1)

660 B=BI-B2+BS+B4+B5-B6+B7

670 r4=-10*LOG IOCCA*A*B*B)/(E*E))

680 PS=-180-ATAN(A/B)*180/PI

690 PRINT IN FORM"6B3(IB9#2B)//":W*M.PPS

.700 NEXT WPE

710 STOP

900 X=1-2*W/E

905 Xl=4*WiE*C 1-W/E)

910 A1=2*E/CPI*W)*(SQRCABSCX1))*C0e5+W/E)-PI/4+o5*ATAN(X/SQRCABS(1-X*X)))

915 A2=2/PI*SQRCABSCX1))

920 AI=AI-2*A2

925B3=4/PI*C 1-W/E)

930 Fi=-10**LOG IOCCAI*AI+B3*B3)/(E*E))

935PS=ý-180-ATANCA. /B3)*180/PI

940 PRINT IN FORM"6B3C18902B)//"tW,#MPS

945 RETURN
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APPENDIX IV

TABULATION OF SINUSOIDAL INPUT DESCRIBING
FUNCTION FOR THE LIMITING INTEGRATOR

The amplitude in dB and phase angle of the negative inverse of the

nondimensionalized describing function derived in Section IV is tabulated

as a function of the input amplitude-to-rate limit ratio, E* E/R, and

the normalized frequency, Q = o/(R/P) in Table XXXIII. The program for

computing these results is listed in Appendix III where instructions for

its use are also given.

This tabulation includes only Cases III, IVA, IVB and IVC, because

a simple graphical construction can be used to obtain the results for

Cases I and II from the following tabulated values for which the phase

angle of the negative inverse describing function is -90 deg.

The amplitude ratio for the negative inverse describing function

for Cases I and II "starts" at the normalized frequency for which the

phase angle of the tabulated negative inverse describing function is

-90 deg and increases 20 dB per normalized frequency decade for

normalized frequencies larger than the "starting" value. The phase

angle for Cases I and II is a constant, -90 deg. This graphical,

construction has been carried out to develop the portion of the limiting

integrator describing function plot (Fig. 23) on page 78.

The nomenclature for Table XXXIII is as follows:

RATE AMP = E* • E/R (57)

' REQ= • •= P /(R/P) (58)

AR-DB J-1/(N R/P)IdB (59)

PHI 4 -1/(N R/P) (60)
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TABLE =XXIII

TABULATION OF THE NEGATIVE INVERSE OF THE NONDIMENSIONALIZED
SINUSOIDAL INPUT DESCRIBING FUNCTION FOR A RATE LIMITED

INTEGRATOR HAVING A RESTRICTED OUTPUT RANGE.
CASES III, IV-A, IV-B, IV-C

HU.V

* 'RATE AMPLITUFE' HAS BEEN NO-MALIZED BY DIVIDING BY THE
HATE LIMIT LEVELoll.

* 'FHEQ' HAS BEEN NORMALIZED BY DIVIDING BY IHE kATE-iO-.
POSITION LIMIT RATIOH/P.

* 'AR-DB' IS THE NEGATIVE INVERSE OF IHE NORMALIZED
DESCRIBING FUNCTIONNH/P, IN DB. N HAS BEEN NOhMALIZED
BY MULTIPLYING BY THE RATE-TO-POSITION hAlO, 11/P.

* 'PHI', PHASE ANGLE IN DE'GHEES OF THE NEGATIVE INVERSE'
OF THE NOHMALIZED DESCHIBING FUNCTIONtHAS NOT BEEN NORMALIZED
IN ANY WAY ,,,,,**********
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TABLE XXXIII( cant' a)

CASE I II (RATE AMP < 1.0)

RATE AMP **100E+O1

FREQ AR-DB PHI

*100E-02 -*210E+Ol -.178E+03

*100E-O1 -9209E+01 -.172E+03

*500E-O1 -.205E+O1 -.163E+03

9100E+00 -9200E+01 -*156E+03

e200E+OO -*189E+O1 -.145E+03

o300E+00 -*177E+O1 -*137E+03

*400E1-OO -*163E+O1 -o129E+03

-500E+00 -.148E+O1 -*122E+03

*600E+OO -.130E+O1 -*116E+03

.*700E+OO -*11OE+O1 -.11OE+03

0800E+00 -*842E+OO -.103E+03

0900E+00 -9514E+00 -*969E+Oa

*1OOE+01 W0283E-O5 -9900E+02 (MXIMAUM FREQ IN CASE III
FOR THIS VALUE OF RATE AMP)
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TABLE XXXTT( cont d)

RATE AMP * 900E+OO

FREQ AR-DB PHI

*100E-02 -*301E+O1 -0177E+03

ol00E-01 -*300E+Ol -9172E+03

9500E-01 -*296E+O1 -0162E+03

*I00E+OO --290E+01 -.154E+03

.200E+OO -o278E+O1 -*143E+03

*300E+OO -*264E+O1 -*134E+03

.400E+OQ -9248E+01 -*126E+03

*500E+OO' --230E+01 -*119E+03

*600E+OO -*208E+O1 -o112E+03

*700E+OQ -*182E+Ol -9105E+03

9800E+00 -9147E+01 -9976E+02

,o900E+00 -9915E+00 -*900E+02
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TABLE XO~XIII(contld)

RATE AMP = 800E+QO

FREQ AR-DB PHI

*100E-02 -9404E+01 -*177E+03

9100E-01 -o402E+01 -.171E+03

*500E-Q1 -,397E+01 -o161E+03

*100E+QO -*391E+Q1 -9153E+03

*200E+OQ -9377E+01 -*141E+03

*3QQE+QQ -9360E+01 -.131E+03

.400E+OO -,342E+01 -9122E+03

*500E+OO --319E+01 -,114E+03

-600E+00 -9291E+01 --107E+03

o700E+00 -*254E+O1 -*985E+02

9800E+00 -*194E+Q1 -.900E+02

RATE AMP = 700E+oo

FREQ AR-DB PHI

*100E-02 -9519E+01 -.177E+03

*100E-Ol -*518E+Q1 -.171E+03

.500E-01 -*513E+O1 -.159E+03

0100E+QQ -*505E+Q1 --151E+03

*200E+OQ -*488E+O1 -*138E+03

*300E+OO -.469E+OI -.127E+03

*400E+OO -*445E+O1 -.118E+03

*500E+OO -.416E+O1 -9109E+03

*600E+QO -*377E+Q1 -e997E+02

*700E+OO -9310E+01 -9900E+02
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TABLE xxxii(TIcant 'a)

RATE AMP o 600E+00

FREQ AR-DB PHI

*100E-02 -o653E+Q1 -.177E+03

olOQE-01 -*652E+O1 -.17OE+03

0500E-01 -*645E+OI -9158E+03

*100E+OO -.636E+Q1 -9148E+03

.200E+00 -.616E+Q1 m.6134E+03

*300E+OO -*591E+Q1l -*122E+03

-400E+06 -.561E+O1 -*112E+03

*500E+OO -.518E+O1 -*IOIE+03

-600E+06 -*444E+O1 -*270E+03

RATE-AMP m 500E+OO

FREQ AR-DB PHI

9100E-02 -o812E+O1 -*177E+03

*100E-Ol -0810E+01 -*169E+03

*500E-Q1 -.802E+O1 -.156Et03

*IOOE+OQ -.791E+O1 -*145E+03

*200E+OO 9.765E+01 -.129E+03

*300E+OO -o732E+Q1 -9116E+03

0 400E+00 -*686E+Q1 
-*103E+03

o500E+00 -*602E+OI -0270E+03
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TABLE XOITI( cont' a)

RATE AMP * 200E+OO

FREQ AR-DB PHI

9100E-02 -.161E+02 -9175E+03

*100E-O1 -*160E+02 -.163E+03

*500E-Ol -0158E+02 -*141E+03

*1OQE+OO --155E+02 -*122E+03

*200E+OO -9140E+02 -*270E+03

RATE AMP * 100E+OO

FREQ AR-DB PHI

s100E-02 -*221E+02 -.172E+03

&lOQE-Ol -*220E+02 -.156E+03.

*500E-O1 -9215E+02 -9122E+03

9100E+00 -.200E+02 -*270E+03
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TABTrE )OEiii( contt a)

RATE AMP 9 400E+00

FREQ AR-DB PHI

*100E-02 -*IOIE+02 --176E+03

o100E-O1 -.100E+02 --168E+03

95OQE-01 -.993E+O1 -*153E+03

.100E+OO -*979E+O1 -*141E+03

*200E+OO -*944E+O1 --.122E+03

*300E+QO -*893E+O1 -9107E+03

*400E+OQ -.796E+O1 -9270E+03

RATE AMP = 300E+OO

FREQ AR-DB PHI

.l00E-02 -.126E+02 "9176E+03

*100E-Ol -.125E+02 -9166E+03

9500E-01 -*124E+02 -9148E+03

*100E+OO -9122E+02 -*134E+03

0200E+00 -*116E+02 -9112E+03

*300E+OO -*1OSE+02 .0270E+03
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TABLE XXXIII(cont'd)

CASE IV (RATE AMP > 1.0)

RATE AMP " *100E+02

CASE IVA

FREQ AR-DB PHI

*251E-01 .179E+02 -. 176E+03 (MAXIMUM FREQ IN CASE IVA FOR THIS

VALUE OF RATE AMP)
•1OOE-02 .179E+02 -. 1 79E+03

*100E-01 .I 79E+02 -. I 78E+03

CASE IVB

#100E+O0 9179E+02 9.172E+03 (MAXIMUM FREQ IN CASE IVA ROUNDED
TO NEXT HIGHEST 0.I)

• 150E+O1 .214E+02 -. 914E+02 (MAXIMUM FREQ IN CASE IVB FOR

-200E+00 *180E+02 .166E+03 THIS VALUE OF RATE AMP)

•300E+O0 .180E+02 -. 160E+03

*400E+O0 .1S1E+02 -. 154E+03

*500E+O0 .183E+02 -*149E+03

*600E+O0 *184E+02 -o143E+03

•700E+O0 9186E+02 -- 137E+03

*800E+O0 .189E+02 -. 131E+03

•900E+00 -191E+02 -. 126E+03

*100E+01 -194E+02 -. 120E+03

9110E+01 0197E+02 -. 114E+03

*120E+01 9201E+02 -. 108E+03

*130E+01 .205E+02 -. 103E+03

*140E+01 9210E+02 -. 969E+02

CASE IVC

9152E+01 .216E+02 -. 900E+02

*150E+O1 .214E+02 -*912E+02 (MAXIMUM FREQ IN CASE IVC FOR
THIS VALUE OF RATE AMP)
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TABLE XXXIII( cant t a)

RATE AMP = 900E+OI

CASE IVA

FREQ AR-DB PHI

9279E-01 *17QE+02 -9176E+03

*100E-02 9170E+02 -9179E+03

*100E-Ol *170E+02 -*177E+03

CASE IVB

*100E+OO o170E+02 -.171E+03

s149E+O1 *205E+02 -o916E+02

*200E+OO *170E+02 -.165E+03

9300E+00 *171E+02 -9160E+03

*400E+OQ 9172E+02 -9154E+03

*500E+OO *174E+02 -9148E+03

o600E+00 *175E4-02 -.142E+03

*700E+OQ *177E+02 -.137E+03

*800E+OO o179E+02 -9131E+03

9900E+00 *182E+02 -.125E+03

.IOOE+O1 *185E+02 -0120E+03

*11OE+O1 9188E+02 -*114E+03

9120E+01 *192E+02 -*IOBE+03

*130E+Q1 *196E+02 -.102E+03

ol40E+01 *200E+02 -*966E+02

CASE IVC

*152E+O1 e206E+02 -.900E+02

ol5OE+01 9205E+02 -.909E+02
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TABLE XoIII( cont' d)

RATE AMP * 800E+O1

CASE IVA

FREQ AR-DB PHI

*314E-O1 *160E+02 -.175E+03

*100E-Oa ol60E+02 -.0179E+03

*100E-O1 9160E+02 -0177E+03

CASE IVB

*IQOE+OQ *160E+02 -9171E+03

*148E+O1 *194E+02 --918E+02

o200E+OO .160E+02 "6'165E+03

.300E+0O *16'1E+02 -*159E+03

*400E+OO *162E+02 -*154E+03

*500E+OO *163E+02 "ol48E+03

9600E+00 0165E+02 M*142E+O3

9700E+00 ol67E+09 -e136E+03

e6QOE+OO -169E+09 -9131E+03
9900E+00 *172E+02 -0125E*03

*1OOE+O1 *175E4.02 -.119E+03

.10E+O1 *178E+O9 -.113E+03

*120E+OI e182E+02 -.1OSE+03

*130E+O1 .*186E+02 -*102E+03

*140E+O1 *190E+02 W6962E+02

CASE IVC

o15lE+O1 9196E+02 d. 900E+02

*150E+O1 *195E+02 -.905E+02
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TABLE XXXIII( cont' d)

RATE AMP * 700E+OI

CASE IVA

FREQ AR-DB PHI

*359E-O1 *148E+02 -*175E+03

9100E-02 *148E+02 -9179E+03

*1OQE-Ol *148E+02 -o177E+03

CASE IVB

9100E+00 el48E+02 -9170'E+03

*146E+O1 9182E+02 -.921E+02

o200E+OO 9149E+02 -*165E+03

*300E+OO *149E+02 -9159E+03

*400E+OO .150E4-02 -*153E+03

*500E+OQ .152E+02 -.147E+03

*600E+OO *153t+O2 -.142E+03

9700E+00 o155E+02 -*136E+03

*800E+OO *158E+02 -9130E+03'

0900E+00 *160E+02 -*124E+03

*1OOE+O1 .163E+02 -*119E+03

0110E+01 *166E+02 -oll3E+03

ol20E+O1 *170E+02 -*1OVE+03

P130E+O1 o174E+02 -.1O1E+03

9140E+01 *179E+02 -.957E+02

CASE IVC
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TABLE XXXTTT(cont'd)

RATE AMP = 600E+O1

CASE IVA

FREQ AR-DB PHI

*420E-O1 o135E+02 -*174E+03

ol00E-02 e135E+02 -*179E+03

9100E-01 .135E+02 -9177E+03

CASE IVB

*100E+OO *135E+02 ý-*170E+03

*145E+O1 *167E+02 -9924E+02

9200E+00 9135E+02 -ol64E+03

*300E+OQ *136E+02 -u158E+03

o400E+00 *137E+02 -ol52E+03

e5QOE+00 *138E+02 -,147E+03

9600E+00 *140E+02 -*141E+03

*700E+OO *142E+02 -*135E+03

9800E+00 o144E+02 -*129E+03

*900E+OQ *147E+02 -*124E+03

*100E+O1 *150E+02 -*118E+03

9110E+01 9153E+02 -*112E+03

*120E+O1 -157E+02 -*106E+03

*130E+O1 9161E402 -*IOIE+03

ol40E+01 *165E+02 -*950E+02

CASE IVC
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TABLE XXXIII( contdI)

RATE AMP 9 500E+01

CASE IVA

FREQ AR-DB PHI

.50.5E-O01 *119E+02 -.172E+03

*100E-02 *119E+02 -9179E+03

9100E-01 9119E+02 --177E+03

.500E-01 *119E+02 -*172E+03

CASE IVB

o100E+OQ .119E+02 -.169E+03

*142E+O1 *150E+02 -.929E+02

*200E+OO *119E+02 -.163E4-03

-300E+00 9120E+02 -*157E+03

*400E+OO *121E+02 -.151E+03

*500E4-OQ 9123E+02 -0146E+03

*600E+OQ 9124E+02 -.140E+03

*700E+QO *126E+02 -*134E+03

*800E+QQ *128E+02 -*128E+03

-900E+00 .131E4-02 --123E+03

9100E+01 *134E+02 -.117E+03

*11OE+Q1 9137E+02 -*111E+03

*120E+O1 .1l1lE+02 -*106E+03

9130E+01 9145E4-02 -*998E+02

*140E+O1 #149E+02 -*940E+02

CASE IVC
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TABLE XXXrII( cont 'd)

RiATE AMP **450E+O1

CASE IVA

FREQ AR-DB PHI

*563E-O1 *11OE+02 --171E+03

0100E-02 o11OE+02 -*179E+03

olOQE-01 9110E+02 -9176E+03

*500E-O1 .11OE+02 -.172E+03

CASE IVB

*100E+OO *11OE+02 -9168E+03

.140E+O1 *140E+02 -.932E+02

*200E+OO 9110E+02 -.162E+03

*300E+OO *111E+02 -@157E+03

*400E+OO .112E+02 -*151E+03

*500E+OO *113E+02 -.145E+03

*600E+QO *115E+02 -9139E+03

9700E+00 *117E+02 -ol34E+03

*8QOE+OO 0119E+02 -*128E+03

*900E+QO *122E+02 -*122E+O3

*100E+O1 *125E+02 -.116E+03

*11OE+O1 0128E+02 -9111E+03

o120E+O1 *132E+02 -*105E+03

ol30E+01 *136E+02 -*991E+02

*140E4-O1 ol40E+02 -*934E+02

CASE IVC
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TABLE XXXIII( cont 'a)

RATE AMP o 400E+O1

CASE IVA

FREQ AR-DB PHI

*635E-O1 .996EI-O1 -9170E+03

ol00E-02 *994E+O1 -*179E+03

*100E-Ol 9995E+01 -*176E+03

*500E-Ol *996E+Q1 -*171E+03

CASE IVB

-100E+00 .997E+O1 -.168E+03

*138E+O1 *129E+02 -.937E+02

*200E+OO 9100E+02 -*162E+03

-300E+00 *IO1E+02 -*156E4-03

.400EOO .12E+02 "ol50E+03

*500E+OO *103E+02 -.144E+03

*600E+QQ #105E+02 -*139E+03

*700E+QO *107E+02 -*133E+03

*800E+OO *109E+02 -9127E+03

.900E+QO 9112E+02 -*121E+03

*100E+O1 ol1SE+02 -*116E+03

*11OE+O1 *118E+02 -*1IOE+03

*120E+O1 9121E+02 -.1O4E+03

*130E+O1 *126E+02 -*983E+02

CASE IVC

*145E+O1 .132E+02 -o270E+03

*140E+O1 *130E+02 -.926E+02
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TABLE XXXIII(contld)

R~ATE AMP =*350E+O1

CASE IVA

FREQ AR-D3 PHI

9729E-01 .880E+O1 -0169E+03

olOQE-02 *878E+Q1 --179E+03

*100E-Ol -879E+01 -*176E+03

9500E-01 *880E+O1 --171E+03

CASE IVB

.100E+00 *881E+OI 9.167E+03

9135E+01 .116E+02 -*942E+02

9200E+00 *886E+O1 --161E+03

*300E+OO *893E+Ol -*155E+03

*400E+OQ *903E+O1 -.149E+03

9500E+00 .916E+O1' -*143E+03

*600E+OO *933E+O1 -*138E+03

o700E+00 .952E+01 -*132E+03

*8OQE+OO *975E+OI -*126E+ý03

*900E+OO 9100E+02 -.120E+03

.100E+OI *103E+02' -*ll5E+03

.10E+O1 *106E+02 -,109E+03

*120E+O1 .11OE+02 -ol03E+03

*130E+Q1 *114E+02 -.973E+02

CASE IVC

#143E+01 o120E+02 -9270E+03'

9140E+01 *119E+02 -*916E+02
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TABLE XXXIII(conta)

RATE AMP = 300E+O1

CASE IVA

1FREQ AR-D3 PHI

9858E-01 *747E+Q1 -9167E+03

#100E-02 *744E+O1 -9179E+03ý

*100E-O1 *745E+O1 -9176E+03

*500E-O1 *746E+O1 -*17OE+03

CASE IVB

*100E+QO *748E+Q1l -9166E+03

*132E+QI *1O1E+02 -9950E+02

*200E+QO *752E+O1l -.160E+03

*300E+OO *760E+O1 -*154E+03

*400E+OQ *770E+O1 -*148E+03

*500E+OQ 9783E+01 -*142E+03

*600E+OO *799E+O1 -*136E+03

*700E+OO *819E+O1 -*130E+03

*800E+QO 9841E+01 -.125E+03

*900E+QO *867E+O1 -.119E+03

*100E+Q1 *896E+O1 -*113E+03

*11OE+O1 9929E+01 -.107E+03

*120E+O1 9966E+01 -*102E+03

*130E+O1 *1O1E+02 -*959E+02

CASE IVC

*140E+O1 ol05E+02 -*270E+03

*140E+O1 *105E+02 -*901E+02
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TABLE X=(II( cont' a)

RATE AMP a*250E+O1

CASE IVA

FREQ AR-DB PHI

.104E+00 a 590E+O1I -*164E+03

0100E-02 * 58 6E+O I -e178E+03

Ol00E-O1 *586E+O1 -*175E+03

0 500E-01 I 588E+O1 -.169E+03

* I OE+OO .590E+O 1 -16 5E+03

CASE IVB

*200E+OO *595E+O1 -e158E+03

*126E+O1 o834E+O1 -*960E+O2

0300E+00 *6O2E+Q1 -*152E+03

*400E+OO *612E+O1 -*146E+03

*500E+OO *626E+Q1 -9.140E+03

*600E+OO *642E+O'1 -.134E+03

#700E+00 *661E+OI -*129E+03

*800E+OO *684E+O1 -@123E+03

.900+OO 710E+O1 -.117E+03

*100E+O1 9739E+01 -.111E+03

oI1OE+O1 9772E+01 -.IOSE+03

*120E+O1 *809E+O1 -*997E+02

CASE IVC

e137E+O1 9882E+01 -,270E+03

*130E+O1 9849E+01 -9940E+02
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TABLE XXXIII(cont'd)

RATE AMP =*200E+O1

CASE IVA

FREQ AR-DB PHI

9134E+00 *399E+O1 -.e160E+03

ol00E-02 e392E+O1 --178E+03

*100E-Ol *393E+O1 -.175E+03

*500E-O1 *395E+O1 -.168E+03

*IOOE+OO .397E+O1 -*163E+03

CASE IVB

*200E+OO o403E+01 -9155E+03

*118E+O1 *609E+O1 -o978E+02

*300E+OO *410E+O1 -i149E+03

o400E+00 .420E+O1 -9.143E4-03

*500E+OO *434E+O1 -9137E+03

.600E+00 -450E+01 -.131E+03

.700E+OO .469E+O1 -*126E+03

@8O.OE+OO *492E+O1 -*120E+03

*900E+QO o518E+O1 -9114E+03

*100E+O1 *547E+Q1 -,108E+03

9110E+01 9580E+01 -.102E+03

CASE IVC

*132E+O-1 o669E+O1 -.900E+02

*120E+O1 *617E+O1 -.967E+02

*130E+OI 0660E+01 -0909E+02
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TABLE xxxiii(cont' a)

RATE AMP *180E+O1

CASE IVA

FREG AR-DB PHI

*152E+Oo *309E+O1 --158E+03

*100E-02 *30!E+01 -.178E+O3

ol00E-01 o30lE+01 -.174E+03

*500E-O1 *303E+0.1 .1l67E+03

*100E+OO *306E+Ol -*162E+03

CASE IVB

*200E+Qo *312E+O1 -*154E+03

o113E+O1 *502E+O1 -*989E+02

.300E+OQ 9320E+01 -*148E+03

*400E+OO *330E+O1 -*142E+03

*500E+QO .343E+O1 -*136E+03

*600E4Oo 9360E+01 -*130E+03

*700E+OO .379E+O1 -*124E+03

*800E+OQ *402E+O1 -o118E+03

o900E+00 9427E+01 -9112E+03

*100E+QI *457E+Q1 -ol07E+03

ollOE+Q1 .490E+O1 -*IOIE+03

CASE IVC

*129E+O1 o567E+OI -*270E+03

*120E+Q1 *527E+O1 -*950E+02
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TABLE XXXII( cant1 a)

RATE AMP = 160E+01

CASE IVA

FREQ AR-DB PHI

*176E+OO *210E+Ol -*.154E+03

*100E-02 *198E+O1 -9176E+03

*100E-Ol *199E+O1 -.174E+03

*500E-O1 *201E+O1 "*166E+03

*100E+QO *205E+O1 -.161E+03

CASE IVB

*200E+QO 9211E+01 -*153E+03

*107E+O1 .379E+01 -*100E+03

*300E+OO *219E+O1 -*146E+03

*400E+OO *229E+Q1 -*140E+03

o500E+OO *243E+O1 -.134E+03

*600E400 *259E+Q1 -*128E+03

*700E+OO 9279E+01 -.122E+03

#800E+00 *301E+Ol -9116E+03

*900E+OO *327E+Q1 -.110t+03

.100E+O1 *356E+Q1 -*1O4E+03

CASE IVC

*125E+O1 *453E+O1 -*270E+03

*11OE+O1 *389E+O1 --987E+02

ol20E+O1 9428E+01 -*928E+02
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TABLE XXOCETT(contld)

RATE AMP el.40E+ol

CASE IVA

FREQ AR-DB PHI

*210E+OO *979E+OO -*150E+03

OIOOE-02 9825E+00O .178E+03

*100E-O1 .831E+OQ -9174E+03

*500E-O1 9859E4-00 -.166E+03

ol00E+OO 9895E+00 -*159E+03

*200E+OO *971E+OO --151E4-03

CASE IVB

*300E+OO ol06E+01 -*144E+03

o985E+OO e239E+O1 -ol03E+03

*400E+QO *116E+O1 -9137E+03

*500E+OO *130E+OI -ol31E+03

o600E+00 9146E+01 -*125E+03

9700E+00 *165E+O1 -.119E+03

*800E+OO .188E+O1 -*113E+03

*900E+OO e214E+O1 -9108E+03.

CASE IVO

*120E+Q1 o322E+O1 -*270E+03

*I00E+O1 *243E+Q1 -9102E+03

o11OE+ol *277E+O1 -9958E+02
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TABLE XMXIiI(cona)

RATE AMP = 120E+O1

CASE IVA

FREQ AR- lB PH I

*268E+OO -*276E+OO -*143E+03

0100E-02 -.6514E+OO -*178E+03

Ol00E-01 -*507E+OO -*173E+03

0500E-01 -.474E+00 -0164E+03

olOOE+OO -.431E+OO0 -*158E+03

o2OOE+OO -*342E+OO -.148E+03

CASE IVB

o300E+00 -.244E+OO -.141E+03

*854E+OO *730E+OO -*106E+03

0400E+00 -9132E+00 -9134E+03

*500E+OO *508E-02' -9128E+03

*600E+OQ *171E+OO -.122E+03

*700E+OO 9366E+00 -el16E+03

*8OOE+OO *593E+OO -*11OE+03

CASE IVC

*112E+O1 *172E+O1 -9270E+03

9900E+00 #854E+00 -.104E+03

*100E+O1 e116E+O1 -*977E+02

*IIOE*+Ol ol59E+Ol' -9915.E+02
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TABLE XXXIII( concluded)

RATE AMP 9 100E+01

CASE IVA

FREQ AR-DB PHI

.500E+00 -9148E+01 -*122E+03

*100E-02 -9210E+01 -o.I78E+03

olOQE-01 -.209E+O1 I.172E+03

*500E-O1 -.205E+O1 -9163E+03

9100E+00 -0200E+01 -,156E+03

*200E+OO --189E+01 -*145E+03

.*300E+OO --177E+bi -9137E+03

*400E+OO -*163E+O1 -.129E+03

*5OOE+OO -*148E+O1 -*122E+03

CASE IVB

9500E+00 -ol48E+O1 -.122E+03

*500E+QO -*148E+O1 -9122E+03

CASE IVC

9100E+01 -*657E-09 -.900E+02

9500E+00 -9148E+01 -*122E+03

*600E+OO -.130E'-O1 -*116E+03

*700E+QQ -.11OE+O1 -.11OE+03

.800E+OO -.842E+OO -*103E+03

o900E+00 -*514E+OO -9969E+02

*100E+O1 -*723E-09 -*900E+02
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APPENDIX V

SUMMARY OF FACTOPRED CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
FOR LINEAR AND NONLINEAR, LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL

SYSTEMS A, B AND C

Closed-loop numerators and denominators for the linear and nonlinear

back-up system configurations are given in a series of tables. A guide

to these tables is given below.

TABLE XXXIV

GUIDE TO TABLES OF CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

System
Table No. Configuration Longitudinal Lateral Linear Nonlinear

XXXVII A 4 1
xxxviii 4 4

xxxix 4 4

x~xxx 4 4

2000( B 4 4

x000(11 4

xxxxii 4 4

2000( C 4 4

200( 4 4

200(V 4

The factors of each numerator or denominator are printed following

its descriptive title. Each numerator can be related to the corresponding

transfer function expressed in the usual notation using Tables 200(V and

XXXVI.
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TABLE XXXV

NOTATION USED FOR LONGITUDINAL NUMERATOR DESIGNATIONS

Print Out Description in Print Out Description in
Description Usual Notation Description Usual Notation

U/DC u/dc U/l u/wg

THE/DC e/ac THE/WG e/wg

DD/DS d/dc DD/WG d/wg

DS/DC 5s/dc DS/WG bs/wg

T/D ST/dc DT/WG 8T/wg

DED/DC de/dc DED/WG de/Wg

TABLE XXXVI

NOTATION USED FOR LATERAL NUMERATOR DESIGNATIONS

Print Out Description in Print Out Description in
Description Usual Notation Description Usual Notation

B/YC 0/yc B/VG •/vg

PSD/YC i/Yc PSD/VG i/Vg

PHI/YC q/YC PHI/VG (P/Vg

DS/YC Bsp/Yc DS/VG 5sp/Vg

YE/YC Ye/Yc YE/VG Ye/vg

YP/YC Yp/Yc YP/VG yp/Vg
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The printing format for the numerators and denominators is as

follows.

The coefficient of the highest power of s in the numerator or

denominator is printed on the first line. Next, all the first order

factors are printed as single numbers each enclosed in parentheses,

e.g. (s+a) is printed as (a). Second order factors are then printed

one to a line. There are four quantities enclosed in parentheses for

each second order factor. These designate the damping ratio, undamped

natural frequency, real part and imaginary part respectively, e.g.
s2 + 2)nns + Wn is printed as (Q, %; ýCDn, aCj I-2). For example,

the quadratic factor, [s2 + 2(.268)1.72s + (1.72)2] would be listed

on a single line in the output as (.268E O, .172E 1, .459E o, .165E I).

On the final line, the coefficient of the lowest power of s in the

numerator or denominator is printed enclosed within < > marks.
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TABLE XXXVII

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR
LONGITUDINAL LINEAR SYSTEM A

PROJECT: L F-4 VTO 333F/S F UP

DENOMI NATOR:

•30000E- 1
( .50000E- 1) ( .42262E 0) ( -60110E 1)
C .87632E 0, .44574E- I p .39061E- I .21473E- 1)
C .26298E 0, *36517E 0 p -96031E- I, .35231E 0)
C .77647E 0, .36130E 1 p .28054E I -22768E 1)
C *26778E 0, *17156E I .45942E O0 .16530E 1)
C .93619E 0, .14172E 2 * -13268E 2o .49815E 1)

.77914E- 2>

NUMERATOR: U /DC FILE NAME? /I/
OLD FILE

*12915E- I
o "50000E- 1) C -50000E- 1) C .50000E 0) C o0000E 0) C *60000E 1)

C-.10000E 2) ( *63069E 2)
C .71355E 0, .58729E 0 a *41906E 01 .41146E 0)
'<-.21071E- 1>

NUMERATOR: THE/DC FILE NAME? /2/
OLD FILE

-. 17439E- 1
C .50000E- 1) C .11421E 0) C *50000E- 1) C .38717E 0) OO00000E 0)
C 949620E 0) C *60109E 1) (--10000E 2)
-c .57497E- 4>'

NUMERATOR: DD /DC FILE NAME? /3/
OLD FILE

•91600E- I
C .46432E- 1) C .50000E- 1) C .50000E- 1) C -41635E 0) C oOOQO0E 0)
C .60350E 1) ( .56321E 1) C-.51783E 1) (-.1O000E 2)
< *77919E- 2>
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TABLE XXXVII(contad)

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR
LONGITUDINAL LINEAR SYSTEM A

NUMERATOR: DS /DC FILE NAME? /4/
OLD FILE

.20250E 0
C *50000E- 1) C .50000E- 1) ( .0000E 0) ( .42669E 0) C *60105E 1)
(-.lOQO0E 2)
C .*27836E 0, .17834E 0 o 949642E- 1, .17129E 0)
( .37636E 0, 913063E I P .49162E O .*12102E 1)

"<-.70457E- 3>

NUMERATOR: DT /DC FILE NAME? /5/
OLD FILE

•19373E 0
C *50000E- 1) C *500OOE- 1) C 00000E 0) (-e60000E 1) (-*10000E 2)
( .63069E 2)
I .71355E 0, .58729E 0 P .41906E O, .41146E 0)
< .63213E 0>

NUMERATOR: DED/DC FILE NAME? /6/
OLD FILE

•30000E- 1
C .50000E- 1) (--58337E- 3) C .57814E-,3) C .OOOOOE 0) C .43474E 0)
( *60110E 1)

( .87329E 0, .21252E 0 p *18559E Op .10354E 0)
( .25051E 0, .1704SE 1 * *42707E 0 .16504E 1)

( .77484E 0v .35906E 1 p .27822E l, .22699E 1)
( .93619E 0, .14172E 2 p.13267E 2, .49813E 1)
<-.44931E- 6>'

NUMERATOR: U /WG FILE NAME? /7/
OLD FILE

*53572E- 3
C *50000E- 1) ( *49385E- 1) ( .,50000E 0) C *60000E 1) C *16016E 2)
(-,10293E 2)
C .97744E 0. .12978E I * *12685E 1, *27410E 0)
(-.11233E 0. .46384E 0 , -. 52103E- I, .46091E 0)
( *76877E 0 993423E I 9 .71820E Is *59746E 1)
4-*2069 1E- 18
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TABLE XXXVII(cont' d)

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR
LONGITUDINAL LINEAR SYSTEM A

NUMERATORs THE/WG FILE NAME? /8/
OLD FILE

-*44406E- 4
( ,50000E- 1) ( o41665E 0) ( o10210E 0) ( o49953E- 1) C ,92274E 1)
( .60107E 1) ( .24314E 1) (-.24592E 1)
C-'18035E 0*, 5783 9 E 0 P -*10432E 0 *56891E 0)
( ,99858E Op *10385E 2 p *10371E 2v .55302E 0)
< .56460E- 4)-

NUMERATORt DD /WG FILE NAME? /9/
NEW FILE

-*15669E- I
C 950000E- 1) C *14580E- 2) C-.46588E- 3) C .40525E 0) C .15588E 0)
( o60106E 1)
C 927073E 0, *11989E 1 * *32458E 0 *11541E 1)
( .76569E Op .40150E 1 p o30743E 1. ,25825E 1)

9 .94575E Op *13931E 2 * .13175E 2* 945263E 1)
< .90869E- 6o

NUMERATOR: DS /WG FILE NAME? /10/
NEW FILE

*62168E- 1
( .50048E- 1) ( .50000E- 1) ( .42942E 0) (-.42505E 0) (-.22452E 1)
C .60107E 1) (-.10000E 2)
C *45697E Op ,22934E 0 * 910480E 0 e20400E 0)
C .61587E Op *18527E I * *11410E lo e14597E 1)
<-969186E- 3>'

NUMERATORS DT /WG FILE NAME? /11/
OLD FILE

•80358E- 2
C *50000E- 1) ( *49385E- 1) (-o60000E 1) ( .16016E 2) (-,10293E 2)
C o97744E 0, *12978E I * *12685E Is .27410E 0)
(C911233E Op o46384E 0 *, -52103E- 1, ,46091E 0)
( -76877E 0, .93423E I * .71820E 1. *59746E 1)
< .62073E 031
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TABLE X)OOVII(concluded)

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR
LONGITUDINAL LINEAR SYSTEM A

NUMERATOR: DED/WG FILE NAME? /12/
OLD FILE

*10613E- 2
C -50000E- 1) C *82506E- 3) ('-84200E- 3) C .40448E 0) C .15740E 0)
C .60106E 1) C .17095E 2)
C *30914E 0, -13031E I * *40284E 0, .12393E 1)
C *62155E 0, *35812E I * .22259E I, *28054E 1)
C .84198E 0, .13154E 2 1 .11075E 2, .70966E 1)
<-.90869E- 6>'
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TABLE XXXVIII

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL LINEAR SYSTEM A

-. 4L4639Z 0

C .i1240E- 1) .23967E 0) C .52795E 0) C .10000E 2) 1 .11224E 1)
I .11957E 2)

-.39987E 0, .21ZI68E 0 -858141E- I, -19677E 0)
1 .11293E 0, .17508E I i .19772E O, .17396E 1)

C °97575E Oj .93574E I p .91305E 1, -204-S1E 1)
<-.10539E 1>

0 /YC FILE NAME? /i/ OLD FILE

-. 12521,E- 4
C *0000OE 0) C .10000E- 1) C .OOOOOE 0) ( *74542E 0) C *48557E 0)
C -.IOOOE 2) (-.10000E 2) (--71764E 2)
<-.12524E- 3>

NUUXYATOPT: PSD/YC FILE NAME? /2/ OLD FILE

.1•Oh29E- 2
C .O000E 0) C .iOOOE- 1) .OOOOOE 0) C .68273E 0) C .10000E 2)
(-.10000E 2)
C .20363E- 1. .21093E 1 , .42952E- i, .21089E 1)
<-.31679E- P>

NUMERATOR., PHI/Y0 FILE NAME? /3/ OLD FILE

• 13820E- i
C .0000E 0) ( .00o0OE- 1) ( .OOOGOE 0) ( .,0000E 2) (-.10000E 2)
( .i2027E 0, .15562E 1 1 .18718E 0, .15449E 1)
<-.33493E- 1>

NUMaERATOR: DS /YC FILE NAYE? /4/ OLD FILE

• 1363E 1
C -42665E- 1) .OOOO0E 0) C .10000E- 1) C .OOOOOE 0) C .13917E 1)
( .10000E 2) (-.10000E 2)
C .11356E 0, .17249E 1 * .19588E 0, .1713SE 1)
<-.20109E O>
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TABLE XXXVIII(cont'd)

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL LINEAR SYSTEM A

NUMERATOi: YE /YC FILE NAME? /5/ NEW FILE

-•44,639E 0
C .OOOOOE 0) ( .0OOOE 0) ( .66509E 0) ( .10000E 2) C .10977E 1)
( .11957E 2)
C °47786E 0, .32475E 0 o -15518E O.- -28527E 0)

C .11287E 0p ." 7507E I * .i9761E 0, -17396E 1)
C .97575E O -93575E 1 v -91305E i, -20482E 1)
<-#!1029E 41>

iýU!:EH.ATO0i: YP /YC FILE NAME? /6/ NEW,; FILE

#20759E- 1
( .iOOO0E- 1) ( .10000E 2) (-.IOOOOE 2)
( .12215E 0. .15252E 1 P.18631E 0, .15133E 1)
( .'8026E- 1, .46718E 1 p .84213E- I, .zI67ilE 1)

<-.10539E 1>

* U.,•..... E. /VG FILE .NE?. /7/ NEW FILE

.16095Z- 3
C .1239E- *) C .53004-E 0) C .25152E 0) C .i1263E I) C .iOO0OE 2)
C .11603E 2) C .25638E 2)
(. 4091*.j," 0, .20964E 0 ,, -85774E- 1., .19 129E 0)

C .983037 0, .94364E 1 x .92762E 1, °17312Z 1)
<-.3 6 £* ,; 21>

.U;' ýAT 0.: FSD/VG FILE NE? /8/ NEW FILE

2• 19 55E,- .2

C .OOOOOE 0) ( .IOOOOE- 1) ( .o0234E 1) C .10000E 2) C .12235E 2)
C-,24227E 0. .14738E 0 -- 41601E- I, .14.139E 0)

C .'9225E O1 *77627E 0 .70039E 0, .33474E 0)

C .96655E 0, -93763E 1 , -90626E 1, -24048E 1)
< *31636E- 2>
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TABLE XXXVIII(concluded)

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL LINEAR SYSTEM A

XUME1ATO?: PHI/VG FILE NAME? /9/ NEW FILE

-- 13349E- 1
(-.91657E- 2) C .91091E 1) C .11912E 1) C .10000E 2)
C .70296E O .55468E- 2 p .38991E- 2. .39450E- 2)
C-.i2658E 0, .46250E 0 , -- 58545E- 1.p .45878E 0)
C .99800E O,-.0453E 2 , -10432E 2.p -66133E 0)
< .954i64E- 5>

NuMERATOa: DS /VG FILE NAME? /10/ NEW FILE

-. 48057E 2
( .52327E- 1) C .16977E- 1) -.13402E- 1) (-.16597E 0) ( .11516E 1)
( .10O000 2) (-.41126E 0) (-.10000E 2)

* .44973E- 2>

NUiER-ATOiA: YE /VG FILE NAME? /11/ NEW FILE

•10761E- 2
S-1496SE- 3) ( .10000E 2) ( .11940E 1) ( .68180E 1)
(--10960 0., -45780E 0 o -- 50176E- 1i -45504E 0)
S.974215E 0. -'1894E 2 p .11588E 2j .26818E 1)
(--155872 O, .20373E 2 p -- 31756E lo -20124E 2)

.1.6137E 0>

NUXE':1AT0 : YP /VG FILE NAME? /12/ NEW FILE

-. I076!E- 2
1 .- 1968E- 3) C .11940E 1) C .10000E 2) C .68180E 1)

(-.10960E 0, .45780E 0 P -. 50176E- 1, .45504E 0)
( .974125E 0, .11894E 2 p .11588E 21, -2688E 1)
C--15587E 0, .20373E 2 p -- 31756E 1, .20124E 2)
<-.161372 0>
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TABLE X)XIX

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LONGITUDINAL NONLINEAR SYSTEM A

PROJECT: L F-4 VTO 333F/S F UP

DENOMINATOR:

*45000E- I
C .50000E- 1) C .42258E 0) C ,60109E 1)
C .87640E 0, .44587E- 1 p *39076E- 1, .21472E- 1)
1( *25968E O *36614E 0 a *95077E- .1- *35358E 0)
C *75798E 0, .32251E I , *24446E 1, .21036E 1)
C *24108E 0, .17140E I , .41320E 0, .16634E 1)
C .94377E 0, *12478E 2 A *11776E 2p .41252E 1)
- .72460E- 2>

NUMERATOR: U /DC FILE NAME? /I/
NEW FILE

*12011E- I
C .50000E- 1) C .50000E- 1) C 950000E 0) C .OOOOOE 0) C .60000E 1)
(C-10000E 2) C .63069E 2)
C -71355E 0, *58729E 0 --41906E 0, .41146E 0)
"4--19596E- 1>

NUMERATOR: THE/DC FILE NAME? /2/
NEW FILE

-,16219E- I
C *50000E- 1) C *11421E 0) C *500OOE- 1) C °38717E 0) C o00000E 0)
C .49620E 0) ( .60109E 1) (-.10000E 2)

* .53473E- 4>

NUMERATOR: DD /DC FILE NAME? /3/
NEW FILE

*85188E- 1
C *46432E- 1) C *50000E- 1) C .50000E- 1) C *41635E 0) C .OOOOOE 0)
C *60350E 1) C -56321E 1) (-951783E 1) C-.'0000E 2)

"*72464E- 2>
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TABLE xxxix( cont' a)
CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LONGITUDINAL NONLINEAR SYSTEM A

NUMERATOR: DT /DC FILE NAME? /4/
NEW FILE

*18017E 0
( .50000E- 1) ( .50000E- 1) C .OOOOOE 0) (-.60000E 1) (-l0OOQE 2)
C .63069E 2)
C *71355E 01 .58729E 0 .41906E O, o41146E 0)
< .58788E 0>

NUMERATOR: DED/DC FILE NAME? /5/
NEW FILE

*45000E- I
( .50000E- 1) (-.58337E- 3) ( .57815E- 3) C QO000E 0) C o43497E 0)
( .60109E 1)
C .87588E 0, .21330E 0 a .18683E 0, .10292E 0)
( .75520E O, .32021E I .24182E i, .20990E 1)
( .22418E 0, .17030E 1 .38177E 0, .16596E 1)
C -94377E 0, .12477E 2 .11775E 2, .41250E 1)
<-.41786E- 6>

NUMERATOR: U /WG FILE NAME? /6/
NEW FILE

•80358E- 3
C .50000E- 1) ( 049386E- 1) ( .50000E 0) C .60000E 1) C .14243E 2)
C-.10296E 2)
C .96656E 0, .12845E I P .12416E I, .32939E 0)
(-.12187E 0, o46380E 0 o -. 56526E- 1, .46035E 0)
C .78694E 0, .78808E I P -62017E 1. .48626E 1)
<-.19243E- 1>

NUMERATOR: THE/WG FILE NAME? /7/
NEW FILE

-. 66609E- 4
( .50000E- 1) ( .41658E 0) C .10212E 0) C .49953E- 1) C .60107E 1)
( .61062E 1) ( .24722E 1) (-.24562E 1)
(--19517E O, -57581E 0 * -- 11238E O, *56474E 0)
C -99973E 0p '-10020E 2 , -10017E 2p .23333E 0)

.52508E- 4>
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TABLE xxxIx( cont' a)

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LONGITUDINAL NONLINEAR SYSTEM A

NUMERATOR: DD /WG FILE NAME? /8/
NEW FILE

-. 23503E- 1
( .50OOQE- 1) C .14581E- 2) (--46588E- 3) C -40550E 0) C .15537E 0)
( .60107E 1)
( .2402SE 0, .11970E I v .28761E O, .11619E 1)
C .74292E 0, .35865E i p .26645E 1 .924007E 1)
C .95176E 0, .12316E 2 .11722E 2p .37793E 1)
< .84508E- 6>

NUMERATOR: DT /WG FILE NAME? /9/ NEW FILE

*12054E- 1
( .50000E- 1) ( .49386E- 1) (-.60000E 1) C .14243E 2) (-.10296E 2)
( .96656E O, .12845E 1 P .12416E li .32939E 0)
(-.12187E 0, .46380E 0 P -. 56526E- lo .46035E 0)
C .78694E O1 .78808E I .62017E 1* 948626E 1)
<,•57728E 0>

NUMERATOR: DED/WG FILE NAME? /10/
NEW FILE

015920E- 2
C .50000E- 1) C .82507E- 3) (-.84200E- 3) C .40476E 0) 9 .15686E 0)
( .60107E I) C .15701E 2)
C -27526E 0, -13026E 1 * -35857E O .12523E 1)
C .62006E 0, -32690E I * -20270E I, .25647E 1)
C .85293E 0, .11860E 2 .P0115E 2o .61911E 1)
<'-84508E- 6>
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TABLE XXXIX(concluaed)

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LONGITUDINAL NONLINEAR SYSTEM A

NUMERATOR: SBP/DC FILE NAME? /l/
OLD :FILE

*12555E 0
( *50000E- 1) ( .50000E- 1) ( .OOOOOE 0) C .42669E 0) C -60105E 1)
(-.lOOQ0E 2)
C .27836E 0, .17834E 0 A .49642E- Ii #17129E 0)

* .37636E Os .13063E I * .49162E 0, e12102E 1)
<-.43683E- 3>

NUMERATOR: SBP/WG FILE NAME?' /2/
OLD FILE

-38544E- 1
C .50048E- 1) C .50000E- 1) C *42942E 0) (-.42505E 0) C-.22452E 1)
C .60107E 1) C-.10000E 2)
C .45697E 0, .22934E 0 p. 10480E 0, .20400E 0)
( .61587E 0, -18527E I o .11410E 1, -14597E 1)
<--42895E- 3>
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TABLE XXXX

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL NONLINEAR SYSTEM A

PROJECT: LD F-4 VT0333F/S F UP

DEŽNOYi -ATOR:

-. 44639E 0
-.22358E 0) 1 .11240E- 1)( .56007E 0) ( 10000E 2) C .11292E 1)
.1±2020E .)

( .37398E 0, .21127E 0 p .79010E- 1. .19594iE 0)
C -11305E 0, -17497E 1 1 .19781E O, .17385E 1)
C -97670E 0, *94291E 1 1 .92094E 1, .20234E 1)
<-.10361E 1>

NUM:ERATOR: B /YC FILE NAME? /1/ OLD FILE

-. 12309E- 4
( .OOOOOE 0) ( .10000E- 1) C .OOOOOE 0) .74542E 0) C -48557E 0)
C .lOOOOE 2) (--10000E 2) (-.71764E 2)
<-.31973E- 3>,

NUMERATOY1: S5D/YC FILE NAME? /2/ OLD FILE

•10252E- 2
C .OOOOOE 0) ( .10000E- 1) ( .OOOOOE 0) C .68273E 0) ( .10000E 2)
(-.10000E 2)

* .20363E- 1. -21093E 1 -442952E- I, -21089E 1)
<-.31142E- 2>

NUMRATOR: PZ/YC FILE NAME? /3/ OLD FILE

.13595E- 1
( .000O0E 0) C .iOOOOE- .1) .OOOOOE 0) C .OOOOE 2) (-.lOOOOE 2)
( -12027E 01 .15562E 1 -18718E 0, .15449E 1)
<-.32925E- 1>
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TABLE XXXX(cont'd)
CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL NONLINEAR SYSTEM A

N.U1.E AT O0 : DS /YC FILE NAME? /4/ OLD FILE

Si1190E I
( .42665E- 1) ( .OOOOOE 0) ( oI0000E- 1) ( -OOOOOE 0) ( "13917E 1)

.-10000E 2) (-.1O000E 2)
C -11356E 0, .17249E 1 , -i9588.E 0, .1713SE 1)
<-.19769E 0>

NU~in:ýTO?: YE /YC FILE NAM2E? /5/ OLD FILE

-*446391ý 0
( .OOOOOE 0) ( .OOOOOE 0) C -67875E 0) ( -!0000E 2) 1 .11056E 1)
( •120207E 2)
C °z'7359E 0, .31457E 0 * *14898E 0, .27706E 0)
( -1130OE 0, .17497E 1 .19771E 0. .17385E 1)
( .97670E 0, .94291E I o .92094E lo .20236E 1)

0-.08444E 4>

:•UX!WATOR: YP /YC FILE NAME? /6/ OLD FILE

.20407E- I
1 .0000OE- 1) C .10000E 2) (--lOOGE 2)

C -12215E 0, .15252E i p .18631E Op .1513SE I)
( -18026E- I, .46718E 1 , .84213E- I, -46711E 1)
<-.10361E 1>

.i•-0 /VJG FILE NAXE? /7/ NEW FILE

- - -O9?E,"- 3
( • 1239E- 1) C 5627.E 0) ( .23307E 0) ( .-1133E 1) 2.10000E 2)
( 61 . E '- ) * .2563SE 2)
( ,38306E 0, .20682E 0 , .79224E- 1, .19105E 0)
( *98375E 0, .95102E 1 --93557E 1, .17074E 1)

< -' 9 C1
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TABLE XXXX(concluded)

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL NONLINEAR SYSTEM A

NU~gP.T0i . -'PSD/IG FILE NAME? /8/ NEW F1LE

*21955E- 2
C .0000E 0) C .10000E- 1) C .10z195E 1) C .10000E 2) C .12296E 2)
(-.267i9E 0v .14.1666E 0 1-.2120E- 1, .14048E 0)
( .9;936E 0, .75646E C .695146E G, .29761E 0)

C .96782E 0, .9vZ1433E 1 , .91399E 1, .23766E 1)

< .310GE4, 2>

N U_- E .A 0.': 1 P-i/V G FiLE NAME? /9/ NEW FiLE

".i3349E !

(-.9156Z- 2) C -11815E 1) C .91917E 1) C .10000E 2)
C -70306 E 0, .554'65E- 2 , -38996E- 2, -39442E- 2)

1-.!!9'3E 0j .*45537E 0 o -. 54387E- I, .-45211E 0)
S.99 E' 0- .10526E 2 .10506E 2, .64747E 0)

< -93 -ZiS. - 5>

NUXEi:'AT0F.: DS /VG FILE NAjE,? /10/ NEW FILE

- .47242E 2
C .52327E- 1) C *16977E- 1) C .:3402E- 1) (-.16597E 0) C •115i6E1)
C .10000E 2) (-.41126E 0) (-.OGO00E 2)
< .44211E- 2>

NA-,Eii,'0i• YE /VG FILE NAME? /IN/ NEW FiLE

• 10751E-' 2
.-15521E- 3) C .100COE 2) ( .11834E 1) ( -69133E 1)

C-.102 7E 0, .4.053E 0 -. 46292E- I, -44820E 0)
C -97436" G, -ii957E 2 -11656E 2, #26641E 1)

1-.155• 4 0, -20373E 2 , -. 31749E I, -20124E 2)
<16463E 0>

NU':EI{AT0: YP /VG FILE NAME? /!2/ NEW FILE

-107161E-
C .15521E- 3) C .Ii834E 1) C .10000E 2) ( .69133E 1)

C-.!02714E 0 .45053E 0 , -. 46292E- l, .44820Z 0)

S.974.36E 0, .11957E 2 , .11656E 2, .26641E 1)

C--155 84 0, .20373E 2 , -. 31749E I, .20124KE 2)

<-.1• 6.k63E 0>
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TABLE =I

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR
LONGITUDINAL LINEAR AND NONLINEAR SYSTEMS B AND C

PROJECT: L F-4 VTO 333F/S F UP

DENOMI NATOR:

-. 30000E- 1
C .50000E- 1) C .42269E 0) ( .60111E 1) C *14617E 2)
C( *87618E 0, .*44555E- I , .39038E- 1* .21475E- 1)
C .*26818E 0* .36357E 0 * .97501E- Is .35025E 0)
( *30484E 0, *16979E I p .51757E 0, .16171E 1)
( .86176E O0 .42999E I * .37055E I .21815E 1)<-* 77914E- 3>

NUMERATOR: U /DC FILE NAME? /I/ OLD FILE

-. 12915E- 2
( -50000E- 1) ( .500OOE- 1) C *OOOOOE 0) C *50000E 0) C -60000E 1)
(-.1O000E 2) ( .63069E 2)
C .71355E 0* .58729E 0 * .41906E o0 @41146E 0)
< .21071E- 2>

NUMERATOR: THE/DC FILE NAME? /2/ OLD FILE

.17439E- 2
C .50000E- 1) C *SOOOOE- 1) C .11421E 0) C *OOOOOE 0) C .49620E 0)
C .38717E 0) ( .60109E 1) (-•lOOO0E 2)
<'-57497E- 5>

NUMERATOR: DD /DC FILE NAME? /3/ NEW FILE

-. 91600E- 2
C *50000E- 1) C -500OOE- 1) ( 946432E- 1) C *O0000E 0) C .41635E 0)
C .60350E 1) C .56321E 1) ('-.51783E 1) (-*O0000E 2)
<-,77919E- 3>
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TABLE XXXX-(cont'd)

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR
LONGITUDINAL LINEAR AND NONLINEAR SYSTEMS B AND C

NUMERATOR: DT /DC FILE NAME? /4/ NEW FILE

"*.19373E- 1
( .50000E- 1) C .500OOE- 1) ( QO000E 0) (-.60000E 1) (-.lOOQ0E 2)
C •63069E 2)
C .71355E 01 .58729E 0 , .41906E 0, .41146E 0)
<-.63213E- 1>

NUMERATOR: DED/DC FILE NAME? /5/ NEW FILE

-. 30000E- 1
C .50000E- 1) (-.58338E- 3) ( .57814E- 3) ( .OOOOOE 0) C *43438E 0)

o .60112E 1) ( .14616E 2)
C .86916E 0 *21129E 0 * .18364E 0 .10449E 0)
S.928720E 0, .16883E I s *48486E 0 .16171E 1)
C *86185E 00 ,42766E I s .36858E I, -21689E 1)
"< *44931E- 7>

NUMERATOR: SBP/DC FILE NAME? /2/ NEW FILE

-. 12150E- 1
C ,_5()OO0E0 1) ( .50000E- 1) C .00000E 0) C .42669E 0) C .60)45E I)
C-.OOOOE 2)
C .27836E O0 .17834E 0 P .49642E- l, *17129E 0)
C .37636E O, -13063E I i .49162E 0 *12102E 1)
< .42274E- 4>

NUMERATOR: U /WG FILE NAME? /6/ NEW FILE

-053572E- 3
C .50000E- 1) C .49384E- 1) C .50000E 0) ( .60000E 1) C-*10280E 2).
C .99355E 0, .13140E I * .13055E 1, .14901E 0)
(-.96761E- 1, .46350E 0 s -. 44849E- l, .46133E 0)
C .89874E 0 .11693E 2 * .10509E 2a .51273E 1)
< .20691E- 2>

NUMERATOR: THE/WG FILE NAME? /7/ NEW FILE

044406E- 4
C o50000E- 1) ( .10208E 0) C .49953E- 1) C .41676E 0) C .23912E 1)
( *98087E 1) C .10178E 2) ( .60107E 1) (-o24660E 1)
(-.15497E Op .58151E 0 , -*90116E- 1, 957449E 0)
<'-.56460E- 5>
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TABLE XXXXI(concluded)

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR
LONGITUDINAL LINEAR AND NONLINEAR SYSTEMS B AND C

NUMERATOR: DD /WG FILE NAME? /8/ NEW FILE

*15669E- 1
C .50000E- 1) ( .15673E 0) C .14580E- 2) C-.46588E- 3) C *40484E 0)
( .60106E 1) C .14100E 2)
C .31731E 0, .11925E 1 , .37839E 0, .11309E 1)
C .85829E 0, .47256E 1 I -40559E 1, .24250E 1)
<-.90869E- 7>

NUMERATOR: DT /WG FILE NAME? K/9/ NEW FILE

-. 80358E- 2
( .50000E- 1) C .49384E- 1) C-.60000E 1) (-.10280E 2)
C .99355E 0, .13140E I , .13055E l, .14901E 0)
C-.96761E- 1, .46350E 0 , -. 44849E- 1, .46133E 0)
C .89874E 0, .11693E 2 o .10509E 2a .51273E 1)
<-.62073E- 1>

NUMERATOR: DED/WG FILE NAME? /10/ NEW FILE

-. 10613E- 2
( .50000E- 1) C .82505E- 3) C .15830E 0) (-.84202E- 3) C .40401E 0)
( .60106E 1)
C .35889E 0, .12917E 1 , .46359E 0, *12057E 1)
C .67506E 0, .41714E I P .28159E lo .30775E 1)
C .94014E 0 *14861E 2 , .13972E 2, .50647E 1)
< .90869E- 7>

NUMERATOR: SBP/WG FILE NAME? /I/

NEW FILE
-. 37301E- 2
( .50048E- 1) C .50000E- 1) C .42942E 0) (-.42505E 0) C @6010"7E 1)

(-.22452E 1) (-.IOOOOE 2)
C .45697E 0, .22934E 0 , .10480E 0, .20400E 0)
C .61587E 0, .18527E I • .11410E l, .14597E 1)
< .41512E- 4>
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TABLE X=CIT

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL LINEAR SYSTEM B

P , 0E %C: LD F-4 VT0333F/.S F UP

- .•9759E- 1

( .I12A0E- 1) ( .57202E 0) ( .2393•2E 0) C .11419E 1) C *i0COE .2)
( .4009GE O .21101E 0 , .84594:- 1, .19331E 0)
( .99526E 0, .10126E 2 .10078E 21 .98134E 0)
C 011577E 01 .17506E I • .20267E 0, -17368E 1)
<-.70263E- 2>

XUME.ATOŽ: 1 /YC FILE NAME? /1/ OLD FILE

-- 83475E- 7
C 000O0E 0) C .10000E- 1) .OOOOOE 0) C .74542E 0) C .48557E 0)
C .10000E 2) C-.iOOOOE 2) (-.71764E 2)
<-*21 683E- 5>

[EMZT 0•: PSD/YC FILE NAME? /ill/ NEW FILE

.69524E- 5
C OOOO0E 0) ( *10000E- 1) ( .00000E 0) ( .68273E 0) ( .oOOOE 2)
(-.10OOOE 2)
S..20363E- I., -21093E 1 , .42952E- 1, .21089E 1)

<-.21119E- 4>

RATOi.: P.,I/f IFILE NAME? /3/ OLD FILE

-92196E- 4
C 000000E 0) C .1OOOOE- 1) ( .00000E 0) ( !OOOGE 2) (-.10000E 2)
C *-i207E OP .15562E 1 -*18718E 0, .15449E 1)
<- -22329E- 3>
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TABLE =XXXii( cont 'a)

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL LINEAR SYSTEM B

"-UEi;•'iT0i: DS /YC FILE NAXE? /4/ OLD FILE

• 753•6E- 2

S.ZI2665E- 1) ( .OOOOOE 0) ( .10000E- 1) ,0OOO0E 0) C ,.-3917E 1)
C .10000E 2) (-.10000E 2)
C .11356E C. .17249E 1 1 .i9588E 0, .17138E 1)
<-.13406E- 2>

NU>ER'AT0IT: YE /VC FILE NAME? /5/ OLD FILE

9 7•759E- I
-.00O0OC 0) ( .00000E 0) C .11199E 1) ( .68786E 0) ( .I0OOOE 2)

( .1559E 0, -31947E 0 -.15833E 0., .27748E 0)
9 .9526E 0p .10126E 2 1.00078E 2p .98441E 0)

( .1157.'- 0, .17506E 1 , .20257E 0, .17389E 1)
<-.7352.'E 1>

iU!E7 AT 0 2 YP /Y'C FILE NAME? /6/ OLD FILE

•13639E- 3
C -10D000E- 1) ( .1000E 2) (-.1OOOE 2)
C .12215E G. .15252E 1 8 .18631E 0, o15138E 1)
C .18026E- 1, -46718E I . .#84213E- 1, -46711E 1)
<-.70263E- 2>

B /VG FILE NAME? /7/ NEW FILE

- 10731Ei- 4l

1 .1239E- 1) ( .23973E 0) ( .1i433E 1) ( .57492E 0) ( .10000E 2)
( 425626I±"--)

8 .408 7E C0. -20624E 0 . S .S4326E- lo .18821E 0)
7 . 2 722E C. .10089E 2 * .10061E 21 .75111E 0)

.-•2108 -3 >
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TABLE XXXXII(concluded)

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL LINEAR SYSTEM B

NUMEiHATOR: PSD/VG FILE NAME? /8/ NEW FILE

.14637E- 3
C .OOOOE 0) C .lOOQOE- 1) C -11026E 1) C .10OOQE 2)
('.28012E Op .14719E 0 p -- 41232E- I, "14130E 0)
( .93809E 0i .76147E 0 o .71432E 0, .26378E 0)
(.o99281E 0, .10200E 2 1.I0126E 2o .12213E 1)
< .21091E- 4>

NU.EiiATOP: PHI/EG FILE NAME? /9/ NEW FiLE

-. 88994E- 3
(-.91658E- 2) ( .lOOQE 2) C .11636E 1) C .10228E 2)-( .97571E 1)
( .70296E 0, .55468E- 2 p.38991E- 2, .39450E- 2)
(-.10957E 01 .46730E 0 1 -. 51201E- lo -46449E 0)
< .63643E- 7>

NUMERATOR: DS /VG FILE NAM-E? /10/ NEW FILE

-o.3203E 0
C .52327E- 1) (C*16977E-.1) ( .13402E- 1) C .1516E 1) (--16597E 0)
(-.41126E 0) ( .IOOOOE 2) (-.10000E 2)
< .29982E- 4>

NUMERATOR: YE /VG FILE NAME? /11/ OLD FILE

•71741E- 4
C .14968E- 3) ( .o1644E 1) ( .82271E 1) ( .11735E 2) C -10000E 2)
(-.92U13E- 1. .46221E 0 p -- 42576E- 1, .46025E 0)
(--15437E O, .20424E 2 P -- 31527E 1 .20179E 2)
< .10758E- 2>

XUXEiAT0.: YP /VG FILE NAME? /12/ OLD FILE

-. 71741E- 4
S.!4968E- 3) ( .82271E 1) ( .11644E 1) ( .11735E 2) C .10000E 2)
C-.92113E- 1, .46221E 0 v -. 42576E- 1, .46025E 0)
1-.15437E 0, .20424E 2 • -. 31527E 1i .20179E 2)

<- 20758E- 2>
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TABLE XXXXIII

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL NONLINEAR SYSTEM B

. Y:O6ElCT: LD F-4 VTO333F/SF UP

SDE:',_.Oi,,, NAT O.-!:

-2 2;759E- 1
C .il2L!0E- 1) ( ,21071E 0) ( -60993E 0) C .11522E 1) C .10000E 2)

* .36326E 0, -20633E 0 -74952E- lo .19224r 0)
( -99554E C, .10119E 2 .10074E 2p .95514E 0)

1 .1!566E 0, .17489E 1 , .20229E 0, .17372E 1)
<--66047E- 2>

E. /YC FILE NIA.ME? /1/ OLD FILE

.76467E- 7
C .00000E 0) I .10000E- 1) G .OOOOE 0) C .74542E 0) C .48557E 0)

1 .10000E 2) (-.10000E 2) (-.71764E 2)
<-.20382E- 5>

NU>IEiTAi0: PSD/YC FILE NAME? /2/ OLD FILE

.65353E- 5

C .OOOOE 0) C eI0OO0E- 1) . OOOOOE 0) -.68273E 0) (.OOOO.E 2)
(-.10000E 2)
C .20363e.- I, -21093E 1 o .4295-E- 1I .2089E 1)
<-.19852E- 41>

S .,...... 0 .4U/y FILE NAYME? /3/ OLD FILE

* 6 6664E- 4
C 00000L 0) ( "IOOOOE- 1) C .00OOOE 0) C .10000E 2) (-.10000E 2)
( -12-027E 0, .15562E I , .18718E 0G *15449E 1)
<-. 2 0989E- 3>
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TABLE XXXXIII(cont'd)

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL NONLINEAR SYSTEM B

NUMEasATO: D /YC FILE /4/ OLD FILE

071333E- 2
* .42665E- 1) * .OOOOOE 0) C .IOOOOE- 1) * .00000E 0) C .13917YZ1)

( .10000E 2) (-.10000E 2)
1 .11356E O. .17249E 1 -.19588E 0, .17138E 1)

<-.12602E- 2>

.VJMERATO0R: YE /YC FILE NAME? /5/ OLD FILE

-. 29759E- 1
( .OOQE 0) ( *OOO0E 0) C .11321E 1) (.70600E 0) (.40000E 2)
( .48700E O, .30500E O' .14854E O, !26639E 0)
C .99600E 01 .10120E 2p *10080E 2p .90425E0)

1 .21600E O, .17490E 1, .20288E0s .17372E 0)
"<-69| 39E 1>

WVJMERATOR: YP /YC FILE NAME? /6/ OLD FILE

•13000E- 3
C .10OO0E- 1) (*CIOOOE 2) (-*IOQO0E 2)
I *12200E 0, .15250E 1, *18631E 0, .15138E 1)

* .18026E- .1, *46720E I, .84213E-I, .46711E 1)
*".66047E- 2>

.q'.T0.: j S /VG FILE NAME? /7/ OLD FILE

-. 0713iE- 4
C .i1239E- 1) C .21832E 0) C .11521E 1) -.61261E 0) C .10300E2)
C .25626E 2)
( .37113E 0, .20231E 0 ,.75084E- 1, .18786E 0)
C .99739E 0, .10083E 2 , .10057E 2, .72870E 0)
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TABLE XXXXIII(concluaed)

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL NONLINEAR SYSTEM B

i :•U:ETr: PSD/VG FILE NAME? /8/ OLD FILE

•/14637E- 3
0( .0000E 0) ( .10000E- 1) C .1154SE 1) ( .OOOOE 2)

C o95662E 0, .72771E 0 o .6961LE 0, -21201E 0)
(-.28776E 0, .14608E 0 -- 42035E- 1, .13990E 0)
C .99320E 0, .10188E 2 2 -10119E 2o -11857E 1)
< .19825E- 4>

NUIEATC:. : PlI/VG FILE NAME? /9/ OLD FILE

-6.89994ZE- 3
(--91548E- 2) C .10222E 2) C -11508E 1) C *10000E 2) C .97647E 1)
C .70315E O, "55463E- 2 o .38999E- 2o -39437E- 2)
(-.9925IE- 1, .45586E 0 , -- 45244E- 1, .45361E 0)
< .59824E- 7>

i'JUXEi•ATOR: DS furG FILE NAUE? /10/ OLD FILE

-- 30116E .0
C .52327TE- 1) ( .16977E- I) C .13402E- 1) C *11516E. 1) (-.16597E 0)
(-.41126E 0) ( .10000gE 2) (-.1OOOOE 2)
< .28183E- 4>

NIU11,A T0iA, YE /VG FILE NAME? /11/ OLD FILE

• 71741E- 4
(-!56353- 3) ( .11508E 1) ( .82818E 1) ( .11683E 2) C .1OOO0E 2)

S-.82305-- " *45066E 0 1 -. 37092E- i, .44914E 0)
(-.15439E 0j .20419E 2 o -. 31526E 1, .20175E 2)

<.10712E- 2>

NU, LiAT 0 h: YP /VG FILE NAME? /12/ OLD FILE

-71 ! 4 1 IE - 4l
C ,15835E- 3) ( .82818E 1) ( .11508E 1) ( .11683E 2) C .10000E2)
(-.82305E- 1, .45066E 0 1 .37092E- 1, -44914E 0)

o-.15439E 0, .20419E 2 -. 31526E 1, .20175E 2)
<-*!0712E- 2>
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TABLE XX=XIV

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL LINEAR SYSTEM C

PHOjECT: LD F-4 VT0333F/S F UP

DE)N0 iI NATOF :

-. 29759E- 1

C .. 0690F.- 1) ( .28088E 1) 1 .10000E 2) C .31460E 1) C .14440E 2)
C .51644E 0, .-P 8970E 0 -.14962E 0, .24808E 0)
C .54222E 0, .59313E 0 .32i60E 0, .49837E 0)
C .34427L 0, -19436E 1 .0 .66912E 0, .18248E 1)
<-.45275E- 1>

NUXPEIAT0O: B /VG FILE NAME? /1/ OLD FILE

-. 10731E- 4
1 .50689E- 1) C .10000E 2) C .63333E 1) ( .19678E 1) ( .26383E 2)

C .11991E 2)
C .42424E 0, .28481E 0 * -12083E 0, .25791E 0)
C -78648E 0, -60836E 0 ,.47846E O, .37574E 0)
<-:13577E- 3>

NUyiEH4T0R: F SD/VG FILE NANE? /2/ OLD FILE

.14637E- 3
C .10000E- 1) ( .OOOOOE 0) ( .100OOE 2) ( .14678E 2)
(-.29337E Os .22111E 0 , -- 64868E- 1, .21138E 0)
C .95177E 0, -97359E 0 , -92663E 0, .29872E 0)
C .85272E 0, .36936E 1 .31496E 1, -19294E 1)
< .13583E- 3>

ihJE iATO2: PHI/VG FILE NAME? /3/ 01,D FILE

-. 88994E- 3
(-.12918E- 1) ( -15792E 1) C .10000E 2) 1 .10441E 2) ( .95009E 1)
( .74535E 0, .67076E- 2 1 .49995E- 2, .44718E- 2)
(.-ý9865E O, .79197E 0 1 -. 23652E 0, .75583E 0)
< .50625E- 6>
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TABLE =OOIV(cont' d)

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL LINEAR SYSTEM C

NU EW'ATO0i: DA /VIG FILE AXAE? /4/ OLD FILE

-. 16019E 0)

( .61537E- 1) C .21428E- 1) C .11329E- 1) (-.19834E 0) C .10000E 2)
0-.42753E 0) (-.10000E 2)

C .95611E 0, .15535E I .14885E 11 -44493E 0)
< .48971E- 4>

)Nji•ATOx.: YE /VG FILE NAME? /5/ OLD FILE

.7174L1E- 4
C "45180E- 4) C .15719E 1) ( .10000E 2)
(-.2U3C6E 0, .76867E 0 , -. 21586E 0, .73774E 0)
( .96646E 0, .10107E 2 , .97676E 1, .25956E 1)
(-.14665E 0, .20249E 2 -. 29696E i, .20030E 2)
< .12608L*- 2>

ij, LD F-4 VT0333F/S FLG UP

DE0.INPf~0: E- , , Af 0,1

-. 2975)E- 1
( .10609E'- 1) ( .2,068E 1) ( .10000E 2) C .31460E 1) C .14440E 2)
C.51644E 0, .28970E 0 -.14962E 0, .24808E 0)
C .54222£E 0, .59313E 0 -.32160E 0, -49837E 0)
( .34427E 0, .19436E 1 .66912E O, .18248E 1)
<-.45275E- 1>

0: /YC FILE NAME? /I/ OLD FILE

-. 40903E'- 6
C -00000E 0) C .10000E- I) C .14546E 0) .OOOOOE 0) C .11867E 1)
( .10000E 2) (-.10000E 2) (-.25025E 3)
<-.17669E- 4>

N•U•'ERATOH: PSD/'VC FILE NAME? /2/ OLD FILE

.10467E- 4
C .O0000E 0) ( .10000E- 1) C .0OOO0E 0) C .62070E 0) C .10000E 2)
(-.10OOZE 2)
(-.41233E 0, .45768E 1 -. 18871E 1, .41696E 1)
<-213609E- 3>
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TABLE xxIV(concluded)

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL LINEAR SYSTEM C

•UYERAT0: PHI/YC FILE NAME? /3/ OLD FILE

•80230E- 3
( .OOOOOE 0) ( *I0000E- 1) ( -OOOOOE 0) ( .10000E 2) (-.0O000E 2)
( .13227E 0, .13412E 1 -17741E 0, -13294E 1)
<-.14432E- 2>

NU, -. ATO: DA /YC FILE NAME? /4/ OLD FILE

•.12395E- 1

( .42665E- .1) ( .OOOOOE 0) ( .10000E- 1) ( .OOOOOE 0) C .13917E 1)
( .10000E 2) <-.10000E 2)
( .11356E O- .17249E I • .19588E 0, .17138E 1)
<-.21897E- 2>

NERATOR: YE /YC FILE NAME? /5/ OLD FILE

-. 29759E- I
C .OOOOOE 0) ( .OOOOE 0) C .54255E 0) ( .27376E 1) C .31909E 1)
C .10000E 2) ( .14440E 2)
( .36520E 0, .60996E 0 * .22276E 0, .56783E 0)
( .31244E 0, .- 19414E 1 p .66481E 0, .18241E 1)
<-.28560E 2>

NUMEiATOR: Yp /YC FILE NAME? /6/ NEW FILE

1i1408E- 3
C . 0000E- 1) C -10000E 2) (--10000E 2)
C .11935E 0, .13245E 1 o .15808E 0, .13150E 1)
<-.32200E 0, .15041E 2 p -. 48432E 1, .14240E 2)
<-.45275E- 1>
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TABLE XXXXV

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL NONLINEAR SYSTEM C

LD F-4. VT0333F/S F UP

DEX ox•0Y I o.;T 0' l:

- .975'9?n- 1
C .11067E- 1) C .11145E I) C .100O0E 2)
( .506o8E 0, .2155 2E 0 -.10967E 0, .18553E 0)
( .77538E 0, .41497E 0 , .32176E 0, .26205E 0)
( .99201E 0, .10215E 2 , .10133E 2. -12889E 1)
C .1831E 0, .183214E i , -21549E 0, *18086E 1)
<-.10164E- 1>

.Žx, UA ATOR: YD /Y FILE NAME? 1Y1 NE'W FILE

-. 30546E- 4
S.-10000E- 1) C .0OOOE 0) C -13505E 2) C -IOOOOE 2) (-.IO000E2)
(-.11611E 2)
( .56559E- 1, .14567E 1 1 -82387E- 1, .14543E 1)
<-.10164E- 1>

U;0ý. E~t'f0•-: B /YC FILE NAME? /1/ OLD FILE

-. 91823E- 7
( .000GOE 0) C .10000E- 1) -.14546E 0) C -OOOOOE 0) (.11867E1)
C .10000E 2) (-.10000E 2) (-.-25025E 3)

!<-.39666E- 5>

NUI. .... T0li. PS /DY FiLE NAiKE? /2/ OLD FILE

-23497E- 5
.-00000E 0) C .10000E- 1) C -OOOE 0) C .62070E 0) C .1O000E 2)(-, iOCOOE 2)

(-.41/233E 0, .45766E 1 o -. 18871E 1, .41696E 1)
<-.30550E- 4>
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TABLE XXXXV(cont'd)

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL NONLINEAR SYSTEM C

:U'wE.iATO.: PHI/YC FILE NAME? /3/ OLD FILE

018011E- 3
C OOOOOE 0) ( .100OE- 1) ( -OOOOOE 0) ( .10000E 2) (-.10000E 2)
( .13227E 0, .13412E I1 .17741E 0, '13294E 1)
<'32398E- 3>

NUMEA7AToi.: YE /YC FILE NAME? /4/ OLD FILE

-. 2-9759E-. I
S.OOOOOE 0) ( .O0000E 0) 1 .I0876E 1) ( .51042E 0) C .10000E2)
C .48212E 0, .4057bE 0 , .19563E 0 .35551E 0)
C -99201E 0, -10215E 2 1 .10133E 2, .12889E 1)
C .i1810E 0, .18213E 1 --21509E 0, .18086E 1)
<-.94154iE 1>'

NU!,!iAYTO: YP /YC FILE NAMIE? /5/ OLD FILE

•25611E- 4
C .iOOOOE- 1) C .10000E 2) (-.10000E 2)
C *11935E 0, .13245E i .15808E O0 .13150E 1)
(-.32200E O -15041E 2 '--48432E 1, .14240E 2)
<-410164E- 1>

NU.1 ERATO .: DA /YC FILE NAME? /11/ NEW FILE

•272f,5E- 2
( .42665E- 1) ( .OOOOOE 0) C -10000E- 1) C .OOOOOE 0) C -13917E 1)
( .. 0000E 2) (-.10000E 2)
C .11356E 0, .17249E 1 .19588E O, -17138E 1)
<-.49156E- 3>

N.UMER.ATOl: O /VG FILE NAME? /6/ OLD FILE

-. 10731*E- 4
C .11065E- I) ( .11104E 1) ( .10000E 2) ( .25612E 2)
C .88379 E 0, .45184E 0 , .40159E 0, .20709E 0)
C .46460E 0, .20820E 0 , .96169E- 1, .18434E 0)
( .99782E C, .10099E 2 , .10077E 2, .66578E 0)
<-.30480E- 4>
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TABLE XXXXV(concluaea)

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LATERAL NONLINEAR SYSTEM C

NUiv!ElATOi: PSD/VG FILE NAME? /7/ OLD FILE

i •! z637E- 3

C .OOOOOE 0) ( *I0000E- 1) ( .97525E 0) ( *10000E 2)
(-.264/40E 0, .15900E 0 , -. 42041E- 1, .15334E 0)
C .83206E 0, -89667E 0 p .74608E 0, -49737E 0)
C .9909i3E 0, .10251E 2 .10159E 2.p .13741E 1)
< .30493E- 4>

NUMERiATOl: PiHI/VG FILE NAME? /3/ OLD FILE

-. 88994E- 3
(-.10757L- 1) ( .10000E 2) C .12190E 1) (.i0257E 2) (.97240E 1)
C .72112E 0, .60744E- 2 .43803E- 21 .42084E- 2)
(-.1/4850E 0, .51543E 0 1 -. 76540E- 1 .50971E 0)
< .11410E- 6>

NUMEi.ATOiR: YE /iG FILE NAME? /9/ NEW FILE

*71741E- 4
C -12818E- 3) C -12214E 1) C .91912E 1) C .10757E 2) C .10000E 2)
(-.13706E 0, .50544E 0 p -. 69277E- 1, .50067E 0)
(-.15459E 0, .20359E 2 , -. 31473E 1, -20114E 2)
< .1120SE- 2>

NU;uiATO0i: YP /VG FILE NAM.E? /10/ NEW FILE

-. 717LI!E- /4-!E~- 3) ( .91912E 1) ( .122!4E 1) C .10757E 2) C .1OOOOE 2)

- . ' . .50544E 0 , -. 69277E- 1 .50067E 0)
0, .20359E 2 2 -. 31473E 1, .20114E 2)

* "-.. ' n,.i-

NUjiE*AT*i: DA /VG FILE .A±.E? /i2/ NEW iFILE

.10412E 0
S.5zz1945E- 1) C.18607E- 1) ( .12481E- 1) C .11530E 1) (-.18042E 0)

(-.40104E 0) C .10000E 2) (-.OOOOE 2)
< .10993E- 4>
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APPENDIX VI

MAN SQUARE PERFORMANCE DATA AND PILOT
OPINION RATINGS RESULTING FROM HONEYWELL, INC.

F MED-BASE, PILOTED SIMULATOR EXPERIMENTS
(REPRODUCED AND SUMMARIZED FROM REF. 1)

Mean square performance data for the glide slope and localizer

tracking task for back-up system A, B and C are given in Tables XXKXVI,

XXXXVII and XXXXVIII respectively. These data were generated by means of

fixed-base piloted simulation. The only disturbance inputs acting were

normal and side gusts. (No model of the ILS beam bends is included.)

Definitions of the quantities recorded in Tables )=XXVI, XXXXVII and

XXXXVIII are given below.

T
-2 f (u(t)_Uo)2 dt (knots) 2  

(61)me T

T

= f (e(t)-eo) 2 dt (deg) 2  (62)

se-_2 To(s(t)-Bs°)2 d dg2(3

g2 = f s(t)3 dt (deg/sec) 2  (64)T 0

62 fTs(t)2 dt (deg) 2  (65)
S- TI

0

n = nz(t)2 dt (ft/sec2)2 (66)

Etc.

where the nominal trim point is defined:
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TABLE XXXKVI

EVALUATIONS -REDUNDANT ACT0ATOR/BACK-UP POWER SYSTEMS

.,A Pilot JN JN JN JN DS DS DS DS DS DJ TL
Meoan
Square Date 12116/69 12/16/69 12/16/69 12/16/69 11/21/69 11/21/69 11/21/69 12/3/69 12/3/69 12/2/69 12/2/69
Errorsaý Run No. 21 26 27 28 19 20 21 18 19 39 12

No. of Engines 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Gusts No No No No Yes Yes

•smax (deglsee) 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 I 1 1

8 min (deg) -4 -4

8. max (deg) -1 -- -1

6spowel'(HP) .1 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 1 1 1

e2 2490. 3260. 1320. 1350. 212. 7590. 3040. 2560. 1190. 883. 4500.

2 
228 66.1 38.3 10.3 49.3 227. 333. 691. 45.3 4.75 34.2 22.7

2

1.06 5.84 4.06 .34 2.22 .26 .56 .884 .864, 7.48 .58

T2*2 8.38 *2.32 2.19 7.75 1.03 '983 1.81 .376 .404 .389 .019

s2 1.97 1.08 .776 .778 1.69 2.79 .108 .229 .683 .501 1.95

-2n 128. 199. 107. 207. 774. 853. 1079. 156. 111. 258. 36. 1

2 .539 .845 .314 .506 .0983 .0800 * 331 .049 .0569 .155 .0051

-2 25.8 6.7 6.2 23.3 36.9 52.5 206. 7.96 11.0 20.2 .54

i2 53.2 145. 22.9 99.8 888. 117, 216. 53.49 69.1 353. 68.0

-2 18.8 73.2 9.6 139. 1410. 1330. 4290. 18.9 28.8 71.0 34.4

;2 6.13 54.8 6.18 16.2 94.2 80.8 86.8 26.1 32.8 143. 9.82

.842 1.55 .268 1.35 11.2 4.19 11.2 1.11 1.70 10.4 1.13

.083 .455 .089 .734 3.02 3.10 6.50 .766 1.00 8.15 1.14

-. c2 .423 35.3 .254 41.8 148, 172, 185. 4.70 .190 1.48 3.58

77pi2 109. 167. 155. 208. 254. 235. 234. 199. 196. 217. 212.

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
a

8a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 .048 1.15 .812 3.23 4.92 4.00 3.97 2.13 2.10 3.93 2.94

2 3.26 2.33 1.02 2.95 3.08 2.29 1.97 1.81 2.06 8.30 .910

.2 61 1.28 .321 2.98 .240 .123 .321 .050 .0912 .067 .214

r2 OOOR0 .0088 .0062 .246 .0375 .0304 .0302 .016 .0160 .0301 .222

S•.p2
&SP 82.8 141. 42.8 395. 32.5 16.7 42.7 6.65 12.3 9.16 29,4

2 72,4 167. 47.3 92.2 25.6 11.2 67.1 12.8 19.9 3.79 2.006
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TABLE XXXXVI( cont' d)

EVALUATIONS - REDUNDANT ACTUATOR/BACK-UP POWER SYSTEMS

Pilot Opinion - Landability

Question Pilot [ Date Comment

1. Is the aircraft difficult to trim? JN 12/16 No problem

JN 12/16 No problem

DS 11/21 Yes

LF 12/3 No

DS 12/3 No

DJ 1212 OK

2. Is attitude control satisfactory ? JN 12/16 OK

JN 12/16 No real problem (with practice)

DS 11/21 Extremely difficult

LF 1213 Yes

DS 12/3 OK

DJ 12/2 OK

Is heading control satisfactory? JN 12/16 OK

JN 12/16 No real problem (with practice)

DS 11/21 No comment

LF 12/3 Less than desirable

DS 12/3 OK

DJ 12/2 OK

3. Is holding altitude a problem?

a. Straight and level JN 12/16 ---

JN 12/16 No problem

DS 11/21 ---

LF 12/3 No, did not increase problem

DS 12/3 ---

DJ 12/2 OK

b. Turns JN 12/16 Actually easier (but this is pilot technique);
unfamiliarity with basic configuration

JN 12/16 No problem

DS 11/21 Unsatisfactory

LF 12/3 ---

DS 12/3 ---

DJ 12/2

4. What is maximum usable bank JN 12/16 450

angle? JN 12/16 300 maximum

DS 11/21 200

LF 12/3 No problem; did not exceed 15* bank angle

DS 12/3 .10-15*

-DJ 12/2 25*

5. Is maintaining airspeed a problem? JN 12/16 Only due to unfamiliarity

JN 12/16 No problem

DS 11121 Very difficult

LF 12/3 No

DS 12/3 Kept 200-220 knots

DJ 12/2 High

6. Are there any problems asso- JN 12/16 No

ciated with the landing task? JN 12/16 No problem

DS 11/21 ...

LF 12/3 Yes, direction control

DS 12/3 ---

DJ 12/2 ---
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TABLE XXXXVI(cont'd)

EVALUATIONS - REDUNDANT ACTUATOR/BACK-UP POWER SYSTEMS

Pilot Opinion - Landability
Question Pilot I Date I Comment

a. How well can you accomplish JN 12/16 Satisfactory
the task? JN 12/16 Satisfactory +

DS 11/21 Unsuccessful

LF 12/3 Acceptable
DS 12/3 Satisfactory

DJ 12/2 OK

b. How much fatigue is involved? JN 12/16 No factor

JN 12/16 Not a factor other than getting behind on the cross check
DS 11/21 Extreme

LF 12/3 Normal
DS 12/3 Moderate

DJ 12/2 ---

7. What are the effects of random JN 12/16 Not noticeable
gust inputs on handling quality? JN 12/16 Not noticeable

DS 11/21 ---
LF 12/3 Aggravates problem

DS 12/3 Moderate

DJ 12/2 No problem

8. Are special piloting techniques JN 12/16 None
required for the configuration? JN 12/16 None other than use of rudders (not applicable in

some jets)
DS 11/21 Yes; extreme lead
LF 12/3 No more than qualified pilot

DS 12/3 ---

DJ 12/2 High airspeed

9. What instruments are used most? JN 12/16 Not angle of attack
JN 12/16 Not angle of attack or ve tical speed; used attitude

indicator to cross check, flight director, airspeed,
and altitude

DS 11/21 All
LP 12/3 Flight direction

DS 12/3 ...

DJ 12/2 ---

10. Are any of the instruments JN 12/16 Flight direction is hidden behind stick
Inadequate for the configuration? JN 12/16 Flight direction is hidden behind stick

DS 11/21 ...

LF 12/3 No
DS 12/3 ...

DJ 12/2 ---

11. Pilot rating? JN 12/16 2

JN 12/16 2
DS 11/21 9

LF 12/3 5

DS 12/3 5
DJ 12/2 5

12. P1O rating? JN 12/16 1

JN 12/16 2

DS 11/21 6
LF 12/3 3

DS 12/3 2

DJ 12/2 5

NOTE: The dash denotes no comment by the pilot.
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TABLE XXOOCI(concluded)

EVALUATIONS - REDUNDANT ACTUATOR/BACK-UP POWER SYSTEMS

Pilot Opinion - Landability

Question (Pilot Date Comment

1. Is the aircraft difficult to trim? DS 12/3 Ran out of time on this run; trouble with transducer,
roll uncertainties

DJ 12/2 OK

2. Is attitude control satisfactory? DS 12/3 ---

DJ 12/2 OK

Is heading control satisfactory? DS 12/3 ---

DJ 12/2 OK

3. Is holding altitude a problem?

a. Straight and level DS 12/3 ---

DJ 12/2 OK

b. Turns DS 12/3 ---

DJ 12/2 OK

4. What is maximum usable bank DS 12/3
angle? DJ 12/2 OK

5. Is maintaining airspeed a problem? DS 12/3 ---

DJ 12/2 OK

6. Are there any problems asso- DS 12/3 ---

ciated with the landing task? DJ 12/2 ---

a. How well can you accomplish DS 12/3 ---
the task? DJ 12/2 ---

b. How much fatigue is involved? DS 12/3 ...

DJ 12/2 ---

7. What are the effects of random DS 12/3 ---

gust inputs on handling quality? Di 12/2 ---

8. Are special piloting techniques DS 12/3 ...

required for the configuration? Di 12/2 Keep airspeed above 160 knots

9. What instruments are used most? DS 12/3 ---

DJ 12/2 ---

10. Are any of the instruments DS 12/3 ---

inadequate for the configuration? DJ 12/2 --

11. Pilot rating? DS 12/3 ---

Di 12/2 4

12. PIO rating? DS 12/3 ...

DJ 12/2 3

NOTE: The dash denotes no comment by the pilot.
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TABLE XXXXVII

EVALUATIONS - MECHANICAL BACK-UP SYSTEM NO. 1

LF LF LF LF LF LF LF LF LF LF LF LF

Square\Date 12/8169 12/8/69 12/8/69 12/8/69 12/8169 12912/8/69 1288/69 12/8/69 12 /8/69 12/8/69 12/8/69
Errors \ i Ru 11 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 23 24 25 28

No. of Engines 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Gusts Yes 4 Yes

6. max (deg/sec)

6srmin (deg)
_________________ Dcep as on rilo ________

Snrasnx (deg)

t6s power (lIP)

"2 5250. 4560. 1060. 254. 1230. 440. 896. 91. 1160. 1370. 362. 3540.

""e2 18.9 14.8 13.6 12.8 .375 15.1 34.6 60.3 .109x i0
5  

34.1 .435 12.9

-2 5.84 2.94 2.10 2.10 2.84 2.23 1.48 1.68 .24 .888 1.24 .16

6s- .318 .2.77 .199 1.03 .238 .406 .703 .267 .229 .648 .108 1.33

,;2 .0565 .822 5.92 .939 5.95 .778 . 861 3.95 .785 1.16 .376 .217

n- 168. 263. 83.7 88.8 43.6 110. 52.4 54.4 88.8 70.3 107. 107.

•L .0639 .143 .0538 .0529 .0416 .0322 .0745 .0845 .0151 .0559 .0172 .0499

"-2 2.09 14.9 1.49 6.77 1.51 3.26 3.43 1.80 2.37 4.78 1. 70 6. 10

-2 309. 172. 224, 153. 50.4 145. 115. 118. 81.2 '102. 143. 123.

-2V 234. 80.9 40.3 151. 66.8 76.4 31.4 20.7 19.3 25.3 32.6 34.3

P2 14.2 20.5 16.8 16.5 10.2 18.1 17.9 21.1 46.8 30.9 39.1 57.4

-2V 2.25 1.89 1.78 1.85 .730 '1.89 1.48 1.20 2.10 2.55 2.18 2.63

-2 1.15 1.09 .987 1.15 1.14 1.03 .981 .895 2.02 2.14 1.59 12.54

l.0C
2  

204. 26.3 8.29 11.6 114. 5.85 40.3 21,5 2.45 .572 6.96 4.51

2 117. 112. 118. .128. 118. 117. 114. 114. 238. 231. 228. 221.

T. 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O

a2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
a

2 .0360 .0478 .0447 .135 .0426 .0448 .0114 .0111 5.39 5.78 4.80 5.32

62 .326 .843 .537 .815 .513 .728 .350 .315 7.49 9.47 5.85 10.7

.- ,. D2 1.19 .977 1.22 1.98 1.38 1.53 1.13 1.00 .788 .729 .767 .844

.'r2 .000529 .000427 .000385 .00110 .000363 .000398 .000113 .00107 .0412 .0441 .0366 .0407

2S 290. 134. 167. 273. 189. 210. 155. 137. 107. 100. 105. 116,

2 9.42 12.3 14. 15.7 9.93 12.7 27.6 24.7 10.1 7.79 10.1 29.9
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TABLE XXXXVII(cont'd)

EVALUATIONS - MECHANICAL BACK-UP SYSTEM NO. 1

M Pilot LF LF LF LF DS DS DS DS DS DS DS DsMean \

Square Date 12/8/69 12/8/69 1218/69 12/5/69 12/5/69 12/5/69 12/5/69 12/5/69 12/5/69 12/5/69 12/5/69 12/5/69
Errors ý Run No. 28 29 31 32 9 10 16 27 28 29 31 32

No. of Engines 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Gusts Yes - -Yes

6.max (deg/ sec)

6min (deg) De onPilo

6. max (deg)

8. power (HP)

-2
e 509. 687. 5970. 3700. 1390. 1710. 302. 303. 173. 1200. 571. 819.

We2 12.1 26.6 64.6 12.7 4.85 9.29 39.6 11.1 5.71 2.32 22.9 13.0

""e.2 80 1.49 .360 -1.08 .508 .020 1.15. .680 .200 .712 .116 .704

"2 .0634 .0811 1.56 .214 .276 .181 .033 .0622 .0511 .0599 .0267 .0489

a2 5.10 1.46 1.43 3.29 1.09 .722 1.52 .238 1.12 2.05 .844 .460

".2 35.7 40.2 82.4 25.4 33.8 67.6 40.7 43.5 14.2 79.2 48.7 23.0

z

2 .00979 .0106 .0539 .0580 9.88 .00649 .00693 .00851 .00626 .0222 .00776 .0272

.590 .592 6.55 1.32 .97.3 .867 .288 .314 .300 1.14 .360 .666

0 126. 113. .174. 118.6 17.5 188. 79.4 47.2 59.4 192. 58.8 52.9

32 38.0 38.6 14.3 21.9 7.43 76.6 28.6 29.0 16.0 86.1 17.2 42.5

42 2.9 35.8 50.0 40.5 13.6 109. 21.0 23.2 26.0 33.1 26.3 12.3

-2 2.37 1.84 2.27 2.28 .664 4.88 1.54 1.18 1.25 2.90 1.44 .927

j-2 1.70 1.20 1.30 1.19 .585 4.18 .833 .877 .909 1.43 1.10 591

r'-2 3.44 30.6 22.2 8.85 .463 16.4 .987 4.09 .940 4.22 1.37 .914

- 2 216. 191. 179. 153. 126. 145. 244. 234. 203. 271. 239. 265.
FPR

2 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 4.26 2.97 3.10 2.38 .236 2.94 4.64 1590. 2.76 7.94 4.75 6.29

"r2 13 3.76 8.98 8.16 1.40 21.0 2.12 2.88 2.45 2.92 2.42 .91

-SL2 .659 .371 .325 .284 .0614 .103 .059 .446 .110 .146 .0965 .113
LDI11

2 .0323 .0227 .0239 .0184 .00189 .023 .035 .0320 .0210 .0602 .0362 .0477

-Sp2 90.2 51.0 44.2 40.0 8.80 14.0 8.01 60.8 14.8 19.9 13.1 15.4

2 8.78 10.9 30.6 11.3 8.20 20.9 7.31 13.8 19.1 19.0 4.43 4.10
___I
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TABLE XXXXVII( cont' a)

EVALUATIONS - MECHANICAL BACK-UP SYSTEM NO. 1

Pilot LF LF LF LF LF LF LF LF
M •an \ -

Square Date 12/5/69 12/5/69 12/5/69 12/5/69 12/5/69 12/5/69 12/5/69 12/5/69
Errors Run No. 45 46 46 49 51 52 53 54

No. of Engines 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

G;sts Yes ,____Yes

max (deg/sec)

as min (deg) Depe ds on pilo t

6 max (deg)

6 power (HP)

-2 1850. 1400. 3060. 3060. 812. 1420. 3060. 17900.

"7e2 69.9 41.8 24.2 40.4 4.68 42.2 9.43 16.4

"Tss2 2.46 3.46 .872 .208 .032 .676 .172 3.08

"6- 2 .119 '218 .0692 .0473 .0214 .329 .00452 .150

u-..2 .419 1.55 1.27 .702 .861 1.95 .347 1.22

- 2
nz 224. 180. 97.3 56.1 108. 170. 28.6 576.

- .2 .0655 .0138 .0125 .0124 .0106 .0206 4.43 .0195

2.20 2.43 .939 .846 .863 3.43 .125 1.29

-2 143. 328. 303. 73.1 296. 354. 62.9 209.

V 396. 98.6 32.6 20.4 54.5 67.5 15.5 53.4

T2 44.4 64.1 85.0 30.6 65.8 147. 35.4 48.1

-2 2.70 4.31 5.09 1.59 4.41 8.05 1.94 3.31

-2 1.60 2.08 3.64 1.62 2.72 7.49 1.60 2.17

.,•'.2 86.6 7.18 .468 .515 14.9 .571 4.97 4.05

2.plt 185. 214. 235. 212. 224. 256. 196. 320.

6a- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

' 2
6• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

71.2 2.34 4.93 6.72 3.54 5.52 8.94 2.85 6.42

, 2 5.30 9.51 17.4 5.63 8.41 27.3 6.87 13.3

2' 2 .174 .268 .218 .232 15.2 .230 .208 .303

Tp'r
2  

.0179 .0376 .0515 .0271 .0421 .0687 .0218 .0492

- 2 23.8 36.6 20.7 31.7 20.7 31.4 28.4 41.4

,3.F5 13.5 10.1 .687 2.37 10.0 1.03 2.64
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TABLE XXXXVII( cont 'a)

EVALUATIONS - MECHANICAL BACK-UP SYSTEM NO. 1

Pilot Opinion - 1.andability

Question [ Pilot I Da.t I Comment

1. Is the aircraft difficult to trim? LF 12/8 Yes

DS 12/5 No

LF 12/5 Trimmable, but effort on stick and ruddor

2. Is attitude control satisfactory? LF 12/8 Fair

DS 12/5 Recoverable

LF 12/5 Good

Is heading control satisfactory? LF 12/8 Poor

DS 12/5 Recoverable

LF 12/5 More difficult

3. Is holding altitude a problem?

a. Straight and level LF 12/8 OK

DS 12/5 ---

LF 12/5 OK

b. Turns LF 12/8 OK

DS 12/5 ---

LF 12/5 OK

4. What is maximum usable bank LF 12/8 300

angle ? DS 12/5 30*

LF 12/5 400

5. Is maintaining airspeed a problem? LF 12/8 No

DS 12/5 No

LF 12/5 No

6. Are there any problems asso- LF 1218 ---

ciated with the landing task? DS 12/5 ---

LF 12/5 Maintaining precision direction

a. How well can you accomplish LF 12/8 Marginal acceptable

the task? DS 12/5 N/A

LF 12/5 Satisfactory

b. How much fatigue is involved? LF 12/8 Moderately heavy

DS 12/5 ---

LF 12/5 Moderately heavy

7. What are the effects of random LF 12/8 Disturbs heading

gust inputs on handling qualities? DS 12/5 None

LF 12/5 More difficult to hold heading

8. Are special piloting techniques LF 12/8 Gain airspeed to 220K

required for the configuration? DS 12/5 No

LF 12/5 Use large amount of rudder

9. What instruments are used most? LF 12/8 ---

DS 12/5 ---

LF 12/5 Flight director and heading

10. Are any of the instruments LF 12/8 ...

inadequate for the configuration? DS 12/5 ---

LF 12/5 ---

11. Pilot rating? LF 12/8 5

DS 12/5 5

LF 12/5 5

12. PIO rating? LF 12/8 2

DS 12/5 2

LF 12/5 2

NOTE: The dash denotes no comment by the pilot.
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TABLE xxxxvii(concluaea)

EVAULATIONS - MECHANICAL BACK-UP SYSTEM NO. I

Pilot Opinion - Landability

Question Pilot I Date Comment

I. Is the aircraft difficult to trim? DS 12/4 ...

2. Is attitude control satisfactory? DS 12/4 ...

Is heading control satisfactory? DS 12/4 .-

3. Is holding altitude a problem?

a. Straight and level DS 12/4 OK

b. Turns DW 12/4 OK

4. What is maximum usable bank DS 12/4 Full bank up to 60* after recowery completed
angle?

5. Is maintaining airspeed a problem? DS 12/4 OK

6. Are there any problems asso- DS 12/4
ciated with the landing task?

a. How well can you accomplish DS 12/4 ---

the task?

b. How much fatigue is involved? DS 12/4 Normal

7. What are the effects of random DS 12/4 No effect
gust inputs on handling qualities?

8. Are special piloting techniques DS 12/4 Recovery from manual attitudes - noseup dying airspeed
required for the configuration?

9. What instruments are used most? DS 12/4 ---

10. Are any of the instruments DS 12/4
inadequate for the configuration?

11. Pilot rating? DS 12/4 ...

12. PIO rating? DS 12/4 ...

13. Special comments DS 12/4 Aircraft is recoverable to straight and level flight if
backup controls are activated immediately; M - 0. 3,
M - 0. 5, M - 0.8 (roll necessary to drop airspeed)

NOTE: The dash denotes no comment by the pilot.
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TABLE XXXXVIII

EVALUATIONS - MECHANICAL BACK-UP SYSTEM NO. 2

Pilot DS DS
M ean \
Square Date 12/5/69 12/5/69
Errors Run No. 24 25

No. of Engines 2 2

Gusts Yes Yes

Ss max (deg/sec)

8s min (deg) Depen Is on pilo

8s max (deg)

8. power (HP)

"e 1390. 9580.

"-;e2 39.9 33.6

T. 2 .104 452

as .0940 0547

u-
2  4.54 .61

-2
1.56 40.2

"2 .0164 .00653

52 .520 .386

2 38.3 72.5

"7.00 21.3

P2 30.7 35.3

-A2 1.36 1.42

W .944 .869

o2 ;.343 1.31

- 2 135. 148.

2 6.72 5.70"

22.6a 16.5 12.3

2 .294 .558

2 1.21 1.46

'LD2 .107 .0907

""r2 .00230 .00431

T-SP2 0 0

8
P 2 0 0 -
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TABLE XXXXVIII(concluded)

EVALUATIONS - MECHANICAL BACK-UP SYSTEM NO. 2

Pilot Opinion

Question [ Pilot I Date ] Comment

1. Is the aircraft difficult to trim? DS 12/5 No

2. Is attitude control satisfactory? DS 12/5 Recoverable

Is heading control satisfactory? DS 12/5 Recoverable

3. Is holding altitude a problem?

a. Straight and level DS 12/5 ...

b. Turns DS 12/5 ...

4, What is maximum usable bank DS 12/5 300
angle?

5. Is maintaining airspeed a problem? DS 12/5 No

6. Are there any problems asso- DS 12/5

ciated with the landing task?

a. How well can you accomplish DS 12/5 No applicable
the task?

b. How much fatigue is involved? DS 12/5

7. What are the effects of random DS 12/5 None
gust inputs on handling quality?

8. Are special piloting techniques DS 12/5 No
required for the configuration?

9. What instruments are used most? DS 12/5 ---

10. Are any of the instruments DS 12/5 ---
inadequate for the configuration?

11. Pilot rating? DS 12/5 5

12. PIO rating? DS 12/5 2

NOTE: The dash denotes no comment by the pilot.
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uo = 198 knots (67)

00 = 8.0 deg (68)

S= 2.0 deg (69)

The glide slope and localizer deviations were computed using

GS 57.3 tan-1 (h/xe) -2.5 (70)

LOC = 57.3 tan-1 (ye/Xe) (71)

SL, SLDand Pr are the actual stick and pedal deflections and FSL, FSLD

and FPR are the stick and pedal forces for the F-4 with the existing

control system.

Pilot ratings were recorded for both general flying qualities and

for PIO tendencies. The general flying qualities rating flow diagram

which defines how the numerical ratings were arrived at is given in

Fig. 52. The PIO tendency rating scale is defined by Table XXXXIX.

A summary of the pilot ratings delivered in the experiments has been

drawn from the data given in Ref. 1. This summary is presented in

Table L. It includes both general flying qualities and PIO tendency

ratings.
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TABLE XXXXIX

PIO TENDENCY RATING SCALE

Numerical
Description NatingRating

No tendency for pilot to induce undesirable 1
motions.

Undesirable motions tend to occur when pilot 2
initiates abrupt maneuvers or attempts tight
control. These motions can be prevented or
eliminated by pilot technique.

Undesirable motions easily induced when pilot 3
initiates abrupt maneuvers or attempts tight
control. These motions can be prevented or
eliminated but only at sacrifice to task
performance or through considerable pilot
attention and effort.

Oscillations tend to develop when pilot initiates
abrupt maneuvers or attempts tight control.
Pilot must reduce gain or abandon task to recover.

Divergent oscillations tend to develop when pilot
initiates abrupt maneuvers or attempts tight
control. Pilot must open loop by releasing or
freezing the stick.

Disturbance or normal pilot control may cause 6
divergent oscillation. Pilot must open control
loop by releasing or freezing the stick.
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TABLE L

SUMMARY OF PILOT OPINION FROM SIMULATION
(Ref. I)

System Flying Qualities PIO No. of Total No. Pilot
Configuration Rating Rating Subjects of Runs Comments

A w/o gusts 2 4

I I 4

2 1r
A w/ gusts 2 1 airspeed had

to be kept

7 higher than
3 5 recommended

9 1 for task,
- .. rudder used,

1 gusts aggravate

2 2 problem

3 2 6

6 1

B w/o gusts _ no data taken

B w/ gusts 5 2 32 airspeed had
to be keptS2 2 322:3 higher than

recommended
for task, gusts
disturb heading,
rudder used

C W/o gusts no data taken

C w/ gusts 5 1 2

2 { 1 2
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